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FOREWORD

The Rowed Table Conference on Distance Education in South Asian
Cowurks it pars of a serks ofAsises Developmet Bent initiatives in the &-
once education arena The Bank's Merest in ehoetace education stemsfrom
profession a I swffpaper, smitten ia 1985 by otte °low whet:Mow specialists, Dr.

Modlal Sharma This paper kid the grounthvork for a swim Regional Semi-
nar on Distmce Education, organized by the Bank in collaboration with dee

Sukhothai Thammathirat Open Univenky in Bangkok where the Seminar wen

hekl. This Seminar brought together 40 pardcipmets representing 14 develop-

ing member cowotrks (Bhutan, Donna, Fg4 Hong Kong Roth, Indonesia,
Republk ofKorea, Malaysia Nepal, Pakistm, PapaaNew Guirte Philippines,
Sri Lanka and Thailand) as well as three other member commies of the Bank
(Australia, Japanned New Zealand). The Bangkok Seminar also gathered
eogether a group of imentationally rammed &name educators and dee semi-

nar papers, now published in two volumes, are widely acclaimed a s -m impor-

tant resource ix the field. The premed Rowed Table Conference represents
mother significant link in the chain ((events that could lead to a major regional

initiative in the development of distance education.
One of the major recommendations of the Bangkok Seminar was to give

serious comideradon to the establishment of a endemism for engendering
regional cooperation in cistance education. The fiuscdon, form, operational
feasibility mod financial viability of such a mwhasism provide the central foci
of theROwId Table Conference. To establish a realistk regional COMM for the
discussions, canny paper presentations were made by official delegates from
Bangladesk Bhutan, hui Maldives, Nepa4 Pakistan and Sri lank a. I emend

my *Mb for these highly valued contramions. Simile* I amend my
gratitude to the following resource persons, whose papers provided an ap-
propriate conceptual framework for the discussions: Dr. Motile! Sharma
(ADB), Mr. A.B. Edington (British Council), Mr. H. Marchl (UNESCO),
Professor Jawed Iqbal Syed (AIOU) mad not kat Dr. James Taylor (University-

College ((Southern Queensland), seho acted as both prim*, consultant and
rapporteur for the Conference Wath the support and advice of Dr. Sharma, the

present talume was also edited by Dr. Taylor.

My special thanks go to Dr. S.M. Qureshi (Secretary of Education,
Pakistan) who acted as Conference Chairman; Ms. Shalom Weak Ali (Minis-
ter of State for Education, Pastan), Mr. Jana Jabber (Minister of State for
Information, Pakistan) and Dr. A.Q. Ansari (Chairman, University Grants
Commission, Pakistan) who chaired enjor sessions of ohe Conference; the staff
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of Allow lqbal Open University and particularly the Vice-Chancellor,
Dr. M.H. Qazi, who presented the keynote address; and his colkagues, narnelA
Dr. S.A. Siddipd and Mr. U.A. Danish among others for erienatng their
cooperation in waking the Confamce pouibk

Finally, I should alio ilk to thank Dr. Motilal Shama, who doubled as
a resource person and chieforganizer alike Conference; Mr. GRAB. winder
Linden, who closely supervised preparations for the Conference; and she
secretarial staff for their unflagging support before, diving Nada*, the mem
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Director
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PREFACE

Distance education has grown so much over the past two decoke that it
is now an integral part of many nadonal edvcation systems droughout the
world. It is already well-established in South Asia, especially in India, Pakis-
tan and Sri Lanka Plait to expand distawe education operadota in these
countries, the projected establislanent of open universities its Bangladesh atd
Nepal, mod the develmmtent of distatce education mans ix litstam mod dr
Maldives all saw to highlight the growing influence of this mode of inanoction
in the South Asks community. Many countries throughout the world have
anted to tfissatce educatkm in efforts to anelkrate the urgent poblem of
educating large and growing population. Through the increased use of as-
:awe akcadon methodologies, both developinc and developed counaks are
implentemin g policy initiatives akeed a providing fair aid equitable access to

educational °monad*: to tall section of the population.
As a result of the escalating need to invest scarce raourca in education,

polky strategists became increasingly sanitised to the economies of scale in-
&rent in mass distance education. This growing interest in the economics of
national distance education systems has recently been extrapolated to analysis
of the potential of international cooperation in the field to generate even greater
benefits in terms ofenhancedast-effectiwness, increased capacity and consis-
tent quality. Thus international cooperative wastrel, such as The Common-
wealth of Learning and the European Association of Distance Teaching
Universities (EADTU), have recently been inidated in the distance educadon
context. The underlying rationale for such ventures provides part of the
stimulus for the presatt Road Table Conference, whkh seeks to invatigate the
potential benefits and Nail* pitfalls of endeavoring to generate cooperation
in distance education in South Asia Compared to the enormous scale of both
The Commonwealth ofLearning and the EADTII, the proposed subregknal ini-
dadve Is relatively &Oen Nevertheless, it is an ambitious project whkh
demands carefid wnsideradon.

In the Bank's view, it was therefore an opportune time to bring together
officials of the Bank's developing member comities from SouthAsia to oplore
the potential for regional cooperation in distance education. Such a gatherin&
it was hope4 would be able to defhte IthernatiVe strategies for underrating a
nuddnational distance education initiative from whkh all might benefit. The
participants included bah technical opera and polkymakers responsiNe for
distance educatiott activities in both the formal and nonformal sectors at all
levels of education. During the Conference, they were able to exchange ideas
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through the detailed analysis of a wide range of orgatsizatiosa4 operational 
and finwac jal issues pertinent to regional cooperation in distance elikeettiOn. 

Five remora papers and seven comely papers mu' e presaged at pkn- 
ary sessions. These papersprovided an appowime ftrwrgemwk for dm discus- 
sion groups **ids considered the follosug major themes: definition of the 
objectives and xope of regional cooperation, modalkks and institutionalise- 
don; the cost and financing of regional cooperadon; and the role of hernia- 
donal agencies in regional cooperation. Each of the three group e presented a 
report to a plenary session. Following the discussion; a number o f specific 
recommendations *we endorsed and subsequently adopted at a concluding 
plenary session. The Bank mists that these recommendations wiE act as a 
catalyst for fitrther action in our efforts to proWde better access to akcatkto- 
al opportunities, especially to the most deprived sectors of the regional 
population. 

The Education Division of the Bank takes particular pleasure in prams- 
ing this Report. It is hoped that the papers and summary ofproceedims herein 
will prove to be a useful resource, not only so those engaged in the planning 
and management of distance education in the South Asia, region but alto so 
our friends and colleagues in the imernational paternity ofdistance educator& 

\IA I Yo 

G.H.P.B. VAN DER UNDEN 
Manager 

Education Division 
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. A. INTRODUCTION

A Round Table Conference on Distance Education wait convened at

Islamabad from 6 to 8 November 1989 by the Asian Developmat Bank in col-

laboration with Mama Iqbal Opea University (AIOU), Pakistan, and with the

support of UNESCO and the British Council. The major aims of the Con-

ference were to examine various issues =iodated with distinct education ac-

tivities in South Asia, and to subsequendy recommend alternative strategies for

achieving cooperation that could ubimately lead to higher efficiency and effec-

tiveness of distance education in the region.
Although the Bank has not previously invested heavily in the develop-

ment of infrastructure to support distance education initiatives, it has shown so

increased interest in the potential of this mode of instruction. A professional

staff paper (March 1985) by Dr. Motilal Sharma, EducationSpecialist, signified

the Bank's interest in the field, which resulted in a majorRegional Seminw on

Distance Education in Bangkok from 26 November to 3December 1986. Spon-

sored by the Bank and organized in collaboration withSukhothaiThammathirat

Open University (STOU), Thailand, and in cooperation with the UNESCO Prin-

dpal Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok, the Regional Seminar

attracted the paticipation of senior representatives from over 20 countries in

the Asia-Pacific region. Tbe documentation of the Seminar Proceedings
produced a comprehensive set of printed materials on distance education.

One of the major reainmendations emending from the Bangkok Semi-

nar was aimed at investigating the most appropriate mechanism for engender-

ing regional cooperation in distance education. It was in this context that the

notion of regional cooperation was first mooted. The presentRound Table Con-

ference signifies the Bank's readinesi to pursue the concept of a regional

mechanism that could become the hub of distance education activitiu in South

Asia. The establishment and operation of a regional mechanism for promoting

collaboration in distance educstion could make a signifiant contribution to

developing member countries striving to provide fair and equitable access to

educational oppoetunities to rapidly incrasing populations. It is equally ap-

parent that the conventional approach to formal education will have great dif-

ficulty in coping with such demands, so it is indeed timely forpolicy strategists

to consider distance education as a potential solution. This potential, however,

will not be realized to the fullest extent without a significant degree of interna-

tional cooperation. It was to possible alternative ways ofengendering regional

cooperation that most of the papers and much of the discussions weredirected.

12



4 Disbrow Ethic:anon ir I South Asia

At the commencement of the Ram! Table Conference maws were
read from both the Pnsident sod the Pirate Midair of Pekisim. Hie Bnoellen-
cy, President Miran Ishm non, expressed the visa the the sprain at
tance education was of immense signkiimem for developing Mimi and urged
tbe delegates to formulate practiad reeommenditions. Prime Miler lkosair
Ali Bhutto praised the initiative of the AIOU and the Aram Devdopment Beak
in working together to provide an opportunity for the shoring of mad
experiences. Ma. Bhutto spoke of the value of distmai alJaiti011 in isproviog
the quality of lunm life in South Ana and hoped that the dellbstaiorai at the
Conference would provide new leads for the preparatioe of plans for frather
cooperation in the res...4m. In his opening Fauna, Mr. S.V.S. lump (Director,
Infrastructure Department, ADB) streamed thet the seven counkies of the South
Asian region, with a combined population of more than a billion, needed to a-
sinine akanative strategics such in distance education in order to cope with the
demand for educadon and training in a libation of severe resource coostraints.
The official opening of the Conference was chaired by Dr. SAL (Wahl
(Secretary of Education, Palditan) and tbe inaugural address was given by
Mr. Al-Haj Sayid Ghia= Mustafa Shah (Minister of Education, Pakistan).
The Minister highlighted his Govenuent's plans to expend the distance educa-
tion s)stem and called upon delegates to work towards achieving effective
coopention in the South Asian region.

The initial maim of the Conference incorporated pipers by Dr. Id.
Sharma (ADB), Mr. M.H. Qui (AIOU) and Mr. A.B. Edinglon (British Coun-
cil). Country papers were subsequently presented by official delegates from
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. These
papers were interspersed with father papers by Mr. H. Marchl (UNESCO) and
Dr. J. Taylor. As a whole, the papers provided a conceptual framework for a
meaningful dialogue on the main issue: regional cooperation in ditance
education.

Dr. Sharma set the scene for the Conference by highlighting the feet that
despite major tedmological advances, the age-old problems of ignorince,
poverty, malnutrition and disease continue to plague millions of villsgers in
developing countries. In his paper "Liberation of the Learner: A Self-Reliance
Strategy for EA:adonis, Dr. Sharma put forward a lucid argument to the effect
that traditional education systems were not sufficiently flexible to cope with the
rapidly increasing demands for education and training that typify the needs of
developing countries anxious to promote socioeconomic development. His
main thesis is that the only viable way of achieving *Education for All" is for
the policy strategius to limit investment in conventional education and to grasp
the potential of multimedia mass distance education. This strategy, he claimed,
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Smantry of Proceedings 5

will not only provkle scost-efketive means of readies the mat deprived com-
munities in imbed wahines but will alsogenenis opportunities foraeff-dner-
mination which am effecevely liberate the learner. Following a mew of
problems and 1111111n amodseed with tbe development olden= Oduentien in
South Asis, Dr. Stoma NOHOW the palmitin beadles dragoon coopers-
don is diatom education aid finny chnenged the cookrame parddpols to
gentrW precise answers lo a swim of :pone (potions peetident Io the duo-
tuts, operation *delay and finned visbilky of a posing Regional
Resource Ceder Io expedile the development of multimedia mum distance
education in South Asia.

Melioration of the need for an appropriate mechmem for pmenting ef-
fective sod effident region cooperation was 00 2 central theme of
Dr. Thylor's piper "Detanoe Mutation in South Asia: Problems mid Strategies
for Cbopostioo". Dr. Myer maned a review of exiting and planned dis-
tance education operations is seven South Asian countries so highlight the fed
that there existed an append ova* is course offerer and, more impottant-
ly, a sipifiamt oonunonalky in outstanding manporer development require-
ments that could be potentially serviced by a regional distance education
initiative. In diamining the economics of mms distance eduction and in
presenting evideme of suocussfUl intonational cooperation in distance edam-
don, Dr. Taylor outlined a rationale for the establishment of a regional edit*.
tion, the South Asian Distance Educnion Center. Subsequent detailed
consideration of possible organintional etructunn and operadonal costa cesuch
an institution led Dr. Thylor to maks a single major recommendation: Io under-
take a comprehensive feesibility study to ascertain the exeent to which potential
partidpsting governments, imtkutions and international agencies might support
the establishment and operation of a mechanism for generating regional
cooperation in distance education.

Each of the country papers at some point addressed the central question
of regional cooperation. Without exception, there wm evidence of appiccistion
of the potential benefits of, and commitment to, the basic notion of region
cooperation. At the came time several presentetions acknowledged the risks
and %moraine associated with efforts to achieve international cooperation in
diets= education a complex exercise by any standard. In particular, Dr. Qui
in his paper non and Problems in Distance Education" outlined a number of
anent limkawns, including variation in academic stamerds, variable status
and limited recognitice of certain canes, luck of corseted molky in materials
and services, and need for spedalized tminiug of staff at various levee which
would need to be considered in my overall pen to achieve logician coopera-
tion. Me issue of staff training, not only In distance education but in other

.14



6 Mame Eckscadat kr South Asia

occupational fields, was a central ham in Mr. Edington's pow °Distance
Education for Teacher Training and Staff Development°. In rng ash base

quality zararoi, asalankt at performance and proilessional soxeditation,
Mr. Edingron sawed the need to allow distance training projects sufficient
time to achieve operational efficiency. He also calmed tbst patsy& the most
appropriate solution to meeting human resource requirements would be a judi-
cious mix of convectional and datum leaning approaches.

Mr. March!, in his paper `Cooperation in Distance Edueadon in South

Asian Countries*, emphasized the outcomesot previcasdiacundonsof coopera-
tion in distance education and outlined a number of exng collaborativeven-
tures. He reiterated an interesting hierarchy of collaboration in terms of
increasing difficulty and rik of failure coupled wkh modest to major benefits.
For example, the shoring of informatics tad =chop of consthrote were
categorized a low risk/modest benefit scdvities, whereas collaborative wane
development and the eatablishmeat of credit transfer ausagementa wetedanac-
tested as high risk/major Went initiatives. Mr. Marchl concluded by propos-
ing that the basic components required for generating effective regional
cooperatke in distance education wen akeady in place, but thst lathercom-
mitment fran governments (possibly under the auspices of the South Asian As-

sociation for Regional 03091211t1011 SAARC) was needed before an effective
mechanism could become a sustainable reality. The most appropriate form for
such a cooperative medisnism also requked more detailed investigation. Final-
ly, the Conference was fortunate to be addressed by Mr. Hedayst Ahmed (Sec-
retary of Education, Bangladesh) at the invitation of Dr. Qureshi. Mr. Ahmed
outlined the wort of the SAARC Tecanical Cosnmittee on Education, which be
chairs, led endoesed the potential of distance education to make a meaningful
contribution to the current major concats of his Committee, including tbe
universalization of primary education, women's education, and tedmitr: and
vocational education.

To ensure a comprehensive review of the many issues emanating from
the papers presented, a strateg was adopted whereby three groups of par-
ticipants were formed which wae required to give particular emphasis to one
of three major themes as follows:

(i) objectives and scope of regional cooperation, modalities and in-

stitutionalization;
(ii) cost and financing of regional cooperation; and

(iii) tole of inteillatiObel agencies in regional cooperation.

15



Sums a r y offroceediags 7

Additionally, each group was dinged with the reepcesibility of answer-
ing the following questiona posed by Dr. Shama.

(i) What are the objectives and Magid benefits of regional coven-
doe in Ihe field of distance education?

(ii) What should be the form of regional cooperation? (a) Is there a
need for a regionsl ablution? or (b) Can cooperation be achieved
through informal arangemaits?

(iii) How can cooperation be achieved? The mean of achieving (11)(a)
and (b) should be examine& If (a) ie Feferred, poesible locations
and the winnings' of the goverment conaxned need to be ex-
plored. If (b) is preferred, the frequency of meetinp and the mode
of coordinetion need to be specified.

(iv) Cal sonie establideed distance education institutions be desig-
nated as regional resource centers? Do their facilities need to be
upgraded?

(v) What should be the role of internationsl educational institutions
(e.g., UNESCO) and financial institutions (e.g., ADB, tbe World

Bank)?
(vi) To what extent an the capital and recurrent costs be identified in

the light of the specific objectives of proposed regional coopaa-
don?

(Vil) Who will finance the capilal sad recurent costs of the proposed
program? If it is to be financed under co-financing arangements,
who could be the co-financiers? Will governments be ready to
contribute their share to such a program?

Although each of the three groups gave special emphasis to a particular
confaence theme, the aforementioned questions were considered by all groups

and a degree of consensus emerged. There was °mina* acknowndgennot
of the need for regional cooperation in ditance education. The potential
benefits likely to accrue from such cooperation were identified a follows: con-
effectiveness based on economies of scale and the sharing of both infrastruc-
ture costs and course development costs; eninncement of quality through the
pooling of expertise; and inaeased capecity to respond flexibly to meet human
resource development needs la a realist:4 time frame. Similarly, a reasonable
degree of consensus was reached on possible wan for cooperation including
such activities as: the collection and subsequent dissemination of information
on existing distance education Jperations in the region, the sharing of existing
course mataials, stuay tours and associated staff exdange programa, and the

16



8 Distance Ethicarkw in South Asia

Mains of expertise in staff trainkig. It was felt thin it would be possible to ini-
tiate thus activities in the immediste to short term (bdom the cod of 1990),
whereas a amber of more ambitious cooperative ventures were considered
feasible to implement in the medium to longer tam (1991 to 1995 and beyond).
The areas klentified for longer-term coopastion includd: pint design and
development of new males, the enrollment of studeMs in the academic
programs of other countriea, joint efforts to design and develop evalusdon
systems and nsearch projects, the transfer of midi between institutions, and
joint efforts to investigate new tedinologies.

The successful implementation of such cooperative ventares would,
however, be dependent upon the availability of sufficiat financial resources,
which one getup suggested could be managed by the establishment of n *Com-
mon Fimd" to whidi participsting governments and intenstional agencies could
contribute. The question of detailed financial managements and the mandated
role of the international community were seen to be dependent on the actin]
form of the mechanism for regional cooperation. The possible form of the
mechanism for cooperation was the subject of much debate in all three groups.
A Dumber of suggestions, including the establishment of a network of existing
institutions, the use of existing mechanisms such la The Commonweaiib of
Learning, the development of centers of excellence, and establishment of a new
centralized institution were all given due consideration. In the final analysis all
three groups determ ined that there wm a need for further investigation of this
issue with the result that a proposal win put forth for tir establishment of a
working group to delineate alternative mechanisms in detail and to subsequently
organize an appropriate feasibility study.

Presented by Dr. Shaukat Al Siddiqui (Conference Convenor), the recom-
mendations of the Round Table Conference were officially endorsed during the
closing session. This session also incorporated an address by Mr. Ahmed Sued
Awan (Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting) who highlighted the
potential role of new communications technologies in distance education sys-
tems and the scope for their use in regional cooperation. In his concluding
remarks, Mr. G.H.P.B. van der Linden (Manager, Education Division, ADB)
reviewed the objectives of the Conference which ne believed bad been success-
fully achieved, aid reiterated the Bank's continuing interest in supporting any
government initiatives emanating directly from the conference proceedings.
The Conference Chairman, Dr. S.M. Qureshi (Seal:tory of Education, Pakis-
tan) in his final comments also expressed the view that the Conference had suc-
cessfully achieved its objectives and praised the delegates for their comistent
application to the task of laying a solid foundation for regional cooperation in
distance education. Finally, in his note of thanks, Dr. M.H. Qazi (Vice
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Chancellor, AIOU) expressed gratitude to the Asian Development Bank for its
support, which had set so exanplary standard for all those who are genuinely
intereste4 in adgeving meaningful regional cooperation in distance education.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

The major aims of the Round Table Conference were to examine the is-
sues associated with the development of distance education in Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka and to explore strategies

for regional cooperadon to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of distance
education in the region. In addition to the presentation of resource and country
papers, a major strategy of the Conference was to allow sufficient time for
detailed discussions among participants. To this end, three working groups
were formed to focus attention on the following major themes:

(i) Objectives and scope of regional cooperation, modalities and in-
stitutionalization;

(ii) Cost and financing of regional cooperation; and
(iii) Role of international agencies.

While observing that the pursuit of regional cooperation should take ac-
count of the varying stages of development and differences in languages and
culture, each of the three working groups regarded the concept of an interdepen-

dent network of professional support for the development of distance education
in the region as a promising proposition, in terms of a phased developmait plan
entailing a range of activities to be implemented in the short, medium and longer

terM .

The Round Table Conference, considering

(i) the potential of multimedia mass distance education to ameliorate
in a cost effective manner the problems of providing fair and equi-
table access to educational opportunities to rapidly expanding
populations and to disadvantaged groups, including women and
the nual poor; and

(ii) the benefits of regional cooperation in distance education through
pooling of resources and minimizing duplication of effort by:
(a) achieving significant economies of scale through reducing

the need for individual countries to =ate costly specialized
infrastructure or to develop expensive course materials;

18



10 Distance Educadon in South Asia

(b) gaining accem to a greater flelle of knowkdp and aver.
tise than exists within an 'andivithal country ar its lootitu.
dons which Mould lad so the consistent high *talky of
instructional materials and mandated student slipped ser-
vices; wad

(c) developing greater caps* to respond flexibly to meet
human resource development needs in a realistic time
lkame;

recommended to the GOvanttlefltS of South Asian countries that:

(i) Short Term (by the atd of 1990)

(a) A working group comprising representatives of South
Asian countries be established to report tm the viability ot
and reaxnmend mechanisms for, the development of
regional cooperation in distance education through the sup-
port of their respective governments tad including the WM
of feasbility studies.

(b) An institution be identified1 which will collect and sub-
sequently disseminate information on existing distance
education operations, including programs, expatise and
courseware, currently available or in preparation, future
plans, current and future research and development ac-
tivities, capacities for training.

(c) Specific areas for shod-tam cooperation should include:
1. sharing of existing instructional materials at nominal

cost on mutually agreed terms and =Widow;
2. study tours by policyrnakers, planners, administrators

and academic staff; and
3. sharing expertise for staff development in different

areas of distance education, such as curriculum design,

instructional dosign, media production techniques, and
the management of student supped services.

(ii) Medium Term (two to three years)
(a) South Asian countries should continue their efforts to

strengthen national distance education infrastructures
i lle AIOU offered to eadensin Ws Imitative. The Goverteellt of Mims, Iltrough Ille

Secretory of Erlocados, also speedo support Ws activity.

12_



Sammary of Proceedings 11

through an expandon of the role of mukimedia distance
education in present and future education and *raining

initiatives.
(b) Based on the recommendations of the working group, the

participating countries in South Asia should seek to reach
agreement on a mechanism for the development of regional
cooperation in distance education through a =encomium

of understanding.
(c) Specific areas for cooperation in the medium term should

include:
1. jobs efforts to dmign and develop new course materials

in agreed arms;
2. enrollment of students in academic programs offered in

other countries; and
3. joint efforts to design and develop evaluation systems

for distance education operations in such areas as stu-
dent support services, production and delivery subsys-
tems, performance levels of students, etc.

(iii) Long Term (five years)

(a) Participating governments should establish suitable
arrangements to implement the plans set out in the
memorandum.

(b) Specific areas for cooperation in the long term should
include:

1. joint research and development projects aimed at im-
proving the efficiency of datance education systems;

2. transfer of aedit between imtitutions; and
3. joint efforts to investigate the scope for the application

of new technologies such as satellite and computer-
based educational initiatives.

The Round Table Conference also recommended that the Technical Com-

mittee for Education of SAARC includes "Distance Education" a an agenda

item for consideration at its next session.
Finally, the Round Table Conference called on the international com-

munity to support the implementation of the recommended phased development

plan for regional cooperation through the provision of technical and other

assistance for activities such as the preparation of proposals and the conduct of

feasibility studies.
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INTRODUCTION: A VISION FOR THE FUTURE

Without vision, an prophets say, a notion perishes. So k is with our global

community. As we :pm the next 10 years Swank the 21st century, decisions
about our Azure must be made now. Hut these decisions muM not begin with

the traditional approsch of designing sod specifying physical agate or =Will
wealth. Our global Aldan must start with the prioritization of the values that
ensure the Meat development of mankind. The primoidial bendidiries Glade
values decision ought to be the most underprivileged members of under-
developed societies: th:.: poorest and the most destitute sod deprived mendms

of our chianti= the rural poor, palmately chikken and women. We have
learned from experience that the roots of the values of man are in man himself.

Worthwhile human values do not come from external faeces but free our
evaluation of the fundenental values of mankind, which in enliginenedsocietka

are basically founded on precepts of self-reliance and self-esteem, not GNP or

highways or supermarkets.
Within the next 55 days we enter the 1990s. Yet it is most psinful to real-

iZe that the age-old problems of povaty, ignorance, malnutrition and disease
continue to plague millions of villagers in developing countries. It is even more

disturbing to note that these problems persist even as, within the past three
decades, mankind lias made some of the most tremendous advances in science,

tedmology, genetiz engineering, computing and mass media. Indeed, not only

the current generation but the next generation and generatioos yet unborn will

be hard-pressed to understand why almost three-quarters of the world's 4.5

billion people will see the yea 2000 A.D. bringing with them these ancient
handicaps. With a total population of about 1.3 billion of whom 900 million
live below the povaty line, these issues are particularly pertinent to the seven
countries of South Asia.

At the heart of this crisis is our inability to confront the issue of ignorance.

It is accepted that the worst enemy of self-reliance and self-esteem is ignorance.
It is ignorance that breeds poverty, disease, aime and runaway populations.
These in turn spawn further ignorance and the vician cycle goes on unabated
for centuries. The most potent weapon for self-reliance therefore is the educe-
tion of people in general economic environments, traditions and cultures. Ig-
norance should be tackled with serious plan for action and not with empty
rhetoric. The immediate challenge facing government leaders is to devise prac-
tical strategies, compatible with cultural norms that will motivate and prepare
the rural communities to take this lead and to implement activities for growth.
Buthermore, tliese strategies need to have appropriate resource support: men,
money and media.

2 4
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20 DitarweEtbagion in Sauk Asia

groups specially the rural poor and the diedvantaged, in/Audios wows. Since
70 per cent of the popubt ions of South Aden countries live in rural wow DMCs
we finding it difilicuk to fulfill the god ofILL wasalintion of parley edum
don, awl we deo not able lo meet the incoming sodal demand Ibr Wncation
at a n n u l s f o r all t a r g e t g r o u p s t ir o u g h t h e formal astute. ofahmation. The
illiteracy rate in the region condoms io be high and education for dl could well
remain a distant drain for the region as a whole.

In the 1990s, diadem education, basedon the um of modern conummica-
dons and mukimedia MOM* is predicted to be the major new moveasent in
human resource developmurt. The spirallingoasts dismal education, includ-
ing the hking of full-time Sachem the constructionofdmaroonts, the provision
of furniture and eqdpment, and site-development of mimes, will force the
governments of DMCs to turn to aka:sive educationdsystems. The inherent
cost-effectiveness of multimedia, distance educationsuggests that Mb mode of
instruction is the best, if not the only available allanstive. The expedencee of
distance educati^n institutions in Bangledesh, India, Pakiman, Sri Leda and
many other parts of the world support that concision. Bahamas, the scope
for satellite-based distance education should be stained in this context since
the space systan offen vast advantagesover that of the terrestrial symems, ape-
dolly when warranted by the area and diversity of the country concerned. Also,
the satellite media are ideal for implementing cooperative multinational
programs in distance education.1

Through the use of new communicmions technologic% access to good
educational programs can greatly be extended to huge audiences io rural and
remote areas. This can be done at low cost, with tremendous flexibility in sub-
ject matter content, in loaders served, and with a choice of narrow or wide
band formats. There are two new technologies, namely, sstellite communica-
tion and fiber optic cable that have dramatically enhanced educational
capabilities, but others such as the VHF terrestrial radio telephone, cellular radio
technology, and various new mobile communications techniques are making
important contributions. Tele-education is seen today se an enhancement and
a supplement to conventional distance education systems. Satellite and fiber
optic warm isaion technologies we in fact complanentary. Satellites are still
best for broadcasting to provide for rural and remote access, while fiber optics
we well suited to linking centers of learning, university campuses, etc. Fber
optic-based educational networkscan also be piggybacked on to public telecom-
munications networks at a modem cost. Today the future for educational tram-

1 Sudan Raja., Mohan, "Swain Amanda's la Dianace Madam linnet 1V aad Radio",
Dissaoct Ediorigion, vol. 1, Ansa Developaut Bask, 1967, pp 421-491.
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minion cats is very promng. Fber optic cables an now bs made for about
$1 a foot, microlerminals complete with mictoprocama sod printing an be
purdased for about $2,000. Within the next 10 yems, sobilite trampondees
could probably be prduned for m little as 1250,000. le.biet . the teamed ants
of tedinology could make a lege number of educationel saviors wobble to
more and mare people on a global Wis. Whets apFopdas we mum Manoina,
eyehole and utilize the 4.iany new lansmisioo and programming copebilida
that me now available from aduenad comnumications lecimologies, specil-
ly satellites. Effective coordinetkat through regional cooperadon could help
realize the poundal ot such remake* tedmologies.

In the school system, face-to-face teaching bevitably =sob a complex
mix of different levels of competence in hairuction sod wide %Iodation in Mu-
dent performance. Meant ttmochas with different preperation, hockground
and motivation will providc diffemot norms and Mender* of peeformenca
Even if good teachers we avabble, one is never awe whether they are willing
to teach in rural schoob in the countryside. Improvement in the quality of
education depends on making avaibble to the poorest students and moat far-
flung school' the beat available teaching talents of the country. This problem
an be handled quite effectively through distance education since thie mode en-
courages the mobilization of* the best and most competent Medias in a given
abject or discipline. School CUffkilii, textbooks and inetnictional materials
and practictun designs are made by experts sitting comfortably in air-oondi-
timed offices in the capital city far removed from the everyday problems and
interests of students, waits, teachers and the community in the rural setting.
As such, no distinctive curricular differentiations are made for male and female
populations or for orb= and rural situates. Distance education am accom-
modate this problem by placing the lamer at the center of the curriculum
development praxes. By foaming on the actual learning environments and
specific needs of disadvantaged groups and by making the best use of today's
tedmobgies, we can make the necaury quantum leaps in eduation. There is
much to gain from the intelligent use of appropriate technologies, especially
broadcast commimications based on satellite installations. Such tedinologies,
when used in the context of weletructured distance education systems, can
provide cost-effective delivery systems which can reach out to the most far-
flung and deprived communitks in the rural areas while at the same time en-
riching formal school systems.
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DISTANCE EDUCATION: A PATHWAY TO ME FirruRE

Distance education, unlike formal schooling allows the eftcadems1
system to progress without waking far economic &adoption. Traditionelly
exposive ammo and sdioollsouses could not be bulk without flit waiting
for communities to advance in their economic and physical wealth. Mk
approsch led to policies that deprived remote sod poor ammuoities et Mac
eduankmal facilities poticulerly in the rwal area where the lergeet number of
people lived and worked. Distance education, bead an the use do askimedis
strategy, an reach Ott to millions of poor flanks. Itan help dna in their
livelihood and employment by providing them with livelihood skills, for
production tedmologim, finks meth" kod-proomaing know-how, and
hundreds of other employment-embling tools and iedmiques. Mama educa-
tion has the capacity to reach dawn& Ind thousands ofpoor communities, at
costs much km don faunal adiooling.

Going beyond employment and livelihood, distinct education could be
used to teach dozens of relevant topics, including community mobilizstion and
organkstion; rural leadership training home industries; village-level penning
and development; home food ptomains beckywd economic enterprises; en-
vimamental protection and conservation; daily vakes and solidarity; popula-
tion education; load government administration; setting up and managing
farmers' credit union and productkity cooperadves; and conducting local
training programs using local people and local materials.

In send= -structured societies, education is aucial in oaring that males
and femalm addeve at last an equal shwe oft:commie revtards, power, prestige
and anhority. In this sane, distance education has powerful implicadoos for
women in development. It is particulwly important for the liberationof women
who continue to be more likely than men to expaienoe severe limitations on
personal time and freedom for a significant period of their adulthood. Women,
particulwly those wbo are disadvantaged by religious, socioeconomic and
geographical conditions, find distance educationan appropriate aolution to their
educational poblems. Distance education allows women to study at home; at
times and hours when they are free or at leisure. They do not have to go to a
school every day since school comes to their doorstep. Thlycan listen to some
of the best lecturers in the whole country on audio Cseeettei via inexpensive bat-
tery -operated radio sets. Occasionally, they am attend village study sessions
where local women facilitators and local female teachers (trained in distance
education) can conduct tutorials, show films and documentaries and slides using
battery-operated projectors, movie equipment and sound speakers. The pos-
sibilities for promoting the liberation ofwomen at so diverse, numerous and
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24 Distance Edacation in South Asia

anent estimate of 1.5 billion. Such a high rate of popultion vowth, com-
pounded by the increasing cost of providing education, demands ant-effective
solutions. Many countries are now faced with the complex task ofdealing
simultaneously with rapid educational =pension and the resheping et their
education systems in a context of increasingly severe ream= eastraink. The
economies of scale Maul in distsoce education systems could make a sig-
nificant contribution to educational developmeot in the South Alin region. In
sum, distance education meats new weep= to tackle old problems As a
movement, distance eckaction can indeed go far in the war against poverty by
improving the status and role of women in development and in the liberation of
all learners The establishmait of a regional mechsonm which couldpromote
distance education by pooling expertise and by determining suitabk country
strategies through regional cooperation would be a timely step.

The major weaknas of distance education in the South Asian region is
the lack of consistent quality in alucational provision. Institutionsawe not equal-
ly endowed in terms of physical facilities, professional staff, management
systems and academic programs. The wide variety of geographical, social and
cultural contexts in which distance education kititutions must operate further
exacerbates the problem of providing coneistent quality moss a wide range of
acadanic programs. Another problem is the shortage of well-qualifiedstaff in
distance eduction since available human resources tend to be spreadtoo thinly
acrom a range of courses resulting in diminished quality. Institutions could well
make the best use of their limited resources by specializing in a narrow range
of disciplines while at the same time collaborating with other Whitlows
through regional cooperation to provide a range of quality offerings to meet
diverse needs.

Despite the logical appeal of sharing distance teaching =mass, there is
little evidence of extensive international cooperation in the distance education
arena. Active collaboration between operators of distance education systems
has the potential to make a significant contribution to cost- effectiveness through

economies of scale. While there is little scope to achieve economies of scale in
the processes of student assessment, student support or system evaluation, there
is considerable scope for this in the cooperative design, development, produc-
tion and use of instructional materials. Such a quest for increased efficiency
could entail: (i) eliminating unnecessary overlap in the production of courses;
(ii) ensuring maximum students for a common course acceptable to several
countries; (iii) maximizing the use of existing sophisticated kstructional
materials design, development and production infrastructures; and (iv) creating
a centralized cadmium and instructional materials development and produc-
tion facility. A combination of such initiatives would lead to greater cost-
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effectivenem, since the cost per student unit could be aduced while the total
resources awl effect dedicated to the achievanent of instructional quality could
be inotaned.

Mait existing dame education inanition' in the region are cares*
busy and had-pessed to meet local *wade which obis load tealactelean-
shunt quality in educational provision. A regime Womb could peed*
help in providing ambient quality in education in a coa.efietia log tads
a wide range of subject areas. Genuine mensal emcee:Ion le requited be
achieve this gad. Such a regional opproach would wham ilms prospects of
genuine collaboration without piejudice to indivkkal abed apirreitag
efforts could be coordinsted to avoid ovalap in coursewae developing, and
a central Memo of instructional ratouras could be developed and Maintmintd.
The activities of such a regional kabala% along wilb thm WWII Of ulnas
in distance education, would need to ea:0wpm curriculum dadga a well -
instructional design, development aid production. A Wind Mame edutis-
lion 'Deltaic', would also be responsible for diseemination of inlamadon, Air
tribution of resource materials, conduct of training programs to mat
region-specific training needs and the coordination of rewards activities. It
would be economical to conduct research on the use of newly evolved teaching
methods at a [glottal level for the benefit of all countries in the tegion, which
may not be able to afford to do it alone. The setting up of audi a regional
mechanism for distance education would avoid the potendal pitfalls arising from

cotnmunication difficulties and capacity constraints. Father, a imposed
centralization of inanktiooal materials development on a regional basis could
provide an appropriate agency for negotiatingbenefidal finandal arrangements
with government agencies (in relation to copytight and sales tax) and more par-

tiadarly with the supplien of producdon and delivery hatdware (e.g., video sys-
tans, indiocassettes, satellite transmission systems and mkr000mputers). In
short, regional cooperation would have three main dials of activity:
(i) collection and diaetnination of infonnation regarding existing distance
education materials ad programs in the regional countries including the Asian
Satellite service; (ii) client services in the areas of supply of materials, training
of core staff and consultancy services; and (iii) research and development
services for the improvement of learning materials and methodologies.

There are, of course, inevitable risks associated with the proposed
development of a mechanism for regional cooperation involving up to seven
Opuntia. Such a project is extremely ambitious by any standard. Efforts to
generate multinadonal distance education in the region have been tried before
and have failed. Successful bilateral cooperation is difficult enough to achieve.
The potential problems of engendering agreement between up to seven
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perticipating notions would appear to present a major chew lo those
involved. Mathias will no doubt arise on a whole ergs atimum, Wading
basic earammic questions audi m the conical et the cardadme, tantalise level
of achievement at pampoctive WO groups in difImee acantriemord the
ramonsibility kr the welly of the coorributions to canmsware demiermant
tom variousoomdres. numberaflogebeneerdstinglorappdght,
armors*, pricing policies end &abets mama Ifms ends! km all
appear likely locus heatlechos. eves the mansgtmest *Niue admitalea-
pectin to mansge such a compkw operation presents a mejor chewy which
could put the project at tisk.

The potential beadle of overcoming or at lead ameliorating the rameive
problems of educrionsi provision facing the govanments elk region might
well m*e the risk worthwhile. Mop dace is no vieble ellerneive. Maw
done finoncial inotitutione could well be muscled the such on invaMment is
worth the Mc, given thesizeable invesiment by many countries Io eatabdeThe
Commonwealth of Leming (C1.), whish is ottempting lo gratralemultiostion-
al distance education 011111NOXIIION sada, literally worldwide. Comperative-
ly speaking, the proposed regional meehonism for South Ada is eta relatively
modest scale. The key point, however, is that the underiyhig Mande for these
coopeeative inflation is mentally tiresome. This redone@ ashamedly a floc-
tion of tbe economies decide Maud in mins distance educatien end the se-
sociated benefits of incremed capacity to induce MUMS COMM demisted
quality in a reduced timescale. This is not to deny the miaow of ruling
problems and pomade pitfalk. Moot of these bans, bowevcc tan be reduced
to either matlers 01 attkude or a question of resources. Most of tbe pled=
efforts aimed at multilateral cooperation base failed due to lock of flooncid
resourcesoot because de lack of motivotion or goodwill among palatial con-
tributors. Indeed, previoue efforts are symptomatic of the posidve commitment
to cooperation that appears still to exist in the countrim of the region. Reber,
the potential baiefits we so significant that it is difficult to see the project fail-
ing due to lack of commitment. Similsrly, it ie difficult to avoid theconclusion
that there is now suiScient experience and expertise in the management of large-

scale distance education operations in the region and other parts of the world to
ensure a reasonable chance of success for the project. While acknowledging
the potential pitfalls, it seems reasoarbk to suggest that there is a sufficient
chance of success to warrant taking the flat step.
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SPECIFIC QUESI1ONS

In the light tithe great benefits to be derived from the expenelon al mul-
hmedia, mms dime education, this Cooke= could usebily amine,
among other Sem (i) dinging trende in edscation and training to identify

opportunities for mgeodering genuine regional cooperatiom (ii) indintimal
cembilithe and arches gabble in naked erodes to idea* Mom MAW,
hens which an contribute much-needed ioputs kor enlisting tim pellagra kr
a regime' medial= and delineate Nees in which each imakttomixemay
could make a neat contribution to active =liberation in diiiii---, education;
sod (iii)alternetiveintemational, regional sod netionelorganizationdairacturee
apprapriste ibr regiond cooperation, including the flosocial conalbutions sod
hmuts at participating 'geodes and governmags.

The major =Woos which need to be examined in the context of the es-
tablistment tithe proposed regiond mecheniem arc

(i) What are the objective' and potential benefits of regional ampere-

ties in the field of distance education?
(ii) Whet should be the jam of regional cooperation? (a) Is there a

need for a centralized instingion? or (b) Csa cooperation be
achieved through informal wraogements? To whet extent is it
necasary for govamnents to be involved?

(iii) Will the initiative for cooperation come from governmags or from
the institutions? How am =mention be achieved? The mans
o( achieving (ii) (a) and (b) should be examined. 11(8) is preferred,
possible locations and the willinjness of the government
concerned need to be explored. If (b) is preferred, the frequeocy
at meetings and the mode at coardinetkm need to be 'pacified.

(iv) Can some established distance edtgation institutions be desig-
timed as regional resource centers? Do their facilities need to be

upgraded?
(v) What should be the role of international educational imtitutions

(e.g., UNESCO) and financial institutions (e.g., ADB, the World

Bank)?
(vi) To what a tent can the capital and recurrent costs be identified in

the light of the specific objectives of proposed regional
cooperation?

(vii) Wbo wffi finance the capital and recurrent costs of the proposed
program? If it is to be financed under co-financing arrangements,
wbo couki be the co-financiers? Will the governments be reedy
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to contrixte their shire to such a program? (Here you may Hee
to consider finendal magmata in various regiond institutions
such sa the Asian Institute otrechoology, Henke, thellaim In-
stitute of Management, Mmils, and the Womb° Plan Staff
College, Manila.)

Only through gang specific omen to these questions am we make
progress towards our goal of providing eduatka kr all. It ia dor kat lodk
timid education systans alone hove not even theremotest dame clachieving
this goaL Distance caseation offers pedals the only alatantive saws of
achieving fair and equitable access to eduational opportunities ibr all mak=
of the populations of South Asia. It k only through dietetics education that
governments can overcome the financial and reactive constraints that bedevil
their Worts to promote social and economic development through eduction.
It is only through distance educstion that tbe individual leaner can be given the
opportunity to overcome traditional social, economic and religiotsconstraints,
and thereby become a liberated, self-relisnt pason who cm make a useful con-
tribution to national development. Usual ideas we to become realities, it k im-
perative that we make a concerted effort to define the precise parameters for the
facilitation of effeaive and efficient regional cooperation in distance education.
It is, therefore, with genuine sincerity that I ask you to Vve serious considera-
tion to the issues and questioss that I have raised in our endeavors to combat ig-
norance through distance education initiatives that have real potential to achieve
education for all.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that distance education promos have been opaational
for over 250 yeas, discussion of various definitions dee term "(llama: educe-
don" is continuing even todey (e.g., Gordon and Slade;Tight2 and Rumble).

It is generally acknowledged, however, that the meow of dila= education
entails an educaion proem in which a significant portion oldie kachingiecon-
ducted by someone removed in Race and/or dme from the leamer. Within the

scope of this Malone' waking definition °Idiots= education, it is neverthe-
less acknowledged the Mama education 'yarns have evolved in a somewhat

diverse fashion around the world. This diveesity reflects difkamces in
sodoeconomic circumstances, °Macedon.' and political philosophies, the
availability of communications technologies, and tbe predilections sod as-
sodated expertise of certain intlivkluals.

The origins of distance education lie in the private sector where enterpris-

ing business people exploited the developnent of dtmp and efficient postal ser-

vices during the nineteenth century, mainly in Europe and North America.
Around the turn of the century, a number of publicly funded imtitutions began

to me distance teaching as a mains of Nothing disedvantavd individuals in
society. Such universities as the Illinois Wesleyan University and the Univer-
sity of Chicago in the United States, and the University of Queensland in
Australia, set out to meet the needs of students wbo were unable to attend clas-
ses on campus through the provision of correspondence courses. The first half
of the twentieth century was characterized by a gradual explosion of both the
commercial correspondence schools and publicly funded irstitutions embark-
ing on correspondence-based tuition programs. The early part of the twentieth
century also saw the extension of postal tuition to children living in remote rural
areas in such countries as Australia, Canada aid New Zealand. Most of these
schools began by offering primly level courses and later expanded their
provision to cover secondary education.

The establishment of the United Kingdom Open University (UKOU) in

1969 created worldwide attention and its success stimulated a surge of interest

in distance education which led to the establishment of a number of other open
universities throughout the world. The term "distance education" gradually
superseded the we of "correspondence education" when, in 1982, the Interns-

1 Oudot*, D.R. sod D. Shale, "Moping tM Bonded's of Mance Mosotho!: Problem I.
Defloios the Rehr, The Asosvka a honed *Plasm* Edoeveisa,vol. I, so. 1 (1987), pp. 4-13.

2 Tlilo, M., "Debbi Dhows Edocatloo", ICDE Balla* vol. 18 (1988), pp. 56-60.
3 Ramble, G., "Open lossalas, Minos lostutog sod die Miss. of Laspsse, Open Looming,

vol. 4, No. 2 (1909), pp. 28-36.
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timid Council kr Carespondence Education, which was esiablidied in 1936,
changed its neon lo the farmhand Council kw Distate Education. Ibis
switch in empheikMaipertly a result Saha moopition Ike Moot Wreaks
no low depended primmily on the use (Swaim Wadi= la Om ism ri
printed study Odes, but alio male emissive me ofa wide range realm in-
structional media including broadtail radio and isievision, aradloispea,
videotapes, telephones and oomputus. Dame education is now ill MIS*
prt of any naked education pallet* mul, st the tweetieth army dram lo
a close, there re sips the dam education will maths In expend Is in-
fluence as a result of colleboration at an intandiond level.

The growing Merest in disarm eamition by notional ataboritis otboth
developed end developing =Mks his been primarily atimulred by aides=
and/or belief thet distance education is a cost-ellective means et mestiog the
demand bx education. This is especielly the case in the developing onuntries
of South Mk where the cost of expending primary, secondry and Miry
proviion to meet the needs of rapidly inameing pcpuktions ha strained the
economies of many monk& Spiralling populsion growth is placing increas-
ing preanze on already statched education resources, both physical sid Inman.
&aiding to Haab and Kent,1 of Me world population estimated at 5.1
at mk1-19811, inhibited' ri the developing nations outnumbeeed those in in-
ckatrialized canaries by more then four to one. Risher, the estimated popula-
tion growth rate of developing amain is three-and-a-half times fans then
that of developed countries. For example, the projected popuktion doubling
time of both Pelham and the Philippines is 24 years compered to hat of the
United States (99 years) sid the United Kingdom (406 years). The economic
reality of trying to provide univreal eche:rim is father highlighted by the fact
that the population of Indk is expected to reach one billion by theyear 2000.
It is therefore not surprising that the arch for diaper, more efficient ways to
provide access to educetion has led to a burgeoning investment in distance
education in many South Asian countries.

Distance education is now an essential facture of the national education
systems of many countries in South Asia. Indeed, some of the most impressive
achievements in the field have occurred in the region. Open univendties are
now well-established in India, Fabian end Sri Unita. Additionally, in 1964 a
survey conducted by the Internatioad Center for Mance Learning2 at UKOU
established that there were st kast 25 institteions offering distance education

1 Haab, C. aid M. Ifoot, neillepalaisaDataSiset,Waglossoa, D.C., Popalstloa Rohm=
Berm, 1911S.

2 Pony, W., The SUN of Diatom. Learning Worldwide, Isoniosioul Comer for Mame
Lamb% UKOU, 1284.
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canes in 13 cowries tiroughout Asia. The proliferation dames now avail-
able to be offered vie the ditance education mode a steggering. Rd example,
in Aintree alone, more thm 800 aandited award courses in a divan doge
ci discipline wen, including computer science, microbiology and medical
=biography ace now available in the form of multimedia self-inetuctional
packages. Suds educationsl regards tepresent both a *dilate investment
snd a valuable meet. Recognition of tbe potential contrbution the such mat-
kig =new= could make to the amelioration of the education problems of
Third World countries has partly contributed to the establielment of The Can-
monweakh of Learning, a new =denim for avoided% cooperation in dis-
tance education.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
IN DISTANCE EDUCATION

Under varying degrees of sponsorship kap the 48 countries of the Com-
monweskh, The Commonwealth of Learning was ineugurated at Vancouver,
Canada, in November 1988. Its main plepose is to strengthen tbe capacity of
member couotries to develop the human resources required fix their sodal and
economic developmat. Partidde emptied' is being placed cm mng
distaxe educed= institutioas to become more effective, especially through the
exchange aid development of teaching resources. It a now widely acknowl-
edged thst the economies of scale aberent in lege-scale theme educatkin
operations apply equally well to intemationel as well - nationsl initiatives.
What is emerging a a slated perception of Meantime need and internation-
al opportunity. International cooperation scans likely to become tbe most sig-
nificant feature of die expansion of distance ackeedon in the 1990s.

Ile creadon of The Commonwealth of Learning is an extremely am-
bitious project. Its future swam will depend to a large extent on the cam-
peibility of Inditing distance education systems and the consistency of
manpower development needs of member amides. It airki well be the a
series of regions!, or even subregional initiedves, bas..41 on sodocukural
homogeneity, could well hem a more immediate impact on the problems of
educadonal provision then potentially complex global initiatives with long
develapmal times. For exempla the recently estsblisbed European Associa-
tion of Distance Teaching Universities (EADTU) has made a promising start in
such arm as course and aedit transfer, as well as in the joint development of
courses in such fields m Maness administration, law and laiguage teaching.
Similarly, the Asian Association of Open Universities (AAOU) lim recently

41+.
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been atthlished to promote a range of cooperative distance educatire initia-
tives among the following Sakai= Sabatini Thammalhitat Open Univer-
sity (STOU), Thailand; Univentity of the Air, Japan; Indira Gandhi National
Open Univemity (IGNOU), Indiw Universitas Terbuks, Indoneais; Air and Cor-
respondence University, Korea; Atlanta Waal t ._en University (AIOU), Pakis-
tan; and the Open University of Sri Dinka. While the AAOU was inetrumental
in the setting up of a Regional Resource Center at STOU on 1 July 1988, and
has already initisted conkraseh, worbhopa and the exchange of student and
faculty members, such arnizations we inevitably somewhat limited in the
scope of their activitia by lack of resources, especially ftmdin& Became of the
cagoing expansion of distance education infrastructmes to overcome local
capacity constraints in order to meet immediate demands, it seems that the in-
fluence of tbe AAOU's Regional Resource Center, while desirable, could well
be somewhat limited by lack of financial names.

Professional regional networks such as AAOU certainly have a minim-
don to make to the promotion of the efficiency andeft:UM= of distance
education activities, but without a major influx of ftmding to suppst the
development of a comprehensive infrastmeture, they we unlikely to have a
major impact on social and economic development in the region. The wale of
the problems facing several developing countries in attempting Io provide
univemal education will not be overcome without a major initiative. The suc-
cess of the AAOU, even in such a short period of operation, demantrates that
the preconditions for genuine cooperation in the field of distance education do
exist. There is now in the South Asian region a sufficient pool of experience
and expertise in the development and use of specialized distance actuation in-
frastructures to suggest that the time is right to mount a large-scale initiative
aimed at having a significant impact on social and economic development in
the region.

The notion of engendering intenstional cooperation through the estab-
lishment of a medianism for subregional collaboration in distance education
was diseased at some length during a major seminar convened at Bangkok
(26 November-3 December 1986) by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in
conjunction with STOU, Thailand, and in cooperation with UNESCO Regional
Office, Bangkok. Originslly initiated by a professional staff piper on distance
education by Dr. Withal Shwma, ADB Education Specialist,' this regional
seminar led to the generation of probably tbe most comprehensive documents-

1 Sharma, M., "Marna Etheatioa", ProtesaloulSta If Paper, Aslaa Developmeat Rag, Melilla,
1985.
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education and national development, and the following electives: mathemadcs,
science, Benpli. EV* geography and social scienca The majority of these
subjects would be found in almost every seconder/ leather education course
anywhers in the world. Aped from Bengali and clematis of the history of
education, and adoration for rational development, it would seem resseabk
to suggest that the BIDE course could benefit from laving scam So cadths
courseware in the other subject areas. Akernstively, the BIDE course could

maim a tech' contribution to a pooling of educational resources in the field.
Such resources include print-based materials, audiocamettes and video-
=tette&

The potential scope for the development of distance education in
Bengladesh is evident not only in the field of teacher training but also in other
areas of tertiary and vocational education. The unmet demand for places in
university courses is estimated to be in the order of 100,000 qualified applicants

per year.' A similar situation exists in the fields of tedmicsl Ind voctional
education. Tbe potential of such unmet demand to create !saltation in the
minds of younger citizens and the subsequent potential for social unrest is
daily evident.

Problems also exist at the other end of the educational scale. Literacy in
the population as a whole (appronmately 110 million) is estimated to be 24 per
cent, while the dropout rate at primary sdiool level is approximately 70 per cat.
The enormous scale of problems msocisted with edgration sod training
province is further exemplified by estimates of manpower requirements
projected in recent development plans,2 which include significant shortages in
such fickle is agriculture, industries, public utils, COIIIIDICtiOn and public
savices amounting to almost 20 million man-yesrs. That these problems could
be somewhat ameliorated by the availability of a major subregional distacce
education infrastructure is self-evident.

B. Bhutan

The concept of distance education on a large scale is reltively new in
Bhutan. Apart from a number of nonformal correspondence courses and radio
programs on health eduction, family planning and animal husbandry, Dukpa3

repotted that distance education activities in the formal education sphere were

1 She* Ishm, MX., op. ek., 1957.
2 Thad iriva-Ydar Plea (19113-1990), &Soca dos Sector Docasest, Miabay al Bdacados, Dhaka,

1955.AL
3 Mokpo, Z, "Mims Edocodoo s Ilbolos", Disease* &Woke la Asia Nol Ike Poeifie,vol.2,

Walla, Asks Davalapseet Bask, 1987.
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40 Distance Ethication in South Asia

the result of an appreciable number of teachas aid civil servants undertaking
correspondence courses offered by colleges and universities in India solely at
their own initiative and expense. Despite the lack ofcomprehensive distance
education operations in Bhutan, the concept is growing in acceptance and
suppon. For exanple, a three-manber team from the Nationel Institute of
Education (NIE) recently spent time undertaking a distance education training
workshop at the Darling Downs Institute under the auspicesof UNESCO. The
major focus of the workshop was the potential contntution of distance educe-
tion to in-service teacher education, an acute manpower development need in
Bhutan.

Tbc commitment of the Bhutanese Government to education is unques-
tioned. Despite some impressive achievements, especially over the past 30
years, a significant percentage of school age children still do not have scam to
formal education. Ibis is largely due to an acute shortage of qualified leachers.
Thus a major focus of any distance education initirtive in Bhutan would be
teacher education. Recognition of the pot, itial of distance education in this
field is reflected in the fact that, for the first time in Bhutan, a distance educa-
tion workshop was organized at the ME in July 1969. As a result of this inida-
tive, the NM (through its Department of In-savice Education) plans to
implanent a distance education program which will entail the establishment of
an instructional materials production unit, the use of mass media (radioand the
national newspaper), the operation of a mobile unit Ind the development of up
to six resource centers to act as distribution points for materials and to support
face-to-face tutorial sessions.

Other potential target populations for distance education programs
include early school dropouts aid nonschoolentrants (fimaional literacy and
numeracy), extension workers (agriculture, veterinay science,health, etc.) sod
farmers. In addition, there is a strong commitment to tbe teaching of die na-
tional language, Dzongkint. It is apparent that Bhutan, with a popdation of ap-
proximately 1.4 million people widely dispersed throughout motmtainous
country, could benefit from access to a professional infrastructure that could be
provided by a subregional mechanism for engendering cooperation in distance
education.

1 Naps, Z., op. cit., 1987.
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C. India

Faced with a huge unmet demand for data= education, India turned to

distance education wit'd the creation of the Correspondence Institute of the

University of Delhi in 1962. Daniell highlighted the fact that 20 per cent of

India's 133 universities now have correspondence inetitutes but with programs

limited mainly to arts and aimmerce. More significant waa the establidanent

of a number of open universities beginning in 1982 with Andhra Pradesh Open

University which had 40,000 full-time and part-time students carolled afar only

four years of operation. Since then, other open univasities have been Created

in the states of Rajasthan (Kota) and Bihar (Nolanda), while the possibility of

setting up others haa been discussed in a number of regions including Gujarat,

Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Orissa and WestBengal. Such state-based inkistives

have been complemented by the establishment in 1965 of the Indki Gandhi Na-

tional Open University (IGNM) which, according to Mullick,2 bm been em-

pawered to supervise the functioning of all the distance education institutes

throughout the country. IGNOU waa regarded by many people as a means of

democratizing Indian education through, in Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's

words, "extending educational opportunities to all corners of the country".

IGNOU's brief is indeed monumental when oneconsiders that the Indian

subcontinent covers an area of almost 1.3 million sq m through which is dis-

tributed a population of approximately 800 million ;-_-_-,...17 The scope of

IGNOU's task is further complicated by the fact that almost 40 per cent of the

population is under 15 years of age, 75 per cent of the population lives in nral

areas, the overall literacy rate was estimated in 1984 to be about 40 per cent,

and there are 14 recognized official languages apart from Hindi aid English.

The main facilities of IGNOU are located throughout New Delhi aid its

environs. A new centralized facility is expected to be completed by 1991 in

Saket, a suburb south of New Delhi. Mditionally, by June 1989 the University

was operating through 115study centers established in areas of high population

and "educationally backwardareas".3 The number of study centers is expected

to expand to 300 in the next few years. Most of the study centers located in

local colleges and universities havesmall libraries, audiovisual aid computing

equipment, as well a claaroom and office space. The courses are based

I Daaiel, I, "Muse &kudos asd Nation! Development", Paper presesul at the 146 World

Cadens* ot the Istenatioul Ouse tor DMus Priseatios, Oslo, 1948.

2 WSW SY., "DMus Baseados is We", Thaw. Eilacation in Ask and dm Pacific, vol.

Z Mulls, Asks Develops.** Desk, IMO.
3 Maned, S.N., asd MI. Sold (wk.), "Missal for Academic Outsells?, New Delhi,

Region! Soviets Divislos, Win Omni Nation!Opes University, 1989.
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pcimarily on print materials designed to be sufficiently comprehensive Sostied
alone, with audiovisusl and oanputer-bseed materials acting - a supplement,
since many of the planned study centers are not ye operations'.

Hemet of its conmitment to provide educatices1 oppoehmities to allsec-
tion! of the populstion, including the disadvaitaged, IGNOU hos relexedentry
roquiremaas for specific groups identified by the Government a *savingspe-
cial consideration. For example, a certificate course in lbod and Nutrition was
designed 'pacifically for women. According to Miller,1 enrolknaits forcour-
ses in 1988 included 1,480 for the Diplom in Distance Education 10,626 for
the Bachelor's Degree Programme; 372 for the Diplona in Creative Writing in
English; and 3,717 for the Diploma in Management. Decisions on which
courses tonal. first were based on a needsassessment conducted by the Univer-
sity. Other courses offered in 1987/88 included a certificate course in rural
development. Courses to be launched in 1989 include a Bachelor of limy
and Infatuation Sdence. The following courses are in various stages of plan-
ning: Master's Degree in Distance Education, Bacheloes Degree (Sdeace),
Diploma in Higher Education, Diploma in Rural Development, Diploma in
Food and Nutrition, and a Diploma in Child Care and Educstion.2 Ptlected
enrollment for the Bachelor's Degree Programme is 50,000 students for 1989.
It is also worth noting that the CertificateCane in Food and Nutrition is of-
fered in five langueges: Austen, 'Mugu, Gujarat, Hindi and &glib, with
others to be added in due course.

The manpower development needs reflected in the proposed =pension
of the range of courses is furtheremphaeized by the estimated growth in enroll-
ments projected at a minimum of 20,000 new students on an annual basis and a
potectisl ultimae enrollment of approximately 700,000 students each year.3
The potential scope for the expansion of distance education activities at school
level has also been dommented. Mullick4reported that correspondence educe-
don at the secondary school level needed to be significantly enlarged since it
constituted only 031 per cent of theenrollment in formal schools. Participants
in such education were primarily school dropouts from formal schools with ex-
tremely limited paticipstion of disadvantaged groups. The potential clientele
for such cones is extensive, given the ckopout rates in dames 1-V111 of more
1 Mkt, IL, "Wks Dual Wand Open University", Opee Learning, vol. 4, ao. 1 (19119),pp. 53-55.
2 Mame& &N., sad P&L Loll (eds.), ep. a., 1969.
3 Nabs, LK., op. cit., 1969.
4 MOW &P., Distance Education in Aria and Iht Pacific, vol. 2, Mulls, Ash. Development

Beak, 1967.
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than 75 per cent. Mullick1 highlighted further &weir:gamma needs which could
be st kart partly ameliorated thmugh Maws education inititivee, including
the lock of oompstibility between various puts of the education sector and the
job market and the associated lack of appropriately trained manpower.

In 1964, Reddy2 listed reasons why correspontknoe education did not
enjoy high aedibility in India, but this situation will no doubt dunge as high
quality courses aid in tbne high quality paduates are gradually produced.
Similarly, the Indian Government's commitment to The Commonwealth of
Learning will serve to enhance the reputation of distance edumfion in the region.
This commitment to international cooperation signals a change of orientation
sinor. IGNOU at first resisted tbe idea ri looking to other open alive:aides for
existing courseware and developed its own imtructional materials. Sudi a
change of attitude could mean that IGNOU aid other open UlfiVallitilit in India
could not only make a useful contribution to a subregional mechanism for
cooperation in distuice education espedally in relation to systems and economic
considerations assodated with the translation of courses into a number of lan-
guages, but could also contribute a growing range of courseware aid related
distance education expertise.

D. Maldives

Auceding to Sehm,3 ithere s no formally established system of distance
education in the Maldives although some distance learning activities had been
incorporated into both formal and nonfonnal education. For example, a series
of radio programs on the teaching of English for Grades I and II is broadcast on
a regular basis. These programs are intended primarily for pupils on remote is-
lands. In the field of nriformal education, a daily radio program instructs the
general public ou such subjects as agricultire, fisheries, health, history and tradi-
tion. Fluffier, some programs we also broadcast to upgrade in-service teachers.

With UNDP support, however, a pilot project under the auspices of tbe
Non-Formal Education Unit (NFEU) of the Ministry of Education is currently
in progress. Initiated in 1988, enrollment of 90 participants from three atolls
commenced later that year and the program, a post-beginners' level &Wish
course, began in May 1969. Course completion is scheduled for Mardi 1990.
The target population consists of in-service teachem, in-service government

1 Mitt
2 Reddy, ft., "Diana Bdeestioa la ladle: A Profile of MMus Pradesh Opes Uaivealty",

Evaluation of Hip's" Eslacatios Rsailts,Madrld,UNED, 1964.
3 Sella, M., "Masa Shanks la Ash sed the Pacific", Distance Education in Asia and the

Pacific, vol. 1, Mulls, Asia Development Beak, 1967.
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official% and a variety of persons suitable for upgrading in such areas as health
and vocational sectors. Fifty per cent of the course participants are women.
While it is clearly too early for evaluative data to have been collected, initial
feedback hos been positive.

The present commitment of the Makkves Government to distance educa-
tion is trawled in the fact that a five-year plan has been developed in ceder to
establish a distance education center. Financial support for the first two years
of this initiative has been guaranteed by UNDP. The NFEU is to become the
Department of Non-Formal Education, wherein a Distance Education Center
will be established. It is intended that a comprehensive infrastructure for dis-
tance education to service all atolls will have become fully operational by 1995.
As well as the present English langusge teaching program, Ma following
programs have been identified as necessary to meet manpower development re-
quirements: teacher education (especially middle aad secondary levels), health
education, technical and vocational education, population-education, and early
childhood education.

Given the fact that the population of the Maldives consists of ap-
proximately 200,000 people scattered through 200 islands, there is clearly con-
siderable scope for the expansion of distance education activities. Such
initiatives could probably benefit from the use of a variety of teclmologies, in-
cluding radiovision as outlined by Sharma.1 Given the limited scale of current
investment in distance education in the Maldives and the relatively small though
widely dispersed population, there would appear to be extensive economic
benefits to be derived from the sharing of infrastructure and course develop-
ment costs through the establishment of a subregional mechanism for engender-
ing international collaboration in distance education.

E. Nepal

Similarly, Nepal is a relatively small country apparently well-suited to
distance education with its population dispersed through a mountainma
country, one-third of which is officially declared as remMe area districts. Sehm2
pointed out that the Government of Nepal hod recognized the potential of
teacher training by radio and, with the assistance of USAID, began planning an
initiative to meet an Mame in school =ailments in 1972. The subsequent
launching of the Radio Education Teadkir Training Program (RETIP) in 1978

1 Skulls, M., "Tedmoloides to improve la-Clma lastnirMai", a rooms papa peesemed at !be
Semiaar es /Mug Teckaologles for Fclocatioa Ad Training: An Ecomomic Perspective, World
Bask, Wasb lassos, D.C., 1988.

2 Sam, M. op. cit., 1987.
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entailed the supply of over 25,000 radios to untrained, rural primary school
teacher& In the beginning the broadcast was limited to 117 participants in five
districts. Later on the program covered 69 districts, enrolling 1,934 perticipsnts
in 1982. The program wan further extended to 72 distrkts enrolling 6,424 in-
service primary school teachers by the end of 1987. To date, 5,371 participants
have taken the trial examination and 65 per cent of them have graduned from

the program.
The Nepalese Government is currently implementing a number of

developmental projects in the field of education and training. The potential
success of these projects, however, is constrained by a shortage of qumlified

staff. It is clear that distance education initiatives could make a significant con-
tribution to these projects which include the achievement of universal primary
education by the year 2000 (requiring the trailing of an additional 34,000
teachers), the implementation of functional literacy programs, the enhancement
of technical and vocational education, and the improvement of the participation
rate of women. The Government has recognized the value of distance educa-
tion and has recently appointed a tank force of senior edusationists to prepare a
comprehensive plan for the development of a distance education system in
Nepal. There is no doubt that Nepal could benefit from participation in the like-
ly proliferation of cost-effective distance education activities that would in-
evitably accrue from the establishment of a regional distance education
infrastructure.

F. Pakistan

In a country of over 100 million people, the Mama Iqbal Open Univer-
sity (AIOU) was established in 1974 to provide *Education for All".1 The

functias of AIOU were reiterated in the Fifth Five-Year Plan (1978-1983)2

which included reference to the employment of multimedia distance learning
techniques to offer in-service training courses for primary and middle school
teachas, general foundation courses and functional education courses, Una
highlighting the University's role in nonformal, as well as formal, education.
The anphasis on nonformal education is reflected in a number of AIOU projects
such as the Integrated Ranctional Education Project, the Civic Education Project

and the Women's Education Project. The apparent acceptance of AIOU
programs is reflected in the fact reported by Siddiqui3 that annual enrollments

1 Siddiqui, S.A., "Dnoe Edseadoe is Patine, Distarwe Education in Asia old ate Pacific,
vol. 2, ?Amens, Asia's Developuelt Belk, 1987.

2 P1s11115Cossuisslos, The Fifth Five-Year Plan, 1978-83, Islamabad, 1978.
3 Siddiqui, SA, op. cit., 1987.
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48 Distance Education in South Asia

Diploma in Technology (1,844). Tbe total enrolknent has thin grown to almost
13,000 in 1989. The academic aedibilit-; of the courses at OUSL is reflected
by the fact that the &dicier of Laws (ILA.) degree is recognized by the Sri
Lanka COl101:11 for Legal Educstion. Similsrly, the Univaskies Grants Com-
mission of Sri IanIca him recently granted OUSL permiseion to award the.
Bachelor of Technology degree in addition to the Diploma in Thchnology.
Aped from OUSL, the National Institute of Education is curraitly offering in-
service teadser education to more than 10,000 leachers.

The aforementioned certificate program provide for open entry with no
specific entry quidifications. In the are of other formal programs at the level
of bachelor's degree, the minimum entry requirements are the same as those for
the conventional universities. The target mulatto for the Univetsity ha
recently been extended by tbe registration of a new category deluder* known
as the Associate students who paticipate in nonformal military education
courses, which do not necessarily lad to formal quslificstions.' The distance
education target population also includes more than 28,000 untrained teacbers
under an initiative taken by the Ministry el* Educaion with support from
Swedish International Development Assistance. As with OUSL programs,
course materials include printed study materials supplemented by audiovisual
initiatives (radio, television, slides, etc.) and some face-to-face interaction with
tutors.

Despite the apparent swims of distance education in Sri Lanka,
Kaelawele and Sanamsundara2 believe the potential of this mode of inetruc-
don to resolve pressing large-scale education and training problems is not fully
realized. They argue that inadequide fundi ng and the ladc of training in distance
education techniques, especially odic:clonal technology, have somewhat
limited the contribution of distance education. The potential for tbe expansion
of the scope and range of courses available to service manpower training needs
in teacher education, technical education and professionsl updating in a variety
of fiekk was alai outlined by Kotelawele aid Samarasundara. The support of
a subregicaal mechanism for promoting Jitance education could probably
provide an added stimulus to such initiatives. Equally, the existing wide range
of multimedia courseware available st OUSL, including several foundation
level courses for bridging the gap between secondary and tertiary education,
could make a valuable contribution to the further development of distance
education in South Asia.

1 AAOU Update, "Open University of Sri Lesko", Never Too For, vol. I I (1988), pp. 5-10.
2 Kotelawek, D.A., and N. Ssmarassadara, op. cit., 1987.
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H. Review: Towards International Cooperation
in South Asia

Apart from establishing the fact that distance education operations in
South Asia are currently servicing the needs of almost 400,000 students in a
wide variety of courses at levels ranging from literacy programs to higher
degrees, this brief review also indicates that there exists a significsot degree of
overlap in course offerings and, more importantly, an appsrent overlap in man-
power development requirements. While not denying the existence or impor-
tance of national diversity, there would seem to exist an opportunity for
reviewing existing courseware in order to ascertain the extent to which it could
be used or adapted to meet the manpower development mquirements of
countries in the region which might not yet have invested resources in the
development of certain course& For example., the existence of distance educe-
don anneware in science, engineering and tedmology in Sri lacks could well
be of great value to countries in the region that have so far concentrated their
efforts in the humanities, social sciences and educstion. Notwithstanding lan-
guage and cultural differences, there appears to be an opportunity to investigate
the possible cost benefits that could emanate from exporting or importing educa-
tional tesource materials that have been developed as a result of investing many
thousands of bouts of manpower and extensive investment in associsted physi-
cal infrastructures. Similarly, the joint development of new counieware to ser-
vice common manpower development requirements through tbe establishment
of intemtional course leans could well benefit from the economies ci scale in-
herent in large distance education operations. For example, the overview of
manpower development requirements (Fable I) demonstrates end common
needs exist in several countries in such areas as teacher training VdriOUS aspects

of technical and vocational education, health education, agriculture and rural
development, to name but a few.

If it were possible to create an appropriate mechanism for facilitating col-
laborative ventures in sharing expertise and resourcm in distance education to
optim ize potential econom ies of scale, the cost benefits acaued from educa-
tional expenditure could be significantly enhanced, not only in terms of efficien-
cy through the lowering of per student costs, but also in terms of effectiveness
through the enhancement of instructional quality and subsequent upgrade in
student learning outcomes. The ultimate aim, of course, is the promotion of in-
dividual well-being and socioeconomic development at thc national level for
which an im provement in educational efficacy is essential. The proposal for
setting up a mechanism to engender international cooperation in distance educa-

: f 3:5 5
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tion is certainly ambkious, let powerful initiatives we needed to combat the
Foblans amociated with pr3viding access to education to rapidly Warming
populstions in times of varktble economic stability.

In competition with eckmation fac limited naked [canteen we needs for
economic investment, national health programs, trusportsdon and commtmice-
tion system, and the numerous onyx activities necessary for maimed develop-
ment. Such competing needs intawify the mom to limit eapenditure on
education and to seek means of providing educstion mats efficiently. The in-
vestment by various governments in the region in distance educadon operations
suggests that the potential contribution of dingoes education systems to cost-
effective educational provision is widely acknowledged. Certain economies of
scale at the anima level have already been exploited, but the even greater
economies of scale potentially emoting from cooperative distance educadon
on an international basis we Will to be recognized. The Mowing disowning, of
advantages and disadvantages of distance education and the subsequent discus-
sion olvarious sodal, pragmatic and economic justifications for distance educa-
tion will serve to highlight the potential benefits of cooperation at the
international level.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF DISTANCE EDUCATION

It is somewhat problematic to comment on advantages and disadvantages

of distance education in any categorical definitive sense since a wide variety of
models of thstance education have evolved to a point where diversity is a key
aspect of distance education. The diversity is a reflection of economic cir-
cumstances, the availability of communication systems, and differences in
politiad and educational philamphies between countries. Despite such diver-
sity, certain common features among distance education systems do exist. For
instance, most governments now acknowledge that education is critical to
socioeconomic development. The perceived cost benefits of mass distance
education have attracted the focus of educational planners since global
economic instability has made the efficiency with which educational resources
are used as a fundamental consideration in both developed and developing
countries. From a government perspective, distance education appears to offer
certain benefits.

5 6
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A. Equity and Access

Commitment to fair and equitable access to education Ws long been an

objective of most national education systems. ft a as the potential of &mance

education to promote universal access to education that first interested nation-

al governments. Access refers to the proportion of a target population participat-

ing in the educational system while equky is concerned with the degree to which

participation is restricted by factors beyond the control et the individual. M
Rumble1 has indicated, government interest in distance education as a mean

of reaching target populations has included a desire to extend access to the fol-
lowing groups:

(i) disadvantaged individuals who cannot attaid a conventional
school of higher education institution;

(ii) previously disadvantaged people who could benefit from a
"second chance" of aocess to education; and

(iii) working people who could benefit from retraining professional
updating or personal development.

In the first instance, government authorities were not primarily interested

in the economics of mass distance education but were motivated to use this mode

of instruction to provide educational opportunities to those who were of ap-
propriate age but who, for a variety of reasons, were unable to attend conven-

tional schools, colleges or universities. This concern for equality of access was

often extended to older people who had been unable to attend conventional in-

stitutions when they were younger. For this "second chance" target population
and for the aforementioned group disadvantaged by geographical, social or

economic reasora, distance ulucation was often the only meats of access.

Countries sudi as Australia, Canada and New Zealand used distance
education to reach geographically isolated individuals. For example, the
Australian Correspondence School was initiated in 1914 when teaching by cor-

respondence was made avallable at the primary school level. Ibis was later ex-

panded to the secondary level, and the introduction of two-way radios, which

allowed for two-way communication between teachers and students, led to the

development of the Schools of the Air in 1951. Development of distance educa-

tion at the higher education level had preceded school level initiatives by five
years when, in 1909, the University of Queensland was required to provide

1 Ramble, G., "The Role of Distsoce Edocatios la Natiosal sod lateroadooal Developmeat: As
OvervIew",DisroseeEdmeatioe, vol. 10, so. 1 (1989), pp. 83-107.
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correspondaice courses so that those living in remote areas could gain access

to university courses. Originally intended for geographically isolated in-
dividuals, these distance akication canes have also provided access to other
disadvantaged groups, including disabled students, those incapacitated through
illness and Minerva populations. The underlying commitment lo scabs and
equity is evident today in distance educatkin initiatives aimed at school
dropouts, illiterates and the needs of women. The commitment of AIOU sod
IGNOU to service the needs of audi target populations is well-known. The cein-
ciple of egalitarianism is abo evident in programs of diets= education aimed
at the "second chance" target population consisting of adults who missed out on

formal education in their formative years.

B. "Second Chance" Education

The acceptance of the need to provide disadvantaged persons with a
"second chance" at education gained momentum after formal education was
severely disrupted during the Second World War. Ibis concern to make up for
an earlier lack of opportunities was extended to cover those adults whohad been

born too late to benefit from the expended provision of educational opportunities
that occurred after the war. In the developing countries, the provision of "second
chance" education embraced all levels, whereas in developed countries the focus
was primarily on upper secondary and higher education. The "second dance"
ethos contributed significantly tote investment in the open universities, several
of which either extended the idea of second thence education to encompass
those who had left school without accepted entry qualifications, or provided an
alternative access cause for mature but previotaly unqualified entrants. It is
widely recognized, however, that the distance teaching universities also serve
as a means of satisfying demands for higher education which conventional
uniwnities are unable to meet. The open universities are further involved in
providing access to programs designed specifically to meet the burgeoning
needs for professional and vocational updating and retraining courses, as well
as increasing educational opportunities through the provision of community

education programs.

C. Lifelong Education

The provision of continuing professional education, community educa-
tion courses, and a wide range of other nonformal education programs via the
distance education mode highlights a commitment not only to equity and amen,
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but also to the recognition that education is an ongoing, liklong proem. In-
aeasingly, individuals need ta update their skills and knowledgeseveral times
&wing their working life. A bask educetion is no longer ettough. Indeed, due
to the expicaloo of knowledge and advancing tedmology, the rale at which
knowledge is becoming relatively °bookie is Moodily imolai% placing on
government authorities a responsibilky more thst thereIns oppotluntiis
individusls to update their knowledge and skill'. Distinct education ocitdd well
offer the only viable, cost-effective memos of meeting the growing demand fbr
professional and vocations' updating and retrakdogcomes. As well as provid-
ing potential eccoomies of scale, distance education offers the opportmity to
upgrade and retrain without serious dislocation to the ongoing social and
economic activities of working adults, thue increasing the efficieecy of
socioeconomic development. It is not surpriing that mousy of the diatom
educstion courses available at the post-secondary level reflect tbe viewthst the
major purpoae of government-fmanced education is to talk people kwa produc-
tive place in the work force. Expenditure on education tends to be regarded
an investmeat in human capital whidi will yield benefits to both the individual
and the nation in the form of increased earning power and productivity. Rom
a govemmaital perspective, commitment to fair and equitable access to educa-
tional opportunities aligned with potential economies of scale andapprent cost-
effectiveness makes distance education an attractive investment withno obvious
disadvantages, provided the distance education system is effective. The effec-
tiveness of a particular distance education system is largely depenckot on the
experiences of actual teachers and students which will next be examined.

D. Distance Education from the Teacher's Perspective

From the perspective of the teacher working in a distance education con-
text, commitment to this mode of instruction will no dotbt be moderated by
such factors as demographic characteristics, attitude, status, intrinsicand extrin-
sic rewards, workload, opportunity to undertake research, specialized training,
and infrastructure support. There is an apperent dearth of research on the per-
ceived advantages and disadvantages of working in distance education systems
from the perspective of the teacher. While there exists ao opportunity to under-
take research on the attitude of faculty members tows* working in off-cam-
ps programs, the generalizability of any outcomes would need to be treated
with a good deal of caution since the contexts in which, and theconditionsunder
which, distance educators work vary considerably. Experience suggests,
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however, that some poteatthl advantages could well acme to Medias working
in a distance edumtion

many systems, distance education Offal a [WV of opportunities for
deriving intrimic satisfactkm from leeching. These thclude opportunitits to
produce high quality, Gana* teaching resources, oppodunities to welt in a
mukidisciplinery development tam envirommeol, opportunities to use a new
of inkructional technology (audiovisual and computer-based), opportunities to
work with motivated students (in some cases), mid opportunities to develop a
flexible work schedule which might result in achieving some respite ilem the
repetitive Mute of face-to-fa= teaching in on-campus settinp. It seems like-
ly that the extent to which such opportunities me regarded as intrinsically
rewarding will vary considerably among individusls. Job satisfaction will also
be a function of the availability of staff training programs Ind associated sup-
port from distance education specialits such as instnictional designees, media
production pemonnel, experts in ounputer-bseed education, graphic designers,
editors and the like. It would seem remonable to suggest that distance latching
might well require more time-consuming systemadc preparation then conven-
tional teaching but could well be more intrinsickly satisfying as a resuk of
protsdng high quality, tangible teaching resources. Extrinsic rewards such
recognition through promotion or the granting of tentre may not be explicitly
tied to the achievement of excellence in distance teaching since time for research
and sCosequent publication productivity (still major criteria for academic ad-
vancement) could well be hindered somewhat, at least in the initial design and
development phase by the tirne-comuming nature of instructional materials
producVon. In some respects though, this apparent disadvantage could also be
regarded se an opportunity since it is widely acknowledged that there is insuf-
ficient research on practically all aspects of distance education, especially
pedagogical methodologies. Once a quality package has been developed, it
might well have a "life" of several years when time needed for modification is
minimal so that time available for research could be optimized. Faculty percep-
dors of such ABMS will way considerably, although it is widely believed that
the majcvaty of faculty members regard the potential loss of interpersonal con-
taa with students as a major disadvantage a view likely to be shared by many

students though students' perceptions will also vary.

E. Distance Education from the Learner's Perspective

Perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages or distance education
from a student's perspective are likely to be moderated by such factors as age,
maturity, motivation, time available for study, quality of course materials and
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associated services, and the anclibility of awards from the empbyer's perspec-
tive. From the point of view of pmviding access to educational provkion, stu-
dents we likely to regard distance education as a significant advantage since
they might otherwise have no opportunity for personal advancement. Similar-
ly, the inherent mture of many distance education systems basedon the use of
self-instructional materials which may be used when and whece conveniat must
surely be regarded as an advantage by many students, modally those in full-
time employment. This pwtiadar twpt population also pins the base* of
being able to learn while they am a living, and at the same time often pining
valuable work experience which is directly relevant to their studies. Students
might also benefit from their distance education experience through the
development of independent learning skills, personal resourcefulness and time
management skills which we likely lobe beneficial in other spheres of activity.
These probable advantages arc likely to be somewhat countabalanced by --
sedated fnstratiom which will depend significantly on thc quality of learning
materials and associated distance education services.

Ideally, the sell-instructional materials used should be sufficiently well-
designed, developed and presented to make learning relatively easy for the dis-
tance education student. Dick of clarity in study materials could lead to
frustration and subsequent disengagement from the program, especially in con-
texts where access to the teacher or tutorial support, either face-to-face or
through the mail or by telephone, is not readily cvailable. Lack of quality in-
struction and limited or insufficient support services which delay feedback we
likely to seriously reduce the motivation of part-time distance education stu-
dents attempting to balance work, family and social commitments. Similarly,
the motivation of students is likely to bc adversely influenced if the credbility
of the academic awards emanating from distance education programs is serious-
ly questioned by employes. It is of paramount importance that distance
educators strive for excellence in instructional quality and efficiency in support
services, and concurrently promote the quality of graduates to prospective
employers. Indeed, the question of quality in distance education is central to
the continued expansion of this mode of instruction.

F. Towards Continued Growth

Overall, the potential advantages of distauce education, tspecially from
the government perspective and the student perspective, appcar to far outweigh
the potential disadvantages of this mode of instruction. The term "potentiar
must be used to qualify such statements since the diversity of distance educa-
tion systems and contexts, particularly with regard to quality of instructionand
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services, is 90 variable that it is impossible to generalize. There is, however, no

doubt about the contnbution of distance education to realizing the ideals of fair

aid ecpdtable access to educational opportunities, thus providing a great social

justification for distance education initiatives. Neither is there any doubt about

the pragmatic justification for distance education which continua; to expand in

a wide variety of contexts, with increasing numbers of different courses being

made available to a diverse range of target populations. Such expansion is based

on the apparent econom ies of scale inhennt in mass distance education systems.

The critical factor underlying the success of such initiatives is quality: quality

of instruction and quality of services. By and large, quality is ultimately a func-

tion of available resources and thereby a function of theeconomics of distance

education to which attention is now turned.

THE ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION
OF MASS DISTANCE EDUCATION

Despite the commitment of governments to access and equity of educa-

tional provision, it is extremely doubtful whether distance education would have

achieved such prominence in national systems without the belief that it can be

a cheaper form of education than traditional methods. Whether distance educa-

tion is in fact diesper depends on a number of factors, including choice of media,

the number of courses and subject areas offered, the range of student support

services provided and, of course, the number of students. The ultimate cost of

a distance education system is also influenced by who pays: student, employer

or government. While it is self-evident that each system will be different with

costs varying according to the environment, the technology available, and the

range and size of target populations, certain issues can be addressed to
demonstrate why distance education systems can be cheaper than convention-

al on-campus approaches.

A. The Economics of Distance Education

In examining the economics of education, it is useful to differentiate fixed

and variable costs. Whereas fixed costs do not vary considerably in relation to

changes in volume of activities, variable costs tend to increase or decrease

directly (linearly) with fluctuations in the volume of activity. For example, in

the distance education =text, the costs of preparingself-instruct ional materials

(printed study guides, audiotapes, videotapes, etc.) are incurred irre5pective of
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the number of students who sandy the course. These development COMB Call be
regarded as fixed in relation to tbe eventualoutput ot students since the invest-
ment of resources in course design and development is not directly relined to
the number of student users of the courses, akbough some at the relsted comas
of producing multiple copies ot mated& and many ot the costs associsled with
distributing sudi copies do vwy directly in acconisoce with student =Mem.
Other costs which vwy Weedy with student numb= incbde oasts doeskins
assigmnents and eaaminetions, providing individuel munselling md the like.
Such variable costs tend to Mameor demean directly with variation in the
volume of activity. While fixed costs do not vwy continuously in [elution to
changes In volume of activities, they we subject to significsnt dines in
volumes such as the need to employ additional icstructional designers and
audiovisual persomel to cope with rapid, extensive increases in cane develop-
ment. In light of this fundammtal distinction between fixed and variable costs,
it is interaiting to examine in more detail the basic cost function of distance
education.

As delineated by Rumble,1 the basic cost function for any educational sys-
tem may be expressed in general terms as follows:

Total Cost = (Number of students x direct cost per student) + (Num-
ber of courses under development x direct cost of
course development) + (Number of courses being of-
fered x direct cost of presentation) + (Fixed cost of the
system infrastructure)

The fixed costs in this equation art the direct cost of course development
and the costs associated with the establishment of the system infrastructure
whereas the other costs tend to be influenced directly by volume of activities
and can be regarded as variable. It is important to note that all the costs on the
right hand side of the equation are a function of management decisions and are
essentially subject to choice.

B. Course Design and Development Costs

The fixed cost of course design and development can vary considerably
according to system level management decsions. For example, several ap-
proaches of varying costs have been used to produce course materials. Perhaps

1 Ramble, G., "Ile &masks of Mau Distance Education", Protpear, vol. 23,10. 1 (1984
pp. 91-102.
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the chespest way of proceeding is for so innittdion to mcommaid existing own-
macial textbooks which students we required to buy while all the diets=
education institution provides is brief notes sod an examined= service. This
approsch, which was pioneered by the Univemky of London, Ms slob= ueed
by several commeecial conespoodeoce colleges. Another relotively cheep ap-
Fa= to course developmeot is to make videotapes of conventional lectures as
tbey are delivered to on-campue students and aubsequeody, lo distribute the
video material either thrash came= or by broadcasting to be used as self-
instructiond =aisle or as a eouroe for Mired video instruction. While the
quality of such videos is not usually very impressive, it is argued the they we
adequate since they we good enough for on-canpue students. Such so approach
has been used mainly in Nati Afilefita where tbe emphasis on tbe development
of high quality self-instructional materials is somewhat ovashadowed by the
preference for video technology-bssed initiatives. This approsch is, accurst,
dependent on the availability of sophisticated development and delivery
infrastnxiutes.

The final approach to be considered is based on the development of spe-
cially designed multimedia, self-instructional materials (print, audiovisual,
computer-based, etc.) to facilitate independent learning among distance educa-
tion studeots. The quality of the materials produced obviously varies but it can
be extremely high. Subject matter specialists (either contracted or permanent
staff) work in a multidisciplinary team environment1 with an instructional
designer and other specialists such as graphic designers, editors, audiovisual
specialists and computer programmers as required. This course team approsch
is widely used in South Asia, despite the fact that it is more expensive than other
approaches since it is labor-intensive and requires relatively high levels of staff-
ing. The commitment to the course team approach reflects a concern for quality
of instruction which is also reflected in the range of media that is used for the
purposa of self-instruction. The choice of media can obviously have a sig-
nificant impact on the cost-efficiency of distance education, not only in relation
to course design and development but also in respect to the duplication and
delivery of course materials.

It is widely acknowledged that the time required to develop leaning
materials varies significantly, depending on the choice of media. For example,
Sperkes2 has suggested that, whereas it takes up to 10 hours of staff time to
develop one hour of lecturing or small group teaching, it may take 50 to 100

1 Taylor, J.C., "Mame Biscatios I. Formal and Nos-Faust Nacelles", Distance Education
in Asia and dee Pacific, vol. 1, Mails, Asks Development Bask, 1967.

2 Spades, 3., "Pedagogic Diffetesces Bowes Media", Is gams, A.W. (ed.), The Role of
Technology in Distance Uremia', Losdos, Croon Helm, 1964.
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hours to prepare a teaching text which will occupy a student for one hour, 100
hours to develop a 60-minute "broadcast "milky" televaion pogrom, and 200
hours or mote to ptepsre one hour's worth of computer-assisted kerning
material. These figures need to be treated with some caution, however, sinoe
preparation time will also be a !Unction of the experience and expertise otataff

and the quality of maleriale produced. The extent to which subject matter
specialists are mimed by other specialots (nstructiond designees, graphic ar-

tists, media staff, etc.) will also presumably have a noticeable impact on cost

and quslity. Management decisions on the medis mix lo be used, the spinach
to course development, and modeled cotnmitmal to quality can an be seen
to have a major impsd on the fixed costs associated with course development,

which are dependent on the availability of a sophisticated histitational
infrastructure.

It is the initial establishment costs requking a major investment in build-

ings and equipment, perticularly where studio-based tedmologies are used, that

differentiates distance education systems from conventional on-campus educe-

lion. The capital investment in the development of course materials in the
former replaces traditional face-to-face student-teacher contact in tbe latter. In

essence, capital replaces labor. The potential economic benefits derive from the

fact that the course materials, once pnxkiced, can be used to teach many times

the number of students that can be catered for in conventional settings without

the need for additional capital investment in buildings for me as classrooms,

tutorial rooms and the like. So while it may be initially more expensive to es-
tablish a sophisticated infrastructure (including facilities for media productiOn,

word processing, printing, warehousing, distribution, etc.) to support distance

education initiatives, the potential scope of the approach to reach numerous tar-

get populations in widely dispersed locations far outweighs the cost-efficiency

of providing conventional face-to-face education in a variety of settings as long
m a sufficiently large number of students is enrolled in distance ockication com-

es. In effect, the potential economies of scale inherent in mass distance educa-

tion are dependent primarily on a sufficiently large number of students being
enrolled to warrant capital investment in the development of course materials
and the infrastructure that supports such activities.

The investment in course materials is, of course, subject to volume of ac-

tivity, since the more courses on offer, the greater the total investment required.

The most cost-efficient distance educaticei system would be one with a relative-

ly small range of courses and vety large numbers of students. A range of courses

at varying levels of specialization is usually required to satisfy the structure of

most marriage offered in conventional settings. As more courses are added to
the curriculum, thrre is a danger that the number of students per course will
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decline. One way to overcome this apparent kis of economies of scale is to
extend the life of a course so that the costs of the course can be %linen &foyer
a number of years. Such an approach is not without potential pitfalls since tbe
credibility of many courses, especielly those beyond the foundation level, is
somewhat dependwa on the currency accurst =tent. SOM4 commerchd cor-
respondence courses have successfully contained casts by only offering courses
with relatively low development and production costs which wo ,lnlikely to
become rapidly outdated and which we likely to attract Inc =Mai of stu-
dents. Cost-efficiency, however, also depends on the containment of student
variable costs when the courses are actually presented.

C. Student Variable Costs

Student variable mats are highly dependent on management decisions as-
sociated with the provision of student suppert services. As previously men-
tioned, some distance educstion institutions provide little more than details of
the syllabus, a list of commercially avsilable textbooks, and an examination
service. In such systems, student variable costs are minimal. In ccotrast, some
of the more recently established open universities take pride in tbe provision of
high quality, self-instructional couase materials as well extazive student
support services including counselling, the provision of timely feedback on
tutor-marked assignments, study center facilities, hbrwy services and even
regular face-to-face tuition. The extent of provision of such services obvious-
ly has a significant impact on student variable costs. Indeed, systems which in-
corporate regular face-to-face tuition represent a reversion to the traditional
labor-intensive methods of conventional education and thereby run the risk of
being more expernive than typical conventional systems. In designing a
distance education system, management must endeavor to keep the variable cost

per student (cost of materials, distribution costs, counselling costs, tutor-marked
wsig-ment costs, and face-to-face tuition costs) below the direct cost per stu-
dent in conventional systems (primarily the cost of staff and consumables). It
is clear that the cost per distance education student is a function not only of the
number of students enrolled but also of the quantity, type and quality of course
materials provided, and associated student support services. Within economic
constraints, quality should be a key consideration since, in the final analysis, no

ar of investment is justified if the system does not produce effective educa-

tional outcomes.
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D. Factors Infinencing the Cost-Efficiency
of Distance Education

The many Wawa raised above highlight bow difficult it is to make defini-
tive Mane= about the actual can ottlietance education, which is moderated
signiflandy by maven= &dam made in patiouler =imamatecon-
texts. On the other bend, a number of fladmental guidelines can be derived
from tbe dims= which swear to deans =iota consideradonby educa-
tions' pitmen athletes. education initiative& These guidelines =della:aid
in tams of intratnicture costs, cane development aod productioncoat, and
cane delivery and student support costs, respectively.

(I) infrastructure coats

(a) reps= the major apital investment required to atablish
a distance education system; and

(b) are significantly dependent on tbe initial choia of range of
media to be deployed.

(ii) Course development and production costs
(a) are ultimately dependent on the number of students

enrolled, the fundamental variable underlying the potential
to benefit from economies of scale;

(b) are dependent on the size of the academic program in terms

of the number of cana developed for presentation;
(c) can be somewhat controlled by extending the life of a

course, thereby increasing the number of students;
(d) can be somewhat controlled by increasing production runs

for printed materials, etc.; and
(e) are somewhat dependent upon the style of development

(e.g., course team) and media mix deployed.

(iii) Course delivery and student support costs
(a) are often subject to fluctuations in volume of activity and

therefore may not lead to benefits derived from economies
of scale; and

(b) represent student variable costs which, from a cost-
efficiency perspective, should be minimized.
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E Towards a Multinational Distance Education System

As well as providing general guidelines for the planners of specific aye,
terns, the points raised above also provide a ireful framework for considering
the potential economic benefits of the proposed medianism for internedonal
cooperation, the South Asian Distance Education Center (SADEC). It is evi-
dent that a major capital investment is required to establish the hair infrastruc-
ture (buildings, communications, equipment, studios, etc.) lo Jistance
education activities. Particularly for small nations (such as Bhutan, Maldives
and Nepal) with target populations of limited size, the economic justification
for the establishment of a sophisticated distance education infrastructure would
be difficult to substantiate whatever the social justificadon. If a way was found
to share infrastructure costs across international boundaries, then presumably
cost-efficiency of educational provision could be enhanced to a point where a
multimedia-based, multinational distance education system could become an
economic reality.

In fact, such an institution has been in existence for the pest 20 years. Es-
tablished in 1969, the University of the South Pacific (USP) was set up to serve
the needs of 11 island nations which on their own could not afford to set up a
university. USP operates from its main campus in Suva, Fiji, from where it
delivers a wide range of distance education courses to students in 1 1 different
cot-lurks (Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Solomon Islands, Tokelau,
Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Western Samoa). From Rarotonga in the east to
Guadalcanal in the west, USP provides distance education services over 3,000
miles of ocean. Money to pay for the running costs of the multinational univer-
sity is hard to find in each country and USP could not exist without aid from
several wealthier countries in the region.

As Williams1 has indicated, transportation difficulties exist both within
and between countries. i :example, Ilivalu's eight islands which are hundreds
of miles apart are visited by ship only twice per year. Further, communications
difficulties exist in some parts of the region with telephone services being
smutted' to a few hours per day while itarges for such services remain high.
USP has overcome this problem to some extent by using satellite terminals in
USP Centers established in 9 of the 11 countries served by the University. USP
uses a multimedia, self-instructional materials approach (primarily print-based)
and denigns "stand alone" packages, in light of the fact that many students are
unlikely to have access to local tutorial support, must often study in the evenings

1 William, A-L, "Mince &natio. at tbe Usiveraity of tbe Solidi Pacific: Problems,
Clallesica sod Opponvaidee, International Yearbook of Education and Instructional
Technology, Leedom, Kora Page, 1964.
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by the light of a kerosene lamp, and are likely to operate most of the time in a
language other than that (English) of the course materials. Indeed, USP serves
target populations of enormota heterogeneity, reflected not only in the 11 dis-
tinct national cultures, but in the several hundred different languages that exist
throughout the countries served by the University. For example, in Vanuatu
alone there are 97 recognized languages.

ln such difficult circumstances, USP has developed and offered an im-
presive range of courses at preliminary, foundation, certificate, diploma and
degree level. These courses cover a large number of subject areas including
mathematics, biology, chemistry, physics, English, geography,education, tech-
nology, accounting and management, to name buta few. Several of the cours-
ts are oriented specifically to the context of developing countries in sudi fields
as community development, rural technology, agriculture, food and nutrition in
the developing world, and marketing in developing countrits.1 The ongoing
success of the USP demonstrates that multinational distance education is viable,
not only in theory but in practice, at least in the South Pacific context. Whether
multinational distance education could come to fruition in South Asia is likely
to depend not only on goodwill between potential national partners, but also on
fundamental questions of economic feasibility to which attention is now turned.

F. The Economic Feasibility of Multinational
Distance Education

The two fundamental fixed costs in distance education are, first, the in-
vestment required for the establishment of a system infrastructure consisting of
buildinp, equipment, and so on and, second, the investment needed to develop
self-instructional course materials. As was demonstrated in the review ofdis-
tance education in South Asia, in some countries such as Sri Lanka, India and
Pakistan there has already been a significant degree of investment aimed at the
establishment of sophisticated distance education infrastructures, while in other
countries in the region such as Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives and Nepal, the
scale of investment in distance education has been relatively limited. Irrespec-
tive of the level of investment to date, however, there appears to be a con-
siderable scope for the expansion of distance education in all countries in the
region. Indeed, the manpower development requirements, both in terms of ini-
tial educational provision and continuing professional and vocational updating,
appear to cry out for initiatives that could increase the capacity of existing
distance education operations in the region.

I Extension Services Handbook, The Ualveraity of the South Pacific, Suva, 1989.
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Every distance education center has an absolute capacity whereby it can
only produce, deliver and service a certain number of courses for a particular
ntunber of specific target populations. Once this capacity has been reached,
there is a need for a further influx of capital to construct additional buildings,
purchase more equipment and so on. There is not one country in the region that
could not benefit from the availability of an increase in capacity to offer dis-
tance education services. While the countries with smaller target populations
sod those that have not yet invested heavily in distance education might benefit
must, other countries with existing well-established systems could also benefit

from the enhanced capacity that would result (tom the establishment ofa central-
ized infrastructure (e.g., SADEC) to further service the distance education needs
of countries in South Asia. Just as in the case of USP, there are sonic obvious
economic benefits flowing from a sharing of the infrastructure establishment
costs. The major ongoing economic benefits, however, depend more on shar-
ing course development costs and ultimately on increasing the number of stu-
dents studying particular courses thereby taking advantage of the economies of

scale inherent in mass distance education.
The cost-effectiveness of course development can be usefully regarded as

a function of the number of students who successfully complete the course. In

the first instance, the cost of developing (though not duplicating) a multimedia
sclf-instructicnal package is fixed, irrespective of the number of students (either

1,100 or 1,000) who take the course. If oourses could be designed and developed
centrally to meet the manpower development needs of several countries in the
region, then the number of students taking the same course could be increased
dramatically to a point where massive benefits could accrue as a result of
economies of scale. For example, using a costing model developed at the
University-College of Southern Queensland (formerly the Darling Downs In-
stitute of Advanced Education), the fixed development cost using a multidis-
ciplinary team approach for a one-credit point unit (equivalent to 1/24 of a
bachelor's degree program) consisting of print materials (20-page introductory
booklet, 255-page study book and 250-page book of selected readinp) for the
production of one sct of printer-ready originals is A$24193 (US$19,644), Plus
AS31,500 (USS23,625) to cover infrastructure costs amortized over 40 years.
This fixed development cost includes 75 days' work for a subject matter
specialist, 19 days' work for an instructional designer, 19 days' work for an
education officer, 5 days' work for a graphic designer and 16 days' work for a
word processing operator. These costs, which are based on an existing distance
education infrastructure in an Australian dual-mode institution, will be ex-
amined in more detail later in the paper. If one studcnt studies the course, it will
cost AS57,693 (USS43,270) comprising both development costs and infrastruc-
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tore costs. If 100 students study the course, it will cost A$366 (USS275) per
bead. If 1,000 students study the course, it will cost A$130 (US$98) per head.
If the life of the course is three years and appropriate single print runs are done
to cover enrolknents over this period, ants per head are as follows:

A$192 (US$144) per hesd for 100 students per yew for three years;

A$113 (US$85) per head for 1,000 students per year for tlree years.

Even taking into account additional mists incurred for warehousing for two
yeas, the benefits derived from economies of scale are dearly evident.

Although the above figures are presented here only as general guidelines
for purposes of illtstration, the practical savings in certain areas of common
manpower development needs aaoss nations could be even more prominent.
For example, the earlier review of the manpower development needs in the
region established that most countries could benefit from an inaeased alloca-
tion of funds to, or a better return on existing funds for, the %wading of under-
qualified teachers. On a global basis, Coklerin and Naidu' estimated that
between 20 and 30 per cent of primary teachers in developing countries are
either professionally untrained or academically unqualified. On a regional
basis, this target population could easily consist of many thousands of people.
Again, for the purpose of illustrating the potential economies of scale inherent
in mass distance education, the costs per head relative to student numbers based
on a course life of three years are as follows: A$106 (US$80) per head for 5,000
students per year for three years. While used solely for the purpose of illustra-
tion, these figures are not unrealistic. Ruttier, if one could negotiate P.

reasonable price on the supply of printer-ready originals on the vast quantity of
course materials that already exist, the economies of scale could be even
greater.

Even this brief examination of the °con= lc justification of mass distance
education appears to demonstrate the potential value to the region of
establishing a coordinating mechanism such as SADEC. Aligned to the social
justification for such an organization in terms of itspotential contribution to the
fair and equitable provision of educational opportunities for all (but especially
to currently disadvantaged groups), the economic justification of mass distance
education appears to demand action. It certainly demands more detailed

1 Colderle, G. sod S. Nelda, la-Service Teacher Educed*.al a Diseases: Treads I. Third World
Developoesr, Open Looming, vol. 4, so. 1 (1989), pp. 9-15.
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scrutiny. While the establishment of an organization such ss SADEC is patent-
ly well-justified in theory, it would not be without problems and constraints in
practice. The identification of these problems and constraints and conoidera-
tion of alternative strategies by which such barriers to genuine collaboration in
distance education may be ameliorated, will next be reviewed.

STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT
OF DISTANCE EDUCATION IN SOUTH ASIA

It has been clearly demonstrated that active collaboration between
operators of distance education systems has the potential to make a significant
contribution to cost-efficiency through the optimization of economies of scale.
This cost-efficiency may be achieved primarily through the sharing of costs as-
sociated with the establishment of the distance education infrastructure and,
more particularly, through the cooperative design, development, production and

use of instructional materials whereby the number of students using the
materials can be increased to a point where benefits derived from economies of
scale accrue. Such a quest for increased c:ost-efficiency could entail:

(i)

(ii)

creating a centralized curriculum and instructional materials
development and production infrastructure; and
eliminating unneassary overlap in course development and there-
by concentrating more students in any given course.

The achievement of such initiatives would lead to greater cost-efficiency
since the cost per student unit would be reduced. Cost-effectiveness should also
be facilitated since the quality of instructional materials ought to be enhanced
through the concentration of resources, expertise and effbrt in the design and
development proems. If this potential for improved cost-effectiveness is to be
realized on an international basis, a number of constraints will have to be
overcome.

A. Constraints to Cooperation

In attempting to generate cooperative development and use of instruction-
al materials on an international scale, apart from language and cultural differ-
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awes, barriers to genuine collaboration emanate primarily from the strongly
entrenched tradition of academic freedom.1 The traditional autonomy of tbe in-
dividual teacher, especially in tertiary education, has promoted somewhat per-
sonalized approaches to curriculum and instructional design. This freedom to
give a personal slant to teaching is jealously guarded by many academics. This
traditional attitude towards aatonomy, however, is somewhat countabalanced
by the intellectual interchange between scholars which is an essential feat= of
academia, embodied not only in the wide range of professional journals that
exist in every discipline, but also in professional associations, amfaenoes and
teacher exchange programs that cut across national boundaries. Further, the
mixture of backgrounds of staff that are typically found in almost every univer-
sity department reflects the fact that education, especially at the tertiay level,
is, in a sense, already inherently international. In distance education, the long
history of the International Council for Distance Education (ICDE) highlights
the potential for genuine cooperation in the distance education arena. If an ap-
propriate mechanism existed, it seems reasonable to suggest that most educators
would welcome the opportun.ty to work on the cooperative design and develop-
ment of materials with professional colleagues in a well-supported course team
environment.

In a multinational course team environment, issues associated with the
development of materials for use on an international basis could be addressed
meaningfully. For instance, such materials would need to: be designed for use
by a wider target audience, fouls on the substantive subject matter, and illustrate
points with a wide range of examples. At USP, for example, it is not unusual
in coursm on law, marketing, economics and the like to see examples &awn
from several national contexts in order to clarify key concepts, thereby retain-
ing relevance to students from several countries, while at the same time enrich-
ing the material& This line of argument is not meant to deny that genuine
differences in curricular requirements do not exist between institutions in dif-
ferent countries. Indeed, it is to be expected that several courses could well be
relevant only to nationals of a specific country. On the other hand, it seems
equally defensible to suggest that the essential core of many subject matter areas
would be of direct relevance to appropriate target audiences throughout the
region, if not worldwide. In any event, issues associated with curricular com-
patibility could be effectively resolved in a course team environment. Further,
course teams could also consider the relevance of the considerable quantity of
course materials that already exist in the region to ascertain the extent to which

1 Calvert, J., "Facilitatlag Traasfer of Distaace Causes", Paper presemed at the 131k World
Coafereace of the lateriatioul Cornell for Distaace EducatioN, Melbourne, 1985.
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new teaching resources were required to be developed, or whether existing
materials could be either adapted or used without modificat:rn, in a wider range

of international contexts.
The use or adaptation of existing materials also raises questions about

ownership and copyright as well as pricing policies aid associated funding al-
locations. Coright clearance and associated charges tend to vay significant-
ly according to whether an institution operates on a nonprofit basis or if it stands

to profit from the sale of educational materials. This issue is further compli-
cated by the fact that copyright regulations vary from country to country. As-
sociated with the copyright issue is the question of ownership of the materials
and the extent to which various course team members should receive royalties
from sales. Distance education institutions and organizations will inevitaoly
have different policies on such matters. There is an evident need for a clearly
defined policy on ownership, as there is in questions on the extent to which
materials might need to be adapted for a particular instructional context and the
tAtent to which such changes might lead to claims on ownership of materials.
Such claims are likely to be further complicated by the pricing policy on sale
and purchase of materials relative to student fe 'overninent grants, funding
allocation within institutions, and so on. If, tx,..ever, materials are being
developed from the outset with international usage in mind, copyright and
ownership issues can presumably be dealt with effectively during the design and
development phases of instructional materials production. If necessary, a team
of management and legal experts could be charged with the task of delineating
ownership, copyright and pricing issues to engender a workable model of inter-
national cooperation at the subregional level in South Asia.

It is clear that none of the aforementioned constraints is fundamentally
problematic. Provided sufficient goodwill exists between potential partners,
there docs not seem to be 'anything to prevent the realization of cooperation in
distance education on an international basis within the region. Indeed, the judi-
cious selection of projects that could generate multimedia, self-instructional
packages capable of satisfying simultaneously the manpower development
needs of several countries in the region in a cost-effective manner is an excit-
ing proposition that warrants further consideration. Based on the previous
review of both existing distance education operations and outstanding man-
power development needs in South Asia, a number of projects are apparently
worthy of pursuit.
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B. Potential Cooperative Ventures

Of the seven countries reviewed, all had documented manpower develop-
ment needs in the field of in-service teacher education for both primary and
secondary levels. While social and cultural differences certainly exist between
countries in the region, it seems reasonable to suggest thst the impeding of
teachers in cuniadum was such as mathematics and natural science would be
d almost universal value. If this in-service leacher education could also be
coordinated with the development and distribution of associated instructional
materials for use by pupils in the schools, presumably the efficacy of such an
initiative would be even greater. Indeee, according to a recent analysis by Lock-
heed and Hanusbek,1 comparison of the outcomes of a number of projects
financed by the Workl Bank demonstrated that investments in instructional
resources, such m textbooks and radio programs, proved to be more cost-
effective then investments in teacher education. Fran the point of view of
promoting pupil learning, a major investment in well-developed instructional
materials appears to demand serious consideration by educational decision
makers, as do a number of other projects.

Of the countries surveyed, four had documented manpower development
needs in agriculture andAir rural development. Similarly, common manpower
development needs existed in several countries in such fields as vocational and
technical education, health education, nutrition, literacy, women's education
and engineering education. While specific requirements will inevitably vary
somewhat, it seems reasonable to suggat that the essential core curriculum
emanating from the inherent structure of the subject matter discipline will be
more or less of universal relevance. Where countries have apparently common
needs, these could be explored in detail through the establishment of interna-
tional project tams with each country interested in a particular field of study
being represented initially by a senior academician who is an expert in cur-
riculum in an appropriate discipline. Starting with a workshop focising on cur-
riculum design issues, working groups could be established in specialized was
to document the structure of the subject matter under the guidance of suitably
experienced instructional design experts. The project teams could be charged
with the task of generating instructional blueprints, providing specific
guidelines for the development of instructional materials which could be sub-
sequently allocated to course writers, audiovisual specialists and the like. Actual
materials development could be effectively coordinated by the experienced

I Lockheed, PA.E. ago E. Hammack, "Improving' Ealacatloaal EtlIciescy la Developias
Coaatries: What Do We Know?, Compere, vol. IS (INS), pp. 21-311.
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instructional designer from the original design team. Subject matter specialists
from the design team might also be involved in materials developmast. In ef-
fect, these international project teams would operate as an extension of the typi-
cal course team appronds with which then is extensive experience in the region.

C. Alternative Strategies for Development

As mentioned earlier, models for multinational cooperative ventures in
distance education already exist. USP is perhsps the most obvious example, but
the rationale underlying the establishment of such orgar 'rations as the BAUM
and The Commonwealth of Learning is entirely consistent with the notice that
the establishment of a coordinating mechanism such as SADEC could lead to
significant benefits to all countries in the region in terms of cost-effectiveness,
mat-efficiency and optimization of quality in distance education operations. In-
deed, as Sharmal has pointed out, distance education offers a genuine oppor-
tunity to further the Asian Development Bank's objectives of developing human
resources and technical competencies in its developing member countries. The
potential contribution of distance education will not be realized, however,
without careful planning and the commitment of sufficient human and material
resources to ensure the production and distribution of instructional materials of
the highest quality, designed to service the needs of large numbers of students,
thereby generating economies of scale. While it might be possible to gain some
benefits through the establishment of a seriea of relatively smaller-scale bilateral

collaborative ventures using existing distance education infrastructures, the
potential bentfits to be derived from economies of scale would appear to
demand a bold initiative involving international cooperation on a large scale.

In reviewing distance education in South Asia, it is clear that three
countries (India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) have already made a significant in-
vestment in distance education, while the other countries (Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Maldives and Nepal) have a great deal of potential for further investment in their
respective distance education infrastructures. It should also be noted that India,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka have considerable scope for the expansion of existing
distance education activities. In short, when considered as a whole, the South
Asian region could benefit significantly from increased investment in distance
education. Whether such investment occurs in a coordinated fashion across in-
ternational boundaries or as a series of uncoordinated national initiatives, is a
key consideration.

1 Slues, ht., "Imes I. Distooce Edscatioo",Dirtame Educatios inAsia &midge Pacific, vol. I,
Walla, Atha Developmeol Book, 1985.
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In the field of distance education, how many iatitutions have wasted
limited resources in the early stages of infrastructure developnent due So lack
of experience of, and specialist expertise in, distance education? How many
basically equivalent courses have been designed and developed to meet the fim-
damental manpower development needs of untrained or undertrained primary
sdiool teachers? Similar questions could be raised with respect to courses
aimed at a whole range of target populations, including a wide variety of oc-
cupational groups and disadvantaged groups, suchas women and the rural poor.
As was demonstrated by the earlier review ofmanpower development needs in
South Asia, common problems exist in a number of national context& The
realistic alternatives for solving the fundamental issue of making the bat use
of educational funds are severely restricted. The previous discission of the
economics of mass distance educatits clearly points to perhaps the only viable
alternative, that of working together across national boundaries. Countries can
either continue to reap relatively limited returns on their educational investment
by continuing to wort alone or they can endorse internationalinitially= capable
of generating significantly better returns. The development of effective inter-
national working relationships in such areas as defence and trade have been evi-
dent for many years throughout various parts of the world. Whyshould similar
working partnerships not be possible in distance education?

Continuing to work alone will not lead to any improvements in returns on
educational investment. Bilateral cooperation will likely have a relatively
minor impact on returns. The greater Ihe number of countries working in
cooperation, the greater the economies of scale which could lead to significant
benefits for the region. In short, the centralization of resources, both human and
physical, in the establishment of an aganization such as SADEC would appear
to offer the bat alternative.

The problems associated with the provision of adequate educational op-
portunities to rapidly increasing target populations loom as a major challenge
to governments in the region. Largc-scale distance education initiatives appear
to offcr perhaps the only viable solution. Such initiatives cannot emanate sole-
ly from the existing distance education infrastrurAures in South Asia which are
already working close to full capacity. The creation of SADEC to become the
hub of a concerted effort to promote a coordinated range of cost-effective dis-
tance education programs of the highest quality on an international scale
demands further analysis. Such an initiative could well be the only viable
approach to tackling successfully the mammoth problems facing governments
in the region in attempting to provide for the burgeoning education and train-
ing nee= of rapidly expanding populations. For this reason, a detailed over-
view of the structure, function and operational feasibility of SADEC, the
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proposed mechanism for engendering subregional cooperation in distance
education will now be delineated.

SOUTH ASIAN DISTANCE EDUCATION CENTER:
A PROPOSAL

The activities of the propooed South Asian Distance Education Center
(SADEC) would need to encompass curriculum design as well as imtructional
materials design, development and production. In addition to executive
management personnel, it would need to be staffed by experts in instructional
design and media specialists to ensure appropriate use of print-based, audio-
visual and computer-based instructional packages. The primary function of
SADEC would be to develop distance-teaching resources of the highest quality
which could be used in a variety of national contexts. SADEC would not neces-
sarily be responsible for producing multiple copies of instructional materials,
but would concentrate on the preparation of a series of master copies of materials

(printer-ready copy, master audiotapes, master videotapes, master diskettes)
which could then be distributed to participating countries through an appropriate
agency, presumably an existing distance education institution. The multiple

copying of materials in the local context would, in most instances, bc cheaper
than central production and distribution, though each particular case would need

to be evaluated from a cost-efficiency perspective relative to the actual physi-

cal location of SADEC. Similarly, the use of radio or television broadcasting
might best be dealt with at a national, rather than an international level in most
instances. The SADEC proposal will therefore concentrate on the structure and
function of an organization capable of generating distance teaching resources
of the highest quality for use on an international scale.

A. SADEC: Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of SADEC is primarily dependent on the
functions that it will fulfil. While the major function of SADEC is the design
and development of high-quality intructional materials, a number of other im-

portant activities needs to be supported k ensure the cost-effectiveness of the

materials development function. For example, given the wide range of existing
distance education courseware in the region, it seems reasonable to suggest that

the development and maintenance of a "Course and Teaching Resources

Database" and an associated "Regional Clearing House" would make the best
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use ofthe hinds already invested in distance education in the region. SADEC
could coordinate the activities of a working group to document writing distance
oducarion operationa, not only in berms of courses available but also teaching
resources such as printed materials, audiences, videotapes and so on. Mild
data collection on course offerings could take piece by means otqueadonneiree
designed to provide the infoemation required to maintain the Maoism Similar-
ly, collection of sample materials clouW be achieved without exexasive finan-
cial commitments though spice would be required for storage. This type of
activity would help prevent the *re-invention of the wheel" and lay the founda-
tion for cost-effective design and development of kstructionel

SADEC could orchestrate the gathering of sets of sem* materiels as-
sociated with courses documented oa the database so that they would be avail-
able for consideration by the proposed international project teems. These teams
would be charged with the doannentation of the curricular and instructionel
materiaLs development needs in particular subject matter areas, and could there-
fore consider the samples of instructional materials collected to assess whether
they were sppropriate for me, with or without adaptation, in a range of interna-
tional swings. Under the guidance ofan experienced instructional designer,
these project teams could delineate the utility of existing materials, gaps in
provision and related blueprints for instructional materialsdcvelopment, includ-
ing the desired instructional media mix required. Subject matter specialists
from each participating country would be represented oo each project team
which would be chaired by an instructional designerfrom the SADEC staff. In-
ternational project teams could be established to consider the curricular and
instructional materials development needs in such fields as teacher education,
agriculture, rural development, technical and vocational education, health
education, literacy, women's education and engineering educatioo where com-
mon manpower development needs have already been identified. An overview
of the organizational structure of the interface between the subject matter
specialists in variom fields of study and SADEC staff is presented on page 76
(Figure 1). Once the international project teams have produced the required
curricular specifications and associated instructional blueprints, international
course development teams charged with the detailed design and development
work would then be established. SADEC's instructional design specialists
would provide the critical link between the project teams and the course
development teams. While the initial meetings of these internationel teams
would preferably take place face-to-face over a period of approximately ten
days' duration, there would appear to be no good reran why subsequent meet-
ings could not use the now widely available international teleconferencing
facility in order to contain meets to a reasonable level.
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The establishment and coordination of internstional project and course
teams would appcw to demand the establishment wPhin SADEC of an interns-

timid liaison al:CtiOn whidi could also be naponsible for communicatione be-
tween perticipanK including dm aforementioned leleconference meetings. The
internstionsl liaison section would provide administrative wort ibr ptoject
and course teams through the anamgewent of travel, accommodetion and other

support mean for the smooth ftmcdoning at Iman meetings. This section
could be pwt of a larger orpnizational unit ccootened primarily with ad-
ministrative service& including general administration, pommel, busk= and
legal affairs, and thence. These sections we typical of any hrp open univer-
sity. Apart from tbe emphasis on Intemitlonil liaison, the fimctions of such sec-

tions would be mat or leas equivalent to thccl of similar organizational units
in well-established tertiary education institutions.

Some wpects of SADEC would, however, differ markedly from existing
educational kistitutions involved in distance educstion. Unlike other distance
education institutions, SADEC would have no need to maintain Library services,

study center support services, counselling services, registration and tbe like for

the simple reason that SADEC would have no student& With no need for the

maintenance of a student records database, it seems reasonable to suggest that

the computing requirements of SADEC could be designed wound a network of

microcomputers. RIM% its primwy function of designing, developing and
producing master copies of high quality instructional materials, it would have

a less extensive administrative structure concerned with the management of

resources than a typical higher education institution (Figure 2).

Probably the major difference between SADEC and other educational or-

ganizations would be the lack of subject matter specialists in a wide range of

discipline& since these would be provided by participating agencies. The

academic staff of SADEC would be drawn primarily from the fields of instruc-
tional design and educational technology. These instructionel designers and
media specialists would not only be responsible for design and development

work, but would contribute significantly to the related activities of research and

development, evaluation and training. To be truly effective, research and
development activities, and evaluation procedures should be effectively in-
tegrated with the work of the international course teams. Such integration
appears to provide unlimited opportunities for cross-cultural research in
distance education.1

1 Taylor, LC. and Vi. White, "Practise Meta-Anlysis: A Reward' Paradigm for Distance
EdoestioN" , ICDE 8vJI.Js, so. 2 (1983), pp. 57-58.
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Figure 1: Ovrview of SADEC Operations
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Figure 2: Overview of SADEC's Proposed Resource Mansgsment
Divides
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Similarly, the efficacy of programs to traio staff as distance education
specialists would surely be enhanced through clam comedians with work on
actual instruct ional materials development emanating from the efforts of the in-
ternational course developneat teams. Indeed, training activities would
probably best be regarded as pwt of the responsbility of the three sectioos of
SADEC concerned will the providon of services ci a primarily academic na-
ture, namely, instructioug design and development, educational tedmology and
evaluation, rewardi and development (Figure 3).

The basic organizational structure a SADEC, apart from the ream=
management anri academic services divisions, would need to entail some form
of executive management structure to ensure adequate policy Prmulstion and
associated strategic planning. From the perspective of coordinating tbe input
from each participating country, it would seem that Mere is a need for an Inter-
national Executive Coundl gc) with a single Mimi representative from
each participsting country. The MC would be diarged with tbe monitoring of
emerging manpower develcvment nee* national plans end dm like to set the
broad targets fey subject arem and target populatioos requiting attention.
Similarly, the IEC would be responale for negotiating the lolicies meociated .
with the equitable allocation of reaources and the setting of priorities relative to
the sources of funding for various projects within SADEC's operations. The
Director of SADEC would, of course, be a member of the IEC. The internal
management ;Imam of SADEC would appear to demand the existence of a
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Figure 3: Overview of SADEC's Proposed Madam* Services Divides
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smal! senior managanent committee (=prising tbe Director and Assodate
Directors) and a more broadly Wed consultative =mince consisting of the
heads of each of tbe sections represented in the general overview of SADECI
organizational structure (Figure 4). This structure provides a general
framework for s more detailed examination detrain aspects of SADEC opera-
tion including facilities and equipment, staffing and operational costs.

B. SADEC: Facilities and Equipment

The upnintional structure of SADEC reflects its main functions as-
sociated with O. e design, development and production of instructional materials

which would include printed maerials, ardiotapes, videotapes sad diskettes.
While the essential funtion of SADEC is to produce mister copies of such
materials for subsequent multiple copying and distribution at the local level, it
could well be with considering the inclusior of a printer to meet the needs of
the country in which SADEC will be located. Such an issue would obviously
require careful economic justification and would depend on a feasibility study
being carried out relative to possible alternative physical locations of SADEC.
For the sake of illustration, however, a printer cod associated storage facilities
will be included in the proposed physical infrastructure.
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Ths emphasis on mukimedia self-instructional packages demands
capabilitiee for the product* ef aidiotapes, videotapes and microcomputer-
based education inkatives. While it is asticipated that the bulk of materials
(7040 per Cent) would be print-lamed, the demand far the use of other media is
likely to increase over the next 15-20 yeas, so tha investmeot in the physical
infrastructura to provide spicialized media and aimputer-managed lemming
capabilmis regarded as essential. Since sadiotspes provide basic courseware
for possible radio kosekastkig as well - home use, and since videotape offer
similar pomibilities in regaad to television broadcasting or home uee, the in-
clmion of media Wilkins expands significantly the flexibility and potential
peclagegicalafficacy & SADEC service& Further, became of ament and fu-
ture developaants ia SWUM communications, the proposed media facilities
could well baseflt from the basica of a broadcasting apability. Ark, tbe
fuiel &Went on WI an kivesimas Would be dependent on a detailed
feasibility study, but is worthy of ainsideratiati in the ascent concept propasal;

C. Medja Senvices Cafability
s

The &Irrational Technology Section of SADEC would encompass video
production, audio production and associated graphics, including photography,
computer-bmed loaning. and tedmical worbhop facilities. The investment
requited in equipiatarwould be largely determined by policy decisions related
to the dadrabilky of having on-air broadcast capabilities for either radio or
television. For example, quality and costs very quite significantly for video
production relative to tbc use ofbroadcast Mandard (BETACAM) or semibroad-

cast standard (BVU),*with the former requiring an investment almost twice that
of the latter. The basic equipment for audio production, graphks, photography
and associated workshop facilities would, at present in Australia, cost ap-
proximately AS250,000 (US3177,000), with video production costing a further
A$728,000 (USS546,000) for broadcast standard or AS441,000 (USS330,750)

for semibroadcast standard.

D. Computer-Based Learning Capability

The computer-based learning (CBL) capeability of the Educational Tech-
nology Section would incorporate an infrastructure capable of providing da-
kettes for use in computer-managed learning and computer-assisted learning as
well as a computer-marked testing facility. The computer-managed learning
(CML) system would be miaocarnputer-based and would entail three integrated
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components: management, assesoment and delivery. The managetaent com-
ponent would involve storing student test results, date lag completed and up-
dating scores on a student moor* Manse. The ameasment funehon would
entail testing mastery of student knowledge ana cognitive skills Witile provid-
ing immediate performance-related feedback to *Waite Tbe delivery Om-
ponent of the system could be diekette-bseed fix those *Atom 1201g men
to appropriate technology, or print-based for nthanerithout anzarto a
microcomputer. The print-bsaed approach *mild eaten elude* etiolating
mower sheets toe central location for optical mad* andinatking ity" theielaz
puter with student feedback being provided in the fohn of a computer-
generated pummel letter. The computerfansisted lemming *(CAL)ospability
would, however, demand student 'access to a mktocomputer.

Relative to the specific coatext in which many of *the ifti4ent target
populatiors in South Asia would be waking. Mete meg not be a; majot im-
mediate widest:cad demand for suchhigh tochaskwy &muscle:51e instruCtion
but the =Utilization of the required infraetnir would avoid reinvendat
the wheel" and ensure that limited resources wreetned to gobd effort. The cost
of software, including authoring language, an aPpropriatecoannerchtl database
product, some communications software an optiod reader, disketWoopiem and
associated miaocomputers would cost only AS150,000(1.fSS11450(Y) to estab-
lish a basic CBL facility.

E. Additional Equipment

The Evaluation, Research and Development SeCtiOn could aks make use
of the optical reader for the processing of evaluation questionnaireswhich could
be distributed locally but processed centrally. Apart from a number of
miaoccaputers, say four IBM-AT machines (A$30,000), this section would
only require software for conducting statistical daut analysis such as SPSS-PC
(approximately AS1,500) or Statgraphia (approximately A32,000). Similarly,
the Business and Fmance Section and the Perainnel and Internationsl liaison
Section would not require an exceasive imestment in haniware Or software,
apart from a number of miaocom puters and a commercially avails.* integrated
software package such as Open Access H (apprendmately AS1,500) to support
the bulk of activities. Teleconferencing facilities are perhaps the exception.
Such a capability to support the operatios of four studios would-require an
investment of around AS166,900 (USS125#175) for the neassary equipment,
including teleconferencing systems, miaophooar, external speakers, cassette
tape decks (for recording proceedings), and a teleconferakx bridge.
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In the Materials Production sad Distribution Section, the major aim would
be to establish a network word prooeming system with high quality law printer
outgo. An evaluation of the current costs associated with various commercial
systems would be rwitdred, but an invatment in the order of A$511,000
(US$383,000) would be required for the installation of a high performance
electronic document production system consisting of 12 workstations
(e.g., Xerox 6085 'Star') at a total cost of A$384,000 (US$288,000), a loser
printer (e.g., Xerox 3700) costing A$27,117 (US$20,338), file server
(e.g., Xerox 8090) costing A$80,000 (US$60,000), sod optical scanner
(e.g., Xerox 7650 Pro-Image Sommer) costing A$21,000 (US$15,750), con-
nected together in a local ares network (Figure 5). While it would be possible
to create desktop publishing systems for much km then this, the quslity and
reliability of the system would depend significally on the coot of equipment.

F. Staffing

The scope of the activities of SADEC would be critically dependent upon
the number of instructional design specklists available to work with the
proposed international project and cowse development teams. For the ate of
illustration, it will be assumed that 16 experienced instructional designers (ep.
pointed at lecturer level) will be required in order to suppon the work of eight
international project teams with an Associate Professor appointed to coordinste
the work of the instructional design and development section. In tbe first
instance, it would be desirable if two designers worked with each project tam.
Subsequently, eat designer could then support the work of approximately
seven internaional course development teams on an annual basis. Thus, the
work of an instructional designer would entail working with one lotenationd
project team and seven international come development teams per yew. Bused
on the amumption that the tasks of project teams and course teams ate more or
leas compatible, the overall design ad development twitchy of SADEC would
therefore be roughly equivalent to 120 new courses emu eight provams in the
first year. This figure is based on tbe assumption tat project and course teams
would meet co a face-to-face bais at SADEC for the initial work over a period
of 10 waiting days. Subsequent work would require a further nine waking
days per team, entailing manuscript review, teleconferencing and the like. In
the first year of operation, each instructional designer would spend 152 days oo
team work, 48 days on research and evahmaion, and 25 days on the training of
personnel. These figures we based on the assumption' that a deeigner works 5
days per week for 45 weeks, with 4 weeks allowed for recreation leave, 2 weeks

for public holidays, and a single week for sick leave. Again, theme figures we
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for the purpose of illustration only and should not be interpreted too literally,
since they are ultimately dependent on policy decisioos that would determine
the relative priority to be given to team work, research sod evaluation,aid train-
ing activities, respectively. Further, as SADEC activities expand in the years
to come, allowance would need to be made for varying degrees of revisionof
materials as a result of evaluation activities and evolving subject matter
disciplines.

The work of instructional designers and subject matter specialisia in die
project and course development teams would be facilitated by the mists= of
distance education officers whose primary role would be to provide administra-
tive and editorial support to the teams. The distance educatioc officers would
also spend a total of 19 days on each of the teams aid would also spend time On
research, evaluation and training activities in the game proportion as instruc-
tional designers though their contribution would be io provide support, such is
that typically provided by research assistants, reflecting the appointment level
of tutor/senior tutor. As required, the distance education officers would oleo be
expected to liaise with staff from the other sections, especially with those hi
evaluation, research and development, educational technology, and materials
production and distribution.

The axnplement of staff in the evaluation, researth and developmentsec-
tion would be primarily dependent on the policy determining the relative priority
of such activities. Given the limited amount of research in distance edwation,
however, there is considerable scope for this type of work. The academic
credibility of SADEC could certainly be enhanced by a reasonable commit-
ment of resources to this section. It is therefore proposed thata senior lecturer
be appointed to onordinsre the work of the section with the support of three full-
time researchers appointed at lecturer level. These staff members would, of
course, work with the instruclional designers and distance education officersto
devise and operationalize a comprehensive evaluation, research and develop-
ment management plan fa SADEC. The projects incorporated wouldprimal-
ly have an applied focus with a view to enhancing the cost-effectiveness of
distance education operations in the region. In particulsr, SADEC would
conduct research which would:

(i) provide a better understanding of the factors which affect the
learning processes of students who are at a distance from the
providing institution;

(ii) demonstrate the efficacy of particular instructional strategies;
(i ii) demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of particular combinations of

instructional media;
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(iv) evaluate the utility of different distance education techniques in
formal and nonformal educstional =titans;

(v) explore the economic impact of distance education on national
development; and

(vi) contribute to the theoretical undastanding of distance education.

There is, of course, not only enormous scope for, but also a major need
for, research in dbtance educetion. It would be hoped that SADEC would make

a significant contribution to the research effort, paniadarly in the area of educa-

tional tedinology.
The staffing requirements of the Educational Tedinology Section would

be somewhat dependent on policy decisions pertaining to the emphasis to be
given to video and audio production, and computer-based learning. The basic
minimum oeede, however, are for an Associate Profeseor to memo the ac-
tivities and for a video production producer supported by a director who would
also contribute to scriptwriting, two camera operators and two production as-.
sistants. For audio production, there would be a need for a director and dubbing

operator. Workshop activities to maintain the audiovisual and computing
equipment would demand the appointment of at least two tedinicians, while
photography would require two staff members, and graphics a father two to
support ptoduction rdivities. These suggestions are based on a reasonable com-

mitment to the development of audiovisual materials. The computer-based
learning facility would require three specialist staff members - a systems analyst
end two applications programmas. The activities of the Educational Technol-
ogy Section would also, of cane, require adequate secretarial and clerical

suPPon.
While the Educational Technology Section would produce audiotapes,

videotapes and diskettes, the bulk of the irstructional materials would be print-
based. The production and distribution of materials would be managed by a
Senior Mministration Officer supported primarily by graphic artists, word
processing operators, and administrative staff. In order to pi -,f, ice the esiimated

equivalent of 120 courses in the first year and an estimated 20 research projects
per year, the following staff would be required: 4 graphic artists, 1 training
officer, 12 woni processing operators, and 1 print production supervisor to con-

trol the scheduling of the work. Thule estimates of staffing requirements are
based cc the assumption that the printed materials (e.g., Introductory Booklet,
Study Book, Selected Readings) of each courts will require approximately 275
pages of word processing, 5 days of input by a graphicakist, and the paste-up

of 250 pages of selected readings used under existing copyright legislation. As
was mentioned previously, the equipment configuration is based on a Local
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Area Network iuch that the capacky of the system could be readily expended
Mould demand increase. Alternatively, it would be possible to inmate the
mmber of hours the the equipment is toed by introducing shift work, the
aforementioned staffing estimates having been band on a single shift worked
during normal business hours.

Print production will be aimed mainly st generatingloaf quality alpine
for subsequent multiple copying in several Mimi contexts. If the decision
was made to allow SADEC to service local students in the immediatenationsl
context of its physical location, the size of the despetch section would obvious-
ly need to be a function of the number oi students enrolled. Given the primary
focus on production of originals which will bemade into multiple copies else-
where, despetch activities would not demand major investment in manpower.
Staff members in this section would, however, be responsible for maintaining
archives, including the storage and distribution of sample materials madded
witb the SADEC Course snd Teaching Resources Donbas. A deck supported
by perhspa two administrative assistants should be adequste for these purposes.

The extent of staffing requirements in the Pasonnel and Internstiond
Liaisoo Section is again somewbst difficadt to ascertain with any degree deer-
tainty. Apart from a Senior Administration Officer to coordinete activities, a
personnel officer assisted by, perhsps, three administrative amistants and a
secretary would be needed to manage recndtment, iidiatrlal relations, and as-
sociated issues. Similarly, the extent of staffing required to support internation-
al liaison activities would be dependent on tbe success, of the proposed
iniernatiooal project teans and associsted cane development leans. An ini-
tial projection of eight subject discipline-based project teams generating work
equivalent to 120 course development teams in the first year would probably
demand a gradual increase in staff from perhaps four to eight liaison officers
while the scope of SADEC activities gathered momentum. Each liaison officer
would be given responsibility for all of tbearrangements associated with project
team and course team operations, including travel, accommodstion, transport
and agenda papers associated with both face-to-face meetings and subsequent
teleconfaences. The coordination of teleconferencing would demand at least
two members of staff, one clerk to coordinate the administrativeaningements,
and a technical officer responsible for the management and maintenance of the
teleconferencing equipmeat. Staff within the Persoonel and International
Liaison Section would clearly have to work closely with other SADEC staff,
especially those employed to deal with financial affnrs.

The scope of the activities of the &ninon and Finance Sectioo would be
dependent on policy decisions associated with fundingarrangements associated
with the work of the project and course teams, production, distribution and the
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like. There is obviously a need for a detailed fessibility study to consider such
matters and the policy decision taken will ultimately determine the staffing re-
quirements for the Business and Finance Section. It is probably safe to antMle,
however, that an orgenizetkin such a SADEC would require a minintum com-
plement as follows: a Senior Administradon Officer, supported by accounting,
planning and budgetary officers, a buildings officer, an estates and prodtkement
offk:a and a publicatione officer, as well as a range of support staff. The exact
number of specialized support staff would be dependent primarily on the extent
to which contract or permanent staff-wag used.

An overall indication of staffing requkemena is presented in Figure 6,
though a detailed fusibility study would be needed for precise specification.
The ovaall recurrent coat of SADEC staff will, of cause, reflect the mug loca-
tion of the Center another objective of the feasibility study. In order to provide
a working model of operational oasts, however, a spreadsheet based on activity

costing will be briefly considered.

G. Operational Costs

The spreadsheet was devised by runminst as part of a research poject
funded by the Aintralian Gomoment. The costs delineated therefore reflect
current Australian rates of pay for lecturers, tutors, word processing °pastas,
graphic artists and so on. The costs of particular activities (e.g., instructional
design) are based on an allocation of time cased at an hourly or daily rate. Thus,

it is possible to consider the costing model from the perspective of the employ-
ment of contract staff rather than permanent employees. The costs have been
collated under two major headings: first, development and production, and
second, delivery, the latter including the teething component (student support
services, tutorial and library support, tutor-marked assignments, examinations,
etc.). The major interest from a SADEC perspective is on development and
production, especially the development of instructional materials In the form of
printer-ready copy. The advantage of the spreadsheet approach is, of course,
the flexibility available to plarners who can vary one or more of the parameters

and view the effect of the variation (e.g., increase in the number of students)
across the total model.

1 Thootios, W.111., Cost-Effectiveness of Primed So* Material Supple:meted by Other Melia
far External Learning, Deputises, of Employseat, Edscadoo aid Traimiag. Comotoswealth
of *moans, 1968.

I '
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The assumptions underlying the spreadsheet were adai ted from scatting
model developed by White.1 Significant variables in the model inckade the
number of students, the *life of the course, the weighing of the count relative
to the typical workload of a full-time student on camps and, &awe, the quan-
tity of study materiels, whether print-bseed, audioviseal or compact-based. A
typical printout from the spreadsheet is based on a course equivaket to one-
eighth of a fiall-time student's workload. Materiel' produced are expected to
have a three-year *life, and the figures reflect a three-year printnm for a total
of 450 students (150 per year). The imtructicinal materials consist of 275 pages
of word-prooessed mat-tuitaipt with 5 days of innut from a graphic artist sod 250
pages of selected readinp that have been pasted up. These figures are consis-
tent with those used for estimating SADEC staffing requirements, as are the
figures for instructional design input (19 days) and distance education tear
effort (19 days). The input of subject matter specialists to the international
course development team is caged at 75 days (e.g., 3 members at 25 days each).
Experience would suggest that this is a realistic figure in most instances. In ex-
amining the figures presented, it is important to note that this spreadsheet model
was designed to reflect the operations of a typical Australian dual-mode institu-
tion in whidi funding is provided on an effective full-time student unit (EFTSU)
basis, listed at the level of A$6,000 for the purpose of illustration. This figure,
however, is not significantly related to the actual costs listed for iustructional
design, word processing and so on because of the activity oceting approach typi-

cally used by accountants. In effect, the following figures reflect the ccets of
projected SADEC activities, though sudi costs should be interpreted cautious-
ly in light of their basis in the current Australian context.

From a SADEC perspective, the development costs (academic input, in-
structional design, word processing and so on) for a single course are AS26,193
(US$19,644) while associated infrastructure costs (amortized over 40 years) we
AS31,500 (USS23,625), giving a total of A$57,693 (US$43,270) whidi could
be shared by several participating countries. For example, if seven countries
participated in a particular project, an investment of US$6,181 per partner would

be required. For this price, SADEC would provide a set of printer-ready
originals for subsequent printing in eadi national context. If 7 countries par-
ticipated in ttr: development of all the projected 8 discipline-based projects and
associated 112 cotirses to be produced in the first year, the cost per SADEC
partner would be approximately US$692,320 compared with an investment of
US$4,844,240 if a single counuy undertook the design and development work

1 Mite, Vi., The &anoraks of Distance Education ix an Australia* College of Advanced
Edueatioa, Paper prepared for tie Australia. Council of Direc1ors and Principals of Coneys
of Advanced Edocatioa, 1985.
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on an individual national basis. The savings anociated with international
cooperation through SADEC in all 112 course development activities amount
to a staggering USS4,153,920 in just ma year of operation. The scenario is not
quite so simple, since travel and accommodation cabs would be incurred by
project and course team participants but, relative to savings of shwa US$4.2
million, such costs we almost irrelevant.

The major savings then are in the sharing of inikastnichre COM and design
and development costs, respectively. The initial capital investment needed to
establish a distance education center is in the region of US$6 millkm bra build-
ing sod US$33 million for equipment. The sharing of such ptoject oastsamong
several countries is patently attractive. nether, the obvious economic benefits
of a proposal for the establishment of SADEC would presumably be attractive
to international aid granting agencies. The comomic benefits derived from the
sharing of ongoing recurrent costs associated with design and development is
also attractive. Countries provided with printer-ready %airy of high quality cour-
ses can still derive the benefits of economies of scale associated with mukiple
copying for relatively large target populations in their own national want.
Costs associated with subsequent distribution, student support, examinations
and the like are subject to fluctuations in volume of activity, and do not there-
fore benefit from economies of scale. Such printing, distribution and support
costs would, of course, be the prerogative of each individual notion. As a whole,

the economic justification for SADEC appears to be clerkly defemible. The so-
cial benefits that would acme are equally demonstrable. Through SADEC
operations, the rate at which distance education courses are produced for the
same investment could be increased by several hundred per cent, relative to the
number of cooperating countries. At the same time, the pooling of expertise
could optimize the quality of instructional materials. The promotion of fairand
equitable access to educational opportunities would appear to be well-served by
the proposed SADEC initiative.

CONCLUSION

A. Towards Multinational Distance Education

It would appear that the concept of SADEC can be adequately justified
from a number of points of view. In the final analysis, however, the essential
justification m ust ultimately be the cost-effectiveness of such an operation.
Economies of scale depend primarily on inaeasing the number of students
enrolled in a partiadar course so that the cost per student is reduced. There
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would appear to be real advantages in the establishment of an internstional or-
ganization such as SADEC, especially for small nations. Whatever the social
justification for distance education, the fact remains thst the high costs of setting
up a system and developing a sufficiently wide teapot courses mans bet there
con be little economic justification for such an investment unless there it a Inge
enough student target population to bring avenge costs down below those found
in conventional educatkm systems. Large nations could alto benefit by liming
the costs of developing vocationsl and profeationel updating courses in ad-
vanced tedstologies where the potential target population in a single country is
relatively smtdL Through the development of multinational inetructional
materials, SADEC offers significant opportunities in this respea. Another
major cost-efficiency manure is that emanating from shoring the cspital costs
associated with the establishment of a sophisticated infrastruchn to support
distance education operations. Again, SADEC appears to °Me an appealing
possibility especially to nod= thinldng of investing in distance education,
either for the first time or as a means of expending current capscity. That there
is an economic justification for an organizstion such as SADEC seems difficult
to refute. The social justification for expanding educational provision in a fair
and equitable manner through SADEC activities is equally without question.

The burgeoning demand for educationel opportunities in developing
countries especially among disadvantaged groups appears to demand further in-
vestment in distance eduestiew% But powerful social and economic justifica-
tions for such investment need to be somewhat counterbalanced by an equally
critical concern about the efficacy of distance education which depends primari-
ly on the quality of instructional materials. Through the pooling of expertise in
instructional design and a range of tubject matter disciplines saoss national
boundaties, SADEC appears to offer opportunities to optimize instructional
quality, thereby maximizing cost-effectiveness. Indeed, a multinational dis-
tance education infrastructure such as SADEC offers the exciting potsbility
that the measurable quality of instruction could be inaesaed while simul-
taneously the average per-student costs could be reduced. This hypothesis could
serve as an important focus for tbe research activities of SADEC which could
also benefit from the pooling of limited resourcm and the sharing of expertise.
A sharing attitude is certainly critical to the potential pragmatism of the SADEC

ProPosal.
The extent to which goodwill exists among nations in South Asia is fun-

damental to the success of the project. Just as a liberal portion of goodwill
provides the foundation for such veaturm m The Commonwealth of Learning,
the European Association of Distance Teaching Universities, and the Asian As-
sociation of Open Universities, SADEC could not possibly become a reality
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without the commitment of all participants. On the other hand, it would seem
likely that a ftm commitment to a mukinationsl distance education initiative
could well generate a sipilicant amomt of goodwill which would make a posi-
tive contribution to international relationships within the region. Rather,
should distance education programsbegin to span national *Mier', therewould
be an inaessing role for international bodies to play in the encampment and
funding of projects. Presumably, the strong social aid economic justification
for multinational distance education initiatives would be especially 'pealing
to international aid organintiom which could apperently expect a better return
cc the "aid dollar". SADEC could provide a mechanism for coordinating the
investment of international aid organizations in distance education in South
Asia.

The analysis of the current state of development of distance education in
South Asia, a review of the advantages and disadvantages of this mode of in-
struction, and consideration of the economics of mass distance education all
pointed to the establishment of a regional institution such as SADEC. For this
reason, there is only one major recommendation emanating from the current dis-
course that of encouraging the Bank to undertake a major femibility study
conceded with the prcposed establishment of a regional mechanism for
generating international collaboration in distance oducatkin.

B. Recommendation: Proposed Feasibility Study

The feasthility study task force would need to ascertain the extent of the
comm itment of potential participating governments, institutions and interna-
tional agencies to the establishment and operation of a coordinating medmnism
such as SADEC according to the following terms of reference:

(i) examine the social, economic and cultural conditions pertaining
to the development of distance education in each country;

(ii) document the development of distance education by level and type

(primary, secondary, higher, technical, nonformal) for each
country;

(iii) collect information in each country regardicg the role of distance
education vis-k-vis the conventional education system;

(iv) collect information in each country regarding: (a) the general
structure of the distance education system, its administration and
management, and (b) basic statistics for all courses taught at a
distarm;
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(v) review development plans, commissions and committee reports
related to distance education in each country;

(vi) collect statistics regarding government and public expehditure on
distance education;

(vii) collect information on external financial aid for the development
of distance education;

(viii) delineate existing COOpefative arrangements;

(ix) delineate outstanding manpower requirements of each country
which could be met by the expansion of the range of courses cur-
rently offered by distance education;

(x) delineate manpower training needs for professional staff in dis-
tance education in the following areas: (a) system planning/
management, (b) curriculum planning, (c) course development,
(d) course production, (e) delivery system, (f) support system, and
(g) research and evaluation system;

(xi) delineate needs associated with the potential transfer of education-
al technology including: (a) print, (b) satellite, (c) computer,
(d) radio, (e) audiocassettes, (f) vkleocassettes, and (g) broadcast
television;

(xii) delineate areas in which each institution/country could make a
useful contribution to active collaboration in distance education;

(xiii) specify detailed establishment and operational costs of the
proposed regional mechanism relative to potential, actual physi-
cal locations;

( iv) obtain written confirmation of the extent to which each institu-
tion/country/international agency is prepared to participate in the
proposed regional center for distance education; and

(xv) prepar a report for the Bank on the viability of, and support for,
s resr!wal mechanism for the development of distance education
in South Asia.

Without doubt, SADEC is an ambitious project, demanding an extensive
feasibility study. Without goodwill and commitment, however, it is not worth
proceeding with a feasibility study. In determining the degree of commitment
to the SADEC proposal, it should be noted that it has become dramatkally clear
that a significant improvement in educlitional efficiency and effectiveness is
essential for continuing ic devebpment if not for national survival.
The establishment of SADEC could well optimize the contribution of distance
education to such worthy objectives.
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INTkODUCTION

The need for cooperation is a rearrent theme in international meetings
and there are frequent reminders to international bodies to promote, to stimu-
late and to assist cooperative action. It is indeed one of the important mandates
of UNESCO to promote cooperation among its member states in activities
within the fiekls of its competence. Distance education is one of them, and a
very topical aspect, too. There is no need to provide details once again on dis-
tance education in its different configurations as an alternative way of access to
education. There are a growing number of distance education systems, in par-
ticular in the Asian region and documentation of case studies abound.

The purpose of this paper is to contribute to a discussion on bow to im-
prove cooperation in distance education in South Asian countries. It would,
however, be preposterous to present a set of ready-made solutions and claim
that they are the answer to all problems. At best, some orientations towel*
solutions could be brought to your attention. It might be useful and economi-
cal to recapitulate some of the recommendations which were the result of inter-
national meetings of some importance. It is interesting to read how much, and
for how long, cooperation tris been talked about and also to what extent recom-
mendations have become a reality.

Fust and foremost, the Regional Seminar on Distance Education, or-
ganized by the Asian Development Bank with the cooperation of UNESCO in
Bangkok in 1986, was a major event. It has become a point of reference in the
Asian and Pacific region and beyond. Its impetus is still felt, and the present
Round Table is one of the follow-up activities to this Seminar. The 1986 Semi-
nar drew up a set of recommeadations addressing issues withn distance educa-
tion systems, such as quality, management, technology and evaluation. It also
aimed at transfer of knowledge from one system or country to another. With
regard to international cooperation, the Seminar recommended that:

"Institutions, governments and ADB and other international agencies
should conduct a feasibility study to consider a possble joint venture
aimed at setting up a regional training and dissemination center. Such an
institute wculd provide technical assistance for research and development
of distance education, including pre-project planning studies."
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Under the heading "Training Needs" it recommended that:

"ADE, UNESCO and other international agencies could promote initia-
tion of action for meeting the training needs of developing member
countries in various aspects of distance education, including:

(i) system planning/management: training of planning and manage-
ment personnel as well as those dealing with regional outreach
centers;

(ii) program planning: course design and curriculum development,
etc.

(iii) course development: instructional design and development of
instructional materials;

(iv) course production: production of radio/tv and nonbroadcast
materials, editing/layout and illustration/printing;

(v) delivery system: face-toface contact sessions, aeation of study/
resource centen, student guidance and counselling;

(vi) support system: library development, and the like; and
(vii) research and evaluation: monitoring, feedback and statistical

service."

In September 1987, UNESCO convened an International Consultation on
Higher Level Distance Education which took place at Deakin University,
Victoria, Australia. The geographical range of participants spanned all regions.
One of the aspects to which the Consultation devoted its attention was
"strategies for improved international cooperation". Participants appteciated
efforts in the field of distance education made by UNESCO's Principal Regional
Office for Asia and the Pacific (PROAP). The repot* on this Consultation con-
tains an item on Cooperation in Higher Level Distance Education which lists
the following headings:

STRATEGIES FOR COOPERATION

It goes without saying that certain strategies must be used in order to
achieve effective cooperation at the national, regional or international levels.
Such strategics are limited in number but must operate efficiently to obtain
worthwhile results. They should have the following characteristics:
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(i) clearly defined objectives;
(ii) coordination at the spi.dfic level;

(iii) adequate funding;
(iv) strong support from national, regional and international bodies;

(v) access to communication technology for information and
documentation exchange; and

(vi) clearly elaborated evaluation methods.

JOINT RESEARCH PROJECIS

The advancement of priority research is a vital objective to attain. There-
fore, cooperative initiatives for the joint production of materials, assessment and
evaluation procedures, the recognition of degrees and diplomas, the knpact of
distance education on conventional systems, and the management of distance
education could fruitfully be carried out at the national, regional and interna-
tional levee between the principal partners involved. This would generate a
stock of infonnation on these issues within various contexts.

TRMSFER AND EXCHANGE OF RESULTS

It is recognized that information must be shared among all interested par-
ties if distance education is to flourish. Thus, efficient methods of transfer and
exchange are required. This points the wary to the establishment and enhance-
ment of information somas, especially data bases and the need to enaure that
access to such services is guaranteed for both industrialized and developing
societies. In fact, this aspect becomes the central esue in the advancement of
higher level distance education.

USE OF TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

Strong emphasis must be placed on the ever-increasing impact of tech-
nology and the role of communication systems regarding the development of
higher level distance education. In view of the disparities between industrial-
ized and developing countries, it has become essential to study the uses aid ap-
plicatiom of technology along with their costing. Cooperation initiatives could
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assist by sponsoring pilot projects and implementing case studies in this area,
including the fmancial implications ofsuch measures.

THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES

Current trends would seem to point to the need to define., more specifkal-
ly, the role of international agencies, including UNESCO, in the development
of distance education at the higher level. By the year 2000, there will be sig-
nificant inaeases worldwide in the already high enrollments ki distinct educa-
tion, thus necessitating strengthened infrastructures and improved services to
deal with these inaeases in enrollments. Thenumber of agencies of a truly in-
ternational character concerned with distance education at the higher level and
capable of undertaking activities which will enhance the quality of this educa-
tion are very few. If these bodies can find ways to advance the objectives and
activities of higher level distance education as previously identified, then this
field of education will be well served. To this end, the consultation proposes a
draft plan of action which would involve the major bodies already listed both
on an immediate and on a longer-term basis.

The participants made particular reference to what they expected
UNESCO's plan of action for "immediate objectives" to be as follows:

(i) Data bases of current information and of informationon the litera-
ture of higher level distance learning should be developed and
made available to usas worldwide. Bodies such as the Interna-
tional Center for Distance Learnks of the United Nations Univer-
sity and the International Council for Distance Education could
be possible partners in this initiative.

(ii) A survey of &listing manes in higher level dtance education
at the national, regional and international levels should be con-
ducted by a suitable body.

(iii) An analysis of the uses of technology, including their fmancial
implications in the field of higher level distance education, espe-
cially in developing marks, should be undertaken.

(iv) Regional networks and plans of action using appropriate re0onal
bodies as focal points should be further promoted and developed.

(v) Closer collaboration between UNES(X) and the International
Council for Distance Education (ICDE) should be fosteced. .

Similar collaboration should be encouraged with other interna-
tional and regional agencies.
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Longer-term objectives were to include the following:

(i) A global research program, carefully coordinated so as to ensure
the identification, analysis and evahation of key issues in distance
education, especially at the higher level, should be established.
This would draw upon the factors influencing the growth and
development of distance education so as to ensure long-range
planning.

(ii) The collection and dissemination of statistkal data on higher level
distance education should be improved by means of appropriate
surveys. This information could be collected and published
through ao international body such as UNESCO.

(iii) Increased funding for distance education at the higher level should

be obtained.

(iv) Facilities for thz production and exchange of materials including
the reduction of copyright restrictions and language barriers
should be improved.

(v) The worldwide establishment of national centers of excellence in
higher level distance education should be encouraged in col-
laboration with appropriate national authorities.

The latest international gathering of distance educators was on the oc-
casion e the 14th World Conference of the International Council for Distance
Education held in Oslo, Norway in August 1988. During the Conference,
UNESCO and the ICDE convened a Round Table on "Higher Level Distance
Education and the Needs of Developing Countries". A paper was produced by
UNESCO containing a working document and the record of the Round Table
discussions. The working document gives an overview of trends and issues in
distance education which would be tedious to repeat here. Its author, Shannon
Timmers, formerly with ICDE, collected proposals for action and recommen-
dations from a number of sources and subjected them to a cogent analysis by
way of a frequency count of common concerns in the categories of: institution-
al development, association development, collaboration, technology applica-
tion, informatice mechanism& training and specific distance teaching program&

Each category had about six subcategories. The content analysis suggested the
following recommendations.

(i) Create mechanism& systems and materials for training in a range

of distance education operations (planning, management, design,
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development, production, delivery, support, research and
evaluation).

(ii) Establish a global neVork to collect and disseminate information
on all aspects of distance education.

(iii) Systematize information about applied technologies in distance
educstion and develop protocols for assessing thek feasibility in
different contexts.

(iv) Develop systems for sharing distance learning materials in areas
of common need and foster collaborative development projects.

(v) Establish new or strengthen existing regional resource centers for
materials, training and information networking.

(vi) Strengthen student support and flexibility through counselling,
library services, learning centers, tutoring, supple= Amy support
and cross-crediting.

The document does not contain a description of modalities of internation-
al cooperation but the above list is significant in that it reflects problems that
beset most distance education systems and for which solutions should besought
through cooperative action.

It may be appropriate at this juncture to bear in mind the emerging needs
of education in South Asian countries, for which distance education can be or
already is a viable solution. The country pspers and the statistical data sheet
that the ADB had seat to pertidpants before this Round Thble will provide a
basis for the formulation of proposals for action in distance education. It is
against this background that issues of subregional or international cooperation
will have to be discussed. Among the countries of the subregion, activities in
distance education are to be found in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
Some recent developments have also taken place in Bhutan, the Maldives and
Nepal. Whatever the degree of advancement of the distance education systems,
there is both the need for, and the possibility of, cooperation.

The main areas in which the need for cooperative action isgenerally iden-
tified are: information, research and training. Those broadly defined arms cut
across the different slaps of distance educatioc systems: plannhig, develop-

ment and implementing, as well as the primary components of open legating
systems: course production, delivery systems, student support, and assessment
and accreditation.

In the Summary Report on Commonwealth Cooperation in Open
Learning (Commonwealth Secretariat, 1965) which was one of the bases for
The Commonwealth of Learning, the authors established an interesting
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hierarchy of collaboration in terms of increasing diffiailty and risk of failure
coupled with modest to major benefits as follows:

Low-Risk (modest beneffts)

Sharing information
Exchanging experience
Exchanging advisers and consultants
Collaborative staff trng
Au:epilog each other's students
Mouiring and/or exchanging external materiab
Collaborating on evaluating external materials
Collsboradng on adaptation of materials
Cooperating on development of related course units
Establishing aedit transfer affangements
Creating a common open learning system

High-Risk (major benefits)

Some of these modalities of collaboration do not necessarily apply to
intergovernmental cooperation due to sociocultural, linguistic aod other
differences. But they do highlight the main areas where cooperation is needed.

In times of scarce resources one should first identify existing foundations
on which to build. What are these in the Asian legion? What are the infrastruc-
tures and the ream= bases presently available? There is the Asian Associa-
tion of Open Universities (AAOU) created in November 1987, grouping India,
Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea, Pakistati, Sri lAnka, Thailand (i.e., three
South Asian countries). As the nwne implies, the Msociation groups institu-
tions of higher learning primarily involved in distance education. The
Secretariat is at STOU, Thailand. The objectives are, inter alia, to:

(i) exchange management information, teaching materials and
research;

(ii) help promote distance education and develop its potentialities; and
(iii) fadlitate cooperation with other similar regional and internation-

al bodies.

The Australian and South Pacific External Studies Association
(ASPESA) was conceived in 1972 and established in 1973. Its objectives of
promoting understanding, coopertion and high standwds in distance education
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pmctice and information dimendostion have been well-nrved through ill
biennial fauns, its workihops, resew% grate, a newsiest (MPESA News),
and since 1980 the publicadon of a journsl "Dien= 13ducstion". MASA is
an affiliate of the Intentional Council of Distance Ewald= (ICDE) under a
joint membership agreement.

A sewinar on the Establishment of a Ragland Resource Omit in
Distance Educetion was kid at the Sukbothsi ThemmaddratOpen Univasity,
Theiland, in lune/July 1988 The need to MOM a regional resource center
in (Hamm education lad been stressed in various regiondworkshops and met-
ings. The Center was acted as a !auk of this seminar aid is loaded at STOU.
Its scope and functions are to: seek out informatkin from throughout the region
and take every opportunky to disseminate such information to 'tattiness
caters and kmdtutione. Specific filmdom include: dela haw docunentation,
information-communication networks, cooperative production and use of
distance education teaching resources, training and conferences, and Atom
education research. UNESCO and the AAOU were inetnenastal in setting up
the Center. The development of a data bate at the Center is the subject of a
contract between UNESCO/PROAP and S.TOU which foresees,as a ilmt Ohre,
an analysis of the functions and the identification tithe srtem lobe pit in place.
This first phase will be concluded in ?Arch 1990. The second phme (systim
design and development) will start immediately afienvards.

There is the Asian Regional Research Programme which started in 1984
as an example of cooperative action within a well-defined framework of objec-
tives and modalities. This program is the result °fa contact between the Univer-
ski Seine Malaysia and the IDRC Social Science Division. It eventually
included AIOU, UT, SIDU and Universid Seim Malaysia and benefitted from
financial support to the value of 0200,000.

Within the Regional Cooperative Plogremme in Higher Eduction for
Development in Asia and the Pacific, a newsletter for diets= eduction 'Never
Too Far" has been published for years by STOU and the AAOU in cooperation
with UNESCO/PROAP. It is a useful tool for information dimemintion and
exchange. There are other regionsl bases of networks, such as the Mien
Programme of Fyiucationsl Innovation for Development (APEID) which hes a
number of activities in dietance °Cation :o ks aedit; and the Asian Mess Com-
munication Itesmerch and Information Center which, wkh Conadian financial
assistance, held a Seminar on Training Needs in the use of media for distence
education in Asia, 1987 in Singapore, to discuss bow best to meet these training
needs and to make recommaidations for action.

There is the International Council for Distance Educationwhich, since its
last World Creference in 1988, ha been developing its klea to creme regional
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chapters with a view to stimuli:dog and facilitating regional cooperation.
Naha; the hnernstiond Center for Distance Leaning (ICDL) funded by the
UNU and located at the OUUK hes tmdeetakee a wsvey of higher kvel distance
educstkat moms, under contract with UNESCO and in collsbattion with
the EDE. The limey hos juot been complead mtd the collected dela is avail-
able in both computerized and printed forms to ensure wide access by inkeested
users. It contain information on imtitutions, programs and masa, and
distance education information and documentation resources.

The purpose of the above I4hig, which is fur from exhaustive, is to
demonstrate thst the components of a mechanism for effective cooperation in
South Asia exist. The fict the they aka is mainly the result of the intaest of
key persons in the participating leak Alone as well as of the support of interna-
tional organizations such as UNESCO and ADB. The role of govanments
however, been compmatively linmitet

What then is required to aeate, to impeove or further develop resource'
and services to stimulate activities in distance eduation? There must be firm
commitment and support from the governments if any cooperative mechanism
for South Asian countries is to succeed. The needs have been assessed and can
easily be identified again. There is the goodwill to cooperate on the psrt of in-
dividual" and institutions but neither individuals nor educational instkutiom do,
as a rule, have much freedom for international action. Governmea commit-
ment must be political in that it agrees to enter into international/Regional/sub-
regional cooperation and also sustain this cooperation. It must also include
resources. While the initial financial outlay very often can be obtained from ex-
ternal sources, the operating azts required to keep cooperation alive, almost in-
variably are the responsibility of the paticipating partners. Perhaps the
possibility of establishing South Asian cooperation in distance educaion under
the auspices of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC)

is worth considering.
With reglad to setting up a mechanism of cooperation, there are certain

options that have been put forward over the years. An Asian institution or
Center of Distance Education has been suggested but this will most certainly
take time to establish. And, it is not only budgets that constrain choices: politi-
cal, tecimical and legal considerations also come into play. Perhaps a Commit-
tee composed of representatives of Governments of South Asian countries of
SAARC, ADB and UNESCO roukt be set up to study such a proposal in detail.
ADB/UNESCO could initiate and coordinate the work if this meets with the ap-
proval of those concerned.

A research center for distance education in South Asia has also been sug-
gested, although another suggestion pointed towards more of a clearing house

1 0
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function of such a caner. While the Ando° is junified, its establiehment
would somehow duplicate the ening Regiond Resource Center at SIM.
Them we con-saving a/Keating some of which could be ke expand member-
ship of the RRCD13; widm the some and berms activities ct the Callan set
up a speciel desk for South Asian cmmaige of the RRCD13; dads contribution
"in kind from pestidpating institution kr example in the farm of attachments
of staff members (accountable in poison/months) during a limited peeled.

Concerning the three main nem information, tea:arch and training k
migis be advisable to define a minimal program thn responds So the needs of
all cooperating parties, rather thin pursue an idea. In other wade, focus on a
program of action rather than an a phyeical infrastructure or instkutien. Tbe
benefits derived from twinning institutions and the grants' longtime' net-
working of Mental institutiond cooperation should not be undefeated. It will
be neeesury, however, to son kill government support for these linkages.
With regard to information melange, it might be preferable to strengthen the
existing means and use them fully in ao warded form. With rived to renant,
much duplication of effort and wastage could pahnis be avoided by:

(i) jointly drawing up a priority list of regard) topics with perticuhr
attention to the transferability of results;

(ii) identifying the most appropriate institutions to undertake
raw*

(iii) maintaining the flow of information on research progress; and
(iv) sharing resulta

Acknittedly, this reads somewhat mechanically and perhaps the con-
clusion is too simplistic. But cooperation means a joint effort; it means daring
plans and information; it means compromise; and it involves giving and accept-
ing help when it is needed. Further, there have men canopies of excellent
cooperation, such as the one initiated at the Regional Workshop of Key Persons
on Cooperative Development of Usages in Distance Education organized under
the initiative of UNESCO in Bangkok in 197.

The need for training personnel in distance educstion systems is growing
and covers all components of a distance education system. The greatest need,
apparently, is in the field of management. The major obstacle in this respect
apart from finding the appropriate person to be trained and to replace him or ber
while being trained is to finance training abroad or even to import trainers.
While international and bilateral funding soma can help, them has been
tremendous wastage in the past. There are now a number of distance education
institutions in th: region whigh could be used as training venues to provide
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culturally and technologically region-specific relevant training than the classi-
cal South to North approsches. This is not new but the resources available in
the region am not well identified. Pedsps the time is rice to 'wee in a thorough
survey dramas in distance education in the region, a 'clodGramme map"
which could be twisted regulsrly and would indkate what capacities in which

domain are available for cooperation.
Coopaation is not without cost but a weld mumement of mak and a

thorough evaluation of resources could go far to reduce costs. The robot poten-
tial mantra in cooperative activities is mturally conditioned by Milk capadty,
their vocation and their latitude of action. There is a need to define and wee
upon common objectives, there is a need to initiate and sustain afree and regular
flow of communication among partners, aid there is a need for commitment.

The background information to this Round Table under "Objectives Imd
Scope" mentions six goals for which this meeting is expected to recommend al-
ternative strategies of cooperation. In four of these six golds, the opeesit word
is "sharing": sharing resources, sharing expertime, sharing expertise and
facilities, and shoring technical know-bow. To my mind, abating is the strategy.

The 25th sasion of the General Conference of UNESCO is still in
progress. When delegates lave on 16 November, they will have approved the
Third Medium-Term Plan for 1990-1995 m well as the program budget for the
first biennium within this period for 1990-1991. Distance education as well II
the use of information and communicatice technologies for education are given
due oxsideration in the programs and the Secretariat, both at Headquurters and
naturally in the Principal Regional Office for Asia aid the Pacific in Bangkok,
will continue to ptovide whatsoever assistance it an give. In return, we we en-
deavoring to develop inter-regional cooperation. The valuable experience in
distance education available in this region should be brought to the attention of

other member states in other regions.
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INTRODUCTION

The main single issue which this raper will address is the &Once educa-

tion seems to work most effectively and efficketly what it is diets= training.
Over the past two decodes there hes been a bele sad everirowing mas-

her ce conference', seminsts and workehops on &dance educiition. The likes-

Lure oo the subject is now considerable and WOW* Mance education no

longer needs to area its legitimacy. Rather debate about definitions and ter-
minology sed creating a taxonomy of dietance eduation am eddy be kft to
acsdanics. The philosophers (edits= education hsve rich ground in which
to work and ite practitioners have itletelliklg skills and scam to modern tech-

nological tools to improve the quality of whet is being done. It is to the *emus
and managers responsible for teacher training and to other human resource
developmem that this thesis is directed. "Distance education is fine; distance

training is better."
In the Repots of the Regional Seminar on Distance Education held under

ADB auspices in Bangladesh in November-December 1987,

"It was repeatedly =plinked that the new tedmiques in distance
education should take account of the human resource development

needs of countries inetead of merely imitating the conventional
systems approach of providing general eduction."

At this stage it may seem that what is being proposed is no more then a

915MagiC gloss to whet is already desr and self-evident. Bit jun as echscadonal

institutions and traintag institutions can have difficult, even abrasive, relstion-

ships in conventional systems end are very often under separate control with

differing philosophies sod methodologies, ditcnce education sod distance

training also have different characteristim
As a caveat, it is perhaps unfair to overly stem the diffuences between

education and training which exist between conventional systems end distance

education systems without also taking into account the large degree of con-
gruence which also exists. Tbey are not mutually exchnive but there are

differences.
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CHARACITRISTICS OF DISTANCE TRAINING

Vocational trainkig is taken to mean all work-rebted training°wide NH-
time school, college and university eckacation. It an be in three modem

(i) in-service, which is the normal style for teacher trng;
(ii) Fe-service;
(iii) or taken in the workas' own time (i.e., for other occupational

PurPoses)-

There are throe basic types of training courses which can be made avail-
able although they can sometimes be combined:

(i) specialized courses in one subject or sector (e.g., computing,
accountancy);

(ii) upgrading courses, relevant to career development patterns which
enable staff to move from one level to another; and

(iii) refresher COMM to cope with changes in methodology, new cur-
ricula, other innovations, etc.

This breakiown reflects one of the most striking characteristics of dis-
tance training. Le., the emphasis is directed much mare to the needs of the tar-
get groups rather than on academic coherence per se.

Needs, however, for distance training are not always functional nor do
they have to be. There can be training courses for personal development, for
social development, or for a combination ofreasons of priority, though most are
for occupational, vocational or professional development. But for whatever the
purpose, the objectives of the training will have been able to be definedaccurate-
ly and specifically. This in turn helps define aid target the user grays. Very
often these groups can operate as "collectives" (rather than classes) if they are
working together.

Since training leads to qualifications which are normally recognized for
employment and salary purposes, motivation tends to be high. The importance
of motivation in distance learning (whether abcation or training) cannot be
overanphasized. It is perhaps the most vital single element in determining
whether or not distance learning will be effective.

Raining courses are more manageable than larger degree-type courses
both from the learner's point of view and the institution's. They tend to be
shorter, with fewer elements, more tightly focused and less open-ended. All
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thme factors have implications for study aid for the management and ad-
ministration of the system.

Distance education for in-service teacher trang is an accepted and
widespread strategy which has a large number of obvious advantages. These
include:

no need for staff replacements during trainins
no interniption of arninp (and many teachers have extramural
sources of income);
large numbers can be catered to in mral areas as well as when
regions;
it can be made available through a system in a comparatively short

Period;
no rural-mban movement needed with its attendant problems;
the distance education teaching materials can act as resource
materials in the schools; and
research indicates that in-service training of this type does produce
positive effects on teaching. This it reinforced by studies from
other sectors which also indicate that the overall impact of train-
ing is better when given to people in employment.

Conventional wisdom suggests that distance education and training is
cheaper thai conventional education and training when used with sufficiently
large numbers to utilize economies of scale. In some teacher training vmjects
which have used distance education in Europe and in Africa, training costs are
typically half as expensive as campus-baied training. One issue worth noting
is the current tendency for institutions which are coming int being to be
required to be "self-fmancing". The Report on the Regional Seminar on Dis-
tance Education mentioned above also suggested that "for work-oriented
courses full cost recovety should be expected after the initial phase". This is
especially true for institutions in the UK. The Open College a possible model
for the delivery of distance training has been pump-pruned by UK Govern-
ment funds on the premise that it will become, sooner rather than later, fman-
daily independent.

1 1 7
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STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT
OF DISTANCE EDUCATION WITHIN THE REGION

It would be invidious as a rqwesentative dim externd agency to athanpt
any overview or anslysis of what has been achieved in the region. Each or-
ganization has policies and mandates - to what it should be doing. Organiza-
tions are also organic in the seas thud they respond to chews ill their
operational envkonment.

One example of this is a recent psper produced by the Chinese distaece
teaching system. Earlier priorities for the system had bcca tbe conventionel
ones of literature, language, history, ete Now there is to be an emphasis on the
unity of theory and practice. Priority is now to be directed tower* "socialist
economic reconstructioo". FOture courses will be directed towards the
"management" a industry, COMM= and ackninistration.

Withrn the region there are several significent activities of national,
regionsl and international importance now being undertaken in the provision of
training for manpower development. The National Productivity Bard of
Singspore is planning a major, nationsl televiaion-led open-learning series of
projects for its work force. Although it is possible to highlight several examples
of this kind including, for instance, the experience of the Bangladesh Institute
of Distance Educatice (BIDE) in providing effective in-service teacher training,
it is for institutiors to state what they have done in this sector, what they are
doing and also what they propose to do.

What I would say is that from an external perspective there is both the
commitment and the capacity to use distance teaching to meet the varied and
diversified range of manpower requirements by the institutions which already
exist. More institutions will be needed. More staff development will be needed
for distance education/training itself. Using distance education to teach distance
education is not a new phenomenon. IGNOU among others gave this a high
priority. Institutional cooperation will also increase with the growth of new in-
stitutions. Mechanisms exist at present the ICDE, the Association of Asian
Distance Teaching Institutions, The Commonwealth of Learning etc..
Strengthening of these can only be beneficial.

p s
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Issun OF CONCERN

When it has been agreed that distance learning will be at least one ele-
ment of an overall strategy in any manpower development project, there we a
number ot issues to be considered very carefully.

A. Who Will Be in Charge?

At present the generally established and recognized position is that clls-
tance educsOon is something that educational institutions deal with. Although
there are many historical and operational reasons why this may seem to be the
normal way of doing things, that we other obvious reasons why this need not
be so. Ministries of Education have a brief to deliver whatever educational re-
quirements are needed for those within dick educational system. BtA does this
meet the operational and professional needs ci those working in other "nation-
building" ministries such as health, agriculture, etc.? Should national govern-
ments or regional authorities then set up distance education/training
institutions? This alternative could lead to a situation whereby each ministry,
agency or project which has a need to train its staff rapidly and efficiently, might

wish to set up its own institution.
The arguments for and against this style of development cannot be encap-

sulated here. Experience would tend to show that knowledge of teaching/
training "know -how" together with access to a learners' network is likely to be
the best starting point. This would reinforce the view that education has a
headstan on sectors such w agriculture and health which in turn we well ahead
of most other vocational and industrial sectors. The size of any distance training
project will be a ctitical factor in determining where it is located. A ministry,
regional authority or similar body with major and urgent training needs may
well claim to be justified in setting up its own mechanism.

B. Should It Be Only In-Service or Not?

When thc provision of distance training is being considered, the issue of
whether it should be provided only for in-service staff or not can be of crucial

importance. It has been shown clearly that the highest level of occupational
benefit is derived from those students already working. These benefits include:

(i) better pay;
(ii) better promotion prospects;

, I
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(iii) having more self-confidence;
(iv) having expanded horizons for pasonal development; and
(v) having better communication skills.

This is especially true for teachers, i.e., in terms of better pay and promotion
prospects.

The largest educational institution in New Zealand is tbe New Zadind
Technical Correspondence Institttion (34,000 students, 500 staff, 950 subjects
studied). Almost all its courses are directed to national qualifications issued by
statutory bodies. It does not require Addents to be fhll-time employees, but the
nearer they are to the workplace the better is likely to be their training and their
chances of being successful in their examinations.

C. The Need for Tutorial Support

A vital element of the distance training system is the provision of tutorial
support. For teacher training this arn be arranged relatively easily through the
educational network; for many aspects of technical and vocational training it
can be very difficult. In China the workplace tends to provide facilities for this
support. In many other countries where small businesses are the norm, organiz-
ing access to tutorial support can be a major problem.

D. Sponsorship of Students

Should it be the training agency or the external sponsor which sets the
standards? The question of whether external sponsorship of the training
materials, and of the trainees, is desirable or not is another issue which needs to
be set against the ways in which the conventional systems of education and trAin-
ing work. Any course delivered by distance teaching methods, in which anyone
can enroll, pay a substantial fee, do little if any work, and then be awarded a
certificate which includes a membership of an illegal and highly fictitious
learned body is a danger to trainees and their employers. Anyone achieving
success in any distance training course must be equivalent to those who have
gone through the same conventional course. It is here that an internationally
recognized agency such as The Commonwealth of Learning may be able to play
a monitoring role for its members and hopefully also for external clients.
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E. Quality Control

There is one noncontroversial issue on which all those wbo have
developed distance education to the high position which it now commands are
agreed; it is that quality control (i.e., academic/profenional standards) mint be

maintained. The Vice-Chancellor of the UK Open Univetsity is strongly of the
view that without a major emphasis on quality control, the benefits from any
open learning system will be seriously diluted. He has also ssid that, wThe
Itirther down the professional scale, the narrower is the training required, and
the less is the opportunity to use distance learning."

F. Cultural Transfer

Although there is a strong tide now running in favor of distance educa-
tion/training and there is clear evidence that this will grow, concern is already
being expressed at the potential dangers of it being carried to excess. "Muki-
national instnictional industrialization" has been a phrase used. The major
warning is that major international initiatives for manpower development could
be in danger of ignoring the cultural and social contexts in which course-
development, teaching and learning take place.

SCOPE FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Distance education (or training) tas become a fashionable "buzzword",
but it is not a substitute or a cheap way of doing what has not beta done. A
newly created, small poorly resourced institute for distance training will not
solve all the problems; neither does it need a complete ministerial infrastructure
to do it. Institution creation and building require bureaucratic skills. A struc-
ture needs to be set up at the level and with the resources to do what the man-
date has required. The past experience of distance education in the region is a
reflection of these issues. Good institutions attract support internal/external
and political/financial. Institution building must be a high priority. Educa-
tioWtraining ministries need not be the sole or only base for distance training.
Agriculture/bealth/social welfare all have training needs. There ate also aces-
sectoral needs (for example, local, government health officers, accountants in
an agricultural project, etc.).

All future developments must take into account the real amount of time
required for successful and effective implementation. It is a matter of reconi

It i
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that in terms of developing effective learning 04mi/um Britain does oot have
a geod record. The reason br this is net the will but the way. 1bo little was
apent, too fast. The Open Tech, a major notional traking initiative, was noted
with a budget of 45 million potmdebetweeo 1983-1987. It did not hhve enough
time to allow itself to hexane established and duo prove inelf. It was to have
built on the 'Open Tech" experience, but it was newer possible for this to hsp-
pen. Time was the dimension which the UK *nun omitted. lo Asia heroic
feats have been achieved by eeveral of the major distance teaching Wittig=
despite the very tight schedules that were imposed from sources outside their
control It is clangana to base ihture planning on past time scales. More time
means better quality. This should be a universal principle of planning for
distance training.

CONCLUSIONS

To paraphrase what has gone above (and I use external quotations),
distance training:

(i) "has sound foundations";
(ii) "I educationally unimpeachable";

(iii) "is visbly effective"; and
(iv) "is infinitely flexible".

It is not, however, an "either/or" prescriptive option. The oceventional system
will not go away. Distance education will never be the only way of doing things.

Planning to meet human resource requirements will need to be a judicious
mix of what can be athieved by conventional means and what can be introduced
by using distance learning. Distance education/training methodology hes now
become a strategy whidi is recognized by many governments to be an akerna-
live and cost-effective means of meeting manpower development requirements.
It should therefore, whenever appropriate, be built irgo major projects w hen new
and urgent requirements for skills and human resources exist.
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A. BANGIADESH

1. Introduction

Currently, the estimated population dills. Wombis around 110 million,
with about 760 peaces par sq km and a popuhlionipmth eMe at 2.3 perNet
a year. With an mmual per capita incomeot only USS160 b 190419.4va
per cent of its people live below the povetty line, compmed waits togioral
average of slightly under SO per cal. Sheer rawly and rapid popuhtlon
growth, smong other thinp, seriously impede educatioaal Mats. 11m aduk
literacy rate of only about 29 par cent is a major constraint on the couetty's so-
dal and economic &vehement. Rirther, the arse* of the education opium
to address homes =modeled with poverty and popolution ircurtb-kos bun
seriously constrained by =Wawa= MEW% 110d Mliareleta. Oa mop
about 1.9 per cent of GNP is spent on education, compared with a legion=
average of 2.4 per cent, and recurrent ameaditurem for education avow about
16 per cent of total government revenue. Public expenditure on educatioa hes
averaged a relatively low 9.3 per cent of total public spendingas compered with
12.7 per cent for the region and 14.7 per cent for all developing countries. As
in other swots, government effort has been hampered by the lack of trained
manpower and limited institutional capacity to plan, implement and mansge its
educational programs.

Given the low level of investment that the Government hes been able to
make, it is not surprising that progress in education has been inadapete. Adult
literacy rates improved only slightly during the seventies, rising from 26 per
cent in 1974 to 29 per cent in the mid-1960s. Primary education enrollment has
increased slowly since 1961 but overall enrollment rates have remained stable
and in some instances, have declined. Wastage in the system is high at =Heyde,
marked by high dropout rates in primary education. Almost one-thitd dell first
graders dropout before second grade, having been discouraged by overcrowded
classes and other reasons. Repeater rams at thc primary level remain at about
10-12 per cent per annum, with only about 30 per cent of the students eventual-
ly reaching fifth grade. At the secondary level the dropout rate is relatively low,
being less than one per cent. However, repeater rates are estimated to be over
25 per cent. In the degree colleges there seems to be few dropouts or repeaters
but the failure rates of those who sit for their BA or B.Sc. pass degrees average
50 per cent.

Women comprise almost half of the total population. Effective participa-
tion of women in the development process is therefore a sine qua non for
balanced sock' ""q0MiC growth of the country. No nation can snob the desired
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level of economic growth while keeping belle her people inactive. tam Ihe
pertidpecion rate °Noma in education hes a aiticsk *biopsy is Ihedmilop-
meet proms. The majority risme hOlengle66 walk big hom andcon-
tribute significantly to production and holly isms hut women's 681y to
bring about improvesents in la own and ibeir balky% wean *pod on
socid and economic 6Mors as well as an spedfic policy imlitilbs. las
Govommat his *lofts made a policy dechiao to Mew* waist is 6s
developmat proem The bade lanitstion to limas astry * Its Mos labor
faros is the low level of female Dincy and emaciated lack ofalsors
ing facilities. In geoeral, gitle' enrollment at miss Imhof _____is low
as emptied *boys. Apart from woe's, Ihmo are two othte diadem under-
tepmeensed grows who do ant now hive acme to education bionic Wang
and numemer ilmt,ehildrenaged6-10 years who ors oat efachot6amlasoond,
the okke yowls andeduhs who did oot ensis filmdom limey from eitherthe
formal or informal school spied. In dem, it is now recognised 6at the
capscity to reach the my poor will require going beyond the forami system to
the establihment ommunity-orkated, flexible eduestiand prognas Mite
type provided by nonformal education beam this rewires siongmanimity
and parental support. Through approprime inc of media under an open learn-
ing and distance education system the overall situation could be Imply
improved.

2. Current Activities in Distance Education

Through its regular radio and TV programs, the Bangladesh Imtitute of
Distance Education (BIDE) caters for about 8,000 secondary schools, includ-
ing approximately 2,592500 students and 104,800 teachers. It also broadcasts
radio programs daily on various subjects for primary, secondary arid mass
education courses of study which benefit both the regular school students m
well as out-of-school youth. In 1985, BIDE introduceda B.Ed. degree course
for untrained serving teochers at seconday level to cater for the urgent training
needs of shout 70,000 untrained teachers working at this leveL This course is
offered under the academic affiliation of the University of Raj:telt. Three
batches of students totalling 10,281 were adinkted during academic sessions
1985-1987, 1986-1988 and 1987-1989. Of these, 4,319out of 6498 itudents
enrolled in the first two batches have completed the course successfully. Ex-
amination results of the stidents of the thkd batch and the residue of the earlier
two batches are awaited. Admission of the next batch of students is scheduled
for January 1990. The =eat program uses all tbe components of an elaborate
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distance teaching system and provides crucial experience which could be drawn
upon in atablishing an open university in Brogledesh.

3. Goverment Pekin end Plus for D. Mendes

A technical unistence project to cartry ag a fesaibilky study for the es-
tablishment of an open university in Brogledesh was approved by the Govern-
ment in October 1987 with grant ambiance provided by the British ODA. A
steering committee bee been authorized to monitor the study. The ODA team
of consultents has prepared a master plen for catablishmat of in open univer-
sity in Bangledesh in consukation with the steering committee. This water
plan, which provides core materials for a detailed proposal fir the development
of an open university, hes been submitted to the Government for HAW. It is
anticipated that the setting up of an open tmivasity would lead to an improve-
ment in the quality of teachas, the enrichment of formal education, and the ex-
pension of eduational opportunities for dropouts, women and nut youth in
higher educaion. Furthermore, such an initiative could help optimize the use
a/available broadcast media, including radio, television and rural-oriented mass
publications to reach large numbers of people in rural areas. The Government
is also examining the potential for using a second radio channel and a second
televaion channel for educational purposes. A number of favorable conditions
make this form of distance education particularly suitable for Bangladesh. Al-
most the entire population of around 110 million speak the same language,
Bangle. Also the camped size of the country means thst the population den-
sity is among the highest in the world and that radio and TV transmissions reach

all areas. Radio Bangladesh covers the whole country with national transmis-
sions from Dhaka totalling around 19 hours daily. There are also six regional
stations transmitting locally originated programs. Television transmission is
from Dhaka with some regional relay stations. It is intended dist television
transmission will cover 90 per cent of the whole country during the period 1985-

1990.
Priority targets for the proposed Bangladesh Open University have been

identified as follows: aisuring that the quantity and quality of its teacher work
force matches the nation's needs; providing an opportunity for those currently
disadvantaged through lack of access to the formal system to achieve their
academic goals; providing work-related courses in technical, management and
public administration; and providing special mass education in areas of nation-
al need such as health, language and agricultural education.
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4. Scope kw Regiesal Coopers*.

At the developmental stage, hternetiond agencies could provide the ini-
tial nuources at eqUipinelle end maletimis, and could offixsound advidson how
to structure and implement an open university, as well as providing out-of-
country training programs for new staff wheteby this expenses et various
countries in setting up at open university could be shared. ROW it ie
adasowledged that when an open university is atabliehed in Busladeah, it
would be hatpin' if &modernism existed whereby iodisation. couldpin seem
to existing materials In apptopdate languages to offset some of the Mid costs;
for example, the availability of video programs which could be dubbed Wee
Bangle linguage and accent to existing expximeital kits or even computer-
based progrwns could be helpful. Thet such initiatives could be promoted by
the mailability of a multinational regional infrastructure for distance education
is self-evident.

B. BHUTAN

1. Introduction

It was during the time of the Third King (1952-1972) in the late 1950s
that the education system in Bhutan was established. The period was marked
by the gradual opening of the country to the outside world and by socioeconomic
development. The First Five- Year Plan was launched in 1961 and Bhutan is
now in the middle of the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1987-1992). Throughout all
thcsc plans, priority has been given to improving education in the country.
Bhutan now operates 195 schools (152 at the primary level) and has 2,542
teachers serving the needs of almost 68,000 students. Many of these teachers,
however, arc either untrained or underqualified. Educational development in
the Kingdom is also subject to a number of constraints other than the solely
economic ones shared by many other developing countries. Bhutan faces an
acute shortage of both skilled and manual labor in every sector in the country.
This is especially so in the field of education despite the country's employment

of large numbers of expatriates. Ninety-five per cent of the country's popula-
tion of approximately 1.34 million is engaged in subsistence agriculture, with
the likely result that Bhutan will be unable tt meet the demands ofmanpower
requirements in the modern sector.

In order to achieve the goals of making education relevant to national
needs and aspirations, major changes are taking place in the curriculum. The
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New Approach to Primary Education (NAPE) was developed in 1906 and was
initially tried out in 13 pilot schools. In 1487, the number went rp to 17, in 19138

to 28, and now there are 36 schools following this papas. 11 s hoped tiat by
the end the Sixth Five-Yew Plen, this program will be offered in ail the
primary schook in the country. There a thus en urgent need for the Mating of
all sachets so that the new curriculum can be twit:mated. The Monona-
stitute of Eduction plan and coordhstes the leacher education courses, both
pre-larvae and in-service. This a done mostly through short in-arvicolesdar
training propane during holider. Due to the problem of flawing maw
teacher education propane, and as than we only two teacher training inetittnes
in tbe country with limited facilities for accommodation, Bhutan fa wale to
train enough Mochas to meet demand. In order to minimb:e the problem and
to mance the performance of anthem recent initiatives have been undertaken
through nonformal education aid distance education.

2. Current Dktance Education Activities

For the first time in Bhutan, a Distance Education Workshop was or-
ganized at the National Institute of Education (NIE) under the
APE1D (Japanese Fund-in-nust) from 10 to 20July 1989, with the aim of aeat-
ing an understanding of how continuing education of mochas could be
promoted th lugh distance education. Twenty teachers from various parts of
the country participated in this program. The ME through its Deartment of
In-service Education plan to implement a distance education program which
will entail the establishment of an in-service material production unit, the use
of mass media, the use of a mobile unit, and the development of resource centers.
The In-service Material Production Unit will be based at the N1E. It will have
a small, well-equipped audio studio and will share the facilities of the NIB Press

and the services of the NM artist. It is also envisapd that the instructional
materials to be produced will be prepared by teachers who are working in dif-
ferent parts of Bhutan through the organization of production workshops. Sub-
ject associatiorn and professional teachers' clubs will also be encouraged in
order to generate discussion of new idea that may be shared with other teachers.

Such information will then be compiled, edited aid published by the In4CMCC
Department of NIE and disseminated through the post, the mobile unit and
MOW= centers.

It is intended that three media, namely, Druk Education Forum (Journal
of the In-service Department of NIE), Kuensef(the national weekly newspaper),
and the Bhutan Broadcasting Service (the national radio) will be used for dis-
semination of information among the teachers of Bhutan. Kimmel, the weekly
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nstionel newspaper, has already eatabliebed a system of distribudonscans the
country and the readership is increasing. A brie Wareham:bumaim!
readers. It is proposed dui as and when the In-servioe Dquatment prods=
enough material worth publishing, arrangements will be made inr a pepw two
aspen in the national newspeper which may be called the leaawelAdoesslon-
alSarplaisent. Further communkstion withisecbers is plumed tote adsharad
through the establishment of a mobile unit which will amid cis wiskie with
a mobile library, deluxe education mania and a geowslor. 11de lacillty will
be supported by between two and rive fealty members Includinga tedmician.
The functions of the mobile unit will be to conduct school-brillticalrlimed in-
service courses; deliver and collect distance educatioo materials and response
sheets; carry out studies of in-service needs; supervbe and evaluate dhows
educstion programs; and to provide feedback for both pre-servioe and in-
service teacher education. It is also planned to establish up to six room=
centers as part of the distance education infrastructure. Teachers will be able
to borrow books and other materials from these resource centers which will act
as distribution centers for distance education materials. Each resource center
may also have accommodation facilities which could be used by any teacher at
nominal charges. These centers will also act as tutorial centers and m centers
for face-to-face in-service courses.

3. Government Policy and Pim for Distance Education

As the concept of distance education is very new in the country, not many
departments exist to provide appropriate infrastructures for sudi a program.
However, the Department of Post and Telegraph (Ministry of Communication)
and the Department of Information, particularly the Marian Broadcasting Ser-
vice (BBS), and the Development Support Communication Division (DSCD)
will play a vital role in dimaninating information to the people. At the moment,

radio is the only mean of communkstion that can reach most parts of the
country. The existing radio station bm a transmitting capacity of only 5 kW but
it is hoped that a 50 kW station will be operational by the end of the year. The
BBS has also started a project to assemble radio receiver sets, but UNESCO is
still investigating the cost and rugged materials suitable for Bhutan in order to
achieve maximwn cost-effectiveness. The BBS hopes to open an Audience
Research Cell through which the programs on adult education mid distance
education can be monitored and evaluated.

It is intended that the Telecommunication Development Pim prepared
with the assistance of the Internaticoal Telecommunicstion Union will be im-
plemented by tbe end of the Sixth Five-Year Plan. The satellite project is
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scheduled to be completed by the end of December 1989, after which interne-
dotal oommimicstioos will be partible. The systan will hove into:minimal
switching msd TV receive-mxl-transmit facilities. me TV facilities will not be
used at the moment but if need' arise they could be put to me any time. The
availability of the saclike system will, of opine, provide an extremely valu-
able addition to the distance education infrastructure to support Muse
developments.

The Development Support Communication Division (DSCD) helps dis-
tricts and departments todeterminecommunicadon needs and lo formula com-
mimicetion strategies to support their development projects sod programs. It
also has the function of designing, producing or dieseminating various types of
communicetion materiels needed in development projects and progama Sudi
materials include leaflets, pamphlets, posters, flip darts, photopaphs, news and
feature articles, audiotspes, radio Was= or soipts, slides, filmstrips, overhead
transperencies, billboards and exhibits, videotapes, models, graphs msd
specimens. The experience and expertise of the DSCD staff could obviously
make a significant contribution to distance education initiatives. Potential tar-
get programs for such developments have been identified as follows: teacher
education (both pre-service and in-service at all levels), functional literacy,
parent education, technical and vocational education, health education, veteti-
nary science and teaching of Dzongkha, the national language.

4. Scope for Regional Cooperation

Because of the fledgling status of distance education in Bhutan, there is
much scope for the involvement of international agencies. Specific activities
for such involvement have been identified as follows: the provision of equip-
ment such eis videocassettes, audiocassettes, cameras, photocopying machines
and associated joumals and materials; the training of personnel, including
producers, scriptwritos, presenters, arriculum writers, etc.; and the provision
of expert consultants in distance education. It is apparent that Bhutan, with a
population approaching 1.4 million people widely disposed throughout a
mountainous country, could benefit from access to the professional expertise
and associated sophisticated infrastructure that could be provided by a sub-
regions' mechanism for generating cooperation in distance education.
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C. INDIA

1. Introduction

The concep of distance education in India developed from the system of
correspondence education which was initiated in Indian universities in the early

1960s. During the 1980a distance education hes evolved into a much broader
concept with a number of open univasides offering a variety ot courses through
a multimedia instnactional strategy supplemented by student support stakes.
Distance education in India is now being incraningly used to provide =as
for students regardless of their previous qualifications or age. Although this
concept of distance education is broadly accepted by professionals in the field,
its practice has remained confked only to a few institutions. Most of the In-
stitutes of Correspondence Studies and/or Directorates of Distance Education
in the formal universities still practice the system in its narrow sense through
correspondence lessons with limited interaction between the teacher and the
taught.

India made an early start in the use of radio in schoon. In the early 1950s,
radio was already being used to supplement the regular =datum. Television
has been used for educational papaws right from its introduction in 1959, but
thrx major steps were taken in the 19701. In 1975n6, the Indian Government
launched the Satellite Instructional Technological Experiment (SITE) exposing
2,330 villages in 20 districts of six Stain (Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Bihar,
Orissa, Rajasthan and Macke Pradesh) to especially prerecorded television
programs directly transmitted via the ATS-6 Satellite. The lessons were sup-
plemented by teacher-instructors. Indian National Satellite (INSAT) ptogram
now provides educational programs for primary school children as well as area-
specific programs for rural viewers in selected clusters of Andhra Pradesh,
Bihar, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh. These are broadcast in
Hindi, English, Telugu, Oriya and Marathi.

At the secondary level, correspondence education started in 1965 when
the Conference of Boards of Secondary Education recommended correspon-
dence courses with the objective of improving the academic standards of private
students. The Board of Secondary Education, Madhya Pradesh, was the first to
start correspondence courses for intermediate students in 1965. The Patrachar
Vidyalays, Delhi started in 1968. lihe Boards of Secondary Education,
Rajasthan, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh are the other institutions which offer =-
respondence education to students of Classes X-XII. By 1985, about 100,000
students were enrolled at various grade levels. An Open School was established
in New Delhi in 1979 to provide education at home to out-of-school learners.
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The school offers a Bridge Course kr those who drop out in elm VI, VII or
VIII to enable. them to enroll for Classes IX-X. The Senior Secondwy Course

(XII) woe launched in September 1968. A proposal to upgrade snd amalpnate

this School into a National Open School which would play a tvle simihr to that
of IGNOU is under active coosideration.

With the tome in demand for higher education and tbe emergence of
a system of awwd of university degrees to private studena, it was realised that

correspondence OdUalti011 would belp in expanding and equalizing educstion-

al opportunities. The first COWIN dough correspondence for tbe Bachelor's
Degree were introduced by the University of Delhi in 1962. Within a year the
MAIM enacted a large mimber of students. Emplaned by its success, the
Education Commission (1964-1966) recommended ftdkr esploitadon of cor-
respondence education for awl& nage of purposes. Consequently, the Univer-

sity Grants Comm ission (UGC) formulated guidelines for inuoducing
correspondence courses in Indian universities. llwee more Institutes of Cor-
respondence Studies were established in the late 1960s. The 1970s saw the in-

troduction of cotrespondence education in 21 more universities. During the
1960s, only undergraduate courses were started as an experimental measure
whereas the 1971h saw the introduction of postgraduate and diploma/certificate

courses as well. During 1980-1986, seven more universities started hstitutes
of Correspondence Studies. In 1987/88, there were 33 universities offering cor-

respondence courses in the country. Meanwhile a few universities like Mysore,

SNDT Women's University, Madurai Karnatsj, Andhra and Annan alai adopted

open admission policies by relaxing formal qualifications for entry to under-
graduate courses.

The fust Open University in the ccuntry was established by the Govern-

ment of Andhra Pradesh in 1982 to provide access to higher education to adults

to upgrade their skill, improve the quality of their life, equalize educational op-

portunities and provide lifelong education. The encouraging response to this
University culminated in the establishment of the Indira Gandhi National Open

Univasity by an Act of Parliament on 20 September 1985. This University has
been charged with the dual responsibility of providing opportunities for higher

education to larger segments of the population, partiadarly those for whom ac-

cess to the formal system is difficult or imposable, and also to develop the open

university and distance education systems in the country and to coordinate and

determine standards in such systems. In the last three years open universities
have also been established by the State Governments of Rajasthan, Bihar and

Mahwashirs. However, only the Kota Open University in Rajasthan has be-
come operational so far.
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2. Current Distaace Education ActMtleis

Distance educatica Forams being offend by wins institution M India
can be broadly categorized into the following types: contapoodence courses of-
fered at the secondwy and tertiary levels, data= education programs offered
by open univenities, and educational TV and radio programs to supplement
clam= teaching at dm primary, secondary and Wary levels sad tar adult
education. The Bowls of Secondary Education which offer careapoodened
courses to students of Clangs X-XM follow the same courses awe mouthed
for these dams in the formal schools and hold common examined= in all i
the students. The Open School, Delhi, however, provides a need-based flexible
curriculum to out-of-school students above the age of 14 yews. AB then in-
slimes, except Bhopal, organize personal contact programs. Some kWh=
provide facilities for science students to conduct practicals at selected
laboratories. .

At the tertiary level, Institutes of Correspondaice Studies of the 33 univer-
skies are offering undergraduste, postgraduate and diploma courses mainly
through the print medium. Some institutions like Warn Kinoraj and Osannia
use radio talks to supplement lawns. The eligibility standwds, syllabi and the
examination system are mole or Ins the same n those in conventional univer-
sities and colleges. Most instkutes organize personal amtact programs general-
ly for 5-7 days for their students, some of which we held at centers outside the
headquarters. Though students are required to submit assignment-responses to
the institutes, there is minimal feedback given to them. The Indira Ghent' Na-
tional Open University and the state open universities we autonomous histitu-
tions which have deviwid a vaiety of need-based courses to provide general,
professional and continuing education. They use modern educational and com-
munication technology (viz., radio, TV, audio and videocassettes, etc.) to
provide instruction to students. A network of study centers has been planned
to provide efficient suppon to students.

Akashwani (All India Radio) station broadcast educational programs for
primary school students in 16 languages. The primary school broadcasts we for
general arichman and are broadcast for 15-20 minutes on three to five days
each week. The brosdcasts for secondary students are syllabus-oriented and art
put on air for a duration of 15-20 minutes on all school days in a week. Besides,
three to four adult education programs of a duration of about 15 minutes a week
are broadcast by 14 stations. The transmission time available through INSAT-
1B is being shared by the NCERT aid the UGC for broadcasting programs on
primary and higher education, respectively, on the national TV network. Educa-
tional programs for students in tbe age group of 6-8 yews and 9-11 yearg both
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in school and out of school are tolerant daily in the Mend* fatthree hours and

45 mimics on shod no school nays in 5 regional bopages, viz, Hindi,
Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya and 'Mugu. These are telecast Monday throughHiday

Ibllowed by programs for primary level teselsees csery Salarday. Though its
countrywide clannoom propane, the UGC has boa telsordng gemalswich-
mai programs on higher educeticm on Doordsrshen's Nationel =twat bone
hour followed by a repeat telecast the acme dsy on &edge ween. Souse of

these program are imported led others are profaned in ladle, but all at them

use English es the medium of communication. *informal adidt education
programs in nicest bogus.* we abm being taxon by some Doordsnhan

Callas as a pwt of their regulsr services.
The total enrollment in universities and colleges in India in 1987/88 was

4.2 million, out of which 402,720 students were enrolled in correspondence in-

stitution' and the open universities. The mud growth rate of entellment in

Carrelp011denOt COUratOOPen universities during the pot few years has been

higher than that in the conventional universities. The arolbnent in disarm
education hos gradually gone up from about 5 per cent of the total enrollment
in univasities/colleges in 19781 79 to about 10 per cent at present. It is significant

that in absokte terms the distance education system has been able to accom-
modate an additional 269,261 students during the last decode. The Education
Commissice (1964-1966) had suggested the objective of enrolling about one-
third of the students at the university level in correspondence education. With

distance teaching institutions and in pertiadar open universities attracting huge

enrollments, for the first thne this target appears to be achievable possibly by

the yew 2000.
The most popular courses offered by the correspondence institutes are the

Bathelor of Education and the Master of Education programs, although the

Bachelor of Science, Master of Business Mministration and Bachelorof Laws

as well ss various diploma/certificate courses in such areas as mar:gement,
marketing tourism, hotel management and library science we also popular.

Some of the mast popular courses offered by the open universities include those

offered by Andhra Pradesh OU (e.g., Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science,
Bachelor of Commerce with total enrollments of 16,305 in 1987/88), KotaOU

(e.g., Bachelor of Education with 10,618 students in 1988/89) and IndiraGandhi

National OU (e.g., Diploma in Management with 15,148 students and the Non-

fonnsl Bachelor's Degree Programme with 26,392 students in 1987-1989). It

is worth noting that overall women account for about 20 per cent of the enroll-
ment at IGNOU, compared with 29 per cent at APOU and 24 per cent at KOU.

All the Institutes/Directorates of Correspondence Education in India
depend primarily on printed material for providing instruction. The printing of
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course material is generally subcontracted to privale presses and in a few caws
it is done in-house. APOU has its own printing prese and IGNOU is going in
for its own printing facilities. With the eatablishmen elope° universities in the
wing, course material for distance education is being presented bya variety
of media. IGNOU and APOU have their own adio-video producdon studios.
KOU also Foposes to construct its own studios lb nee IGNOU hos produced
169 video and 249 audio pogroms to supplement the printed materM flor Oases-
es. To produce Educeticeel Television (ETV) Programs tbe Government of
India has set up a Central Instittae of Educationel Tedmology ((Th) at New
Delhi and six State klititutei of Mundane! Technology (SIETs), one in each
of the six INSAT States. The CIET has produced 350 ETV programs since
1984.

Student support services are probably the weakest component of me=
respondence education in India. Very few correspondence institutes hove es-
tablished study centers with library facilities. Andhra Pradesh OpenUniversity
was the first to establish study centers at different places within its jurisdiction
to provide suppott services for its students. In the four years since its estab-
lishment, IGNOU has been able to establish an impressive network of 13
regional centers and 131 study centers throughout the country with the objec-
tive of providing extensive, modern and efficient support services to students.
By 1995 IGNOU proposes to establish a study center in esch district of the
country. A study center of IGNOU provides the following service& tutorials,
problem-solving sessions, etc.; information, advice and coumelling library
fscilities; and audio-video facilities. Study centers are located in the existing
edmational institutions and normally function on all holidays and Sundays and
on some working days in evening hours. Esch study center has a pwt-time coor-
dinator wbo is a senior actidernic from the host institution whose function is to
manage the study center. He is misted by an assistant coordinator, counsel-
lors, tutors, etc., mostly drawn from collegesAmiversities in the vicinity of the
study center on a part-time basis. IGNOU is exploring thepossibility of estab-
lishing study centers sponsored by industry and voluntary Igencies. Mobile
study centers to reach remote areas are also planned.

3. Government Policies and Plans for Distance Education

The National Policy on Education, 1986 emphasizes the importance of
distance education and open university systems for augmenting opportunities
for higher education and as instruments for democratizing education. It states
that the Indira Gandhi National Open Univetsity, established in 1985 to MEI
these objectives will be strengthened for this purpose. The Education Policy
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(1986) mentions that open and distance learning systems will be utilized for
providing opportunities of lifelong education, aduk and continuing education
to youth, women, agricultural and inentrW meters and profenionals in dif-

ferent fiat'. The policy states that =dank program in tedmical and
managerial education will be offered through the distance mode, including use
of the mass media to provide acme to large magmata of the populstion and to
do away with the rigidity of the single point entry system, and the modern com-
munication tedmologies will be used to reach out to the most distant areas and
the most deprived sections of the society simukaneously with the areas doom-
waive effluence and ready availability. Puramit to this policy, a scheme has
been formulated to amoolidate present efforts under the INSAT utilizotion
programa, achieve larger program peoduction ambilities within the education

sector and extend radio and TV coverage to 100,000 and 500,000 elementary
schools, respectively, by providing receiving sets. The scheme hm been final-
ized end started in 1987/88. Father, at the school level the Govanmast of India
is considering a proposal to mtablish a National Open School, which woad have
objectives and responsibilities similar to thst of IGNOU, to build apprciiriate
level-wise links in this innovative system of education.

The experience with the open university system so far has convinced the
policymakers in the Government of India that this system has the potential to
supplement the formal education aye.= and to provide educstion to large seg-
ments of the population through a cost-effective, open and flexible manner. A
manber of states are considering the possibility of atablishing open universities
in consultation with IGNOU. The Government expects that in fulfillment of its
role for coordination and maintenance of standar& in distance educstion,
IGNOU will develop an effective network in the new future to enable sharing
of academic and irstitutional resources and to encourage student mobility and
at the same time stop duplication. It is envisaged that in the Eighth Five-Year

Plan (1990-1995) the Distance Education System will accommodate about 50
per cent of the additional enrollment of one million students estimated to join

universities/colleges. This would mean that distance education institutions will
be catering to about 1.5 million by 1995. This strategy is based on two impor-
tant considerations. First, the cost of creating the necessaly additional facilities
in the formal sector to absorb the estimated growth in enrollment is prohibitive.
Second, until courses and piograms at the first degree level are comprehensive-
ly redesigned and reorganized, its quantitative expsnsion should be contained
at a manageable level. For the open university system the implications ofthis

strategy are that it should absorb massive enrollments on the one hand and its
courses and programs should be more flexible and r-levant on the other. The

Govetnment of India proposes to enhance the financial provisions for distance
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education suitably to enable the system to meet this challenge. Specific areas
identified for further expmsion include both formal aid nankrmaleducation,
technical and vocational educetion, women's educeion, population/agricul-
ture/bath educstion and a variety of professional updating courses, aipecially
teacher education.

4. Scope for Regional Cooperation

The experience of distance education in India over the post 25 yeas and
the present stage of its development should enable the country to provide inputs
for regional cooperation in the following avas: (i) sharing ofcourses developed
by IGNOU, particularly in distance education and management; (il) IGNOU
could participate in developing joint courses in aras such as science and tech-
nology, management, teacher education, training of rural development
functionaries and health workers, as well as women's education cannily,
IGNOU is collaborating with Athabasca University Canada in developing a few
courses in management; (iii) the training materials developed by IGNOU for
staff development in distance education could be utilized by other distance
teaching institutions in the region on mutually agreed terms; IGNOU could also
arrange short-tenn training programs for personnel of neighboring countries;
(iv) India's experience in establishing open universities as well m planning and
managing distance education in a vast multilingual and diverse country could
prove useful to such developing countries in the Third World a are either
proposing to establish open universities or are in the proems of doing so; (v) the
services of Indian experts in different aspects of distance education could be
made available to countries in the neighborhood for consultancies, visits, staff
training, etc.; and (vi) IGNOU should be in a position to provide facilities for
developing an information and data base on the use and practice of distance
education in the region. India is probaSly the only country in the world to have
set up more than one open university. Of these, IGNOU has been entrusted with
the statutory responsibility to introduce and promote the Open University and
Distance Education System in the country and to coordinate and determine its
standarcb. The experience of IGNOU would be useful while considering the
possibilities of interinstitutional coopetation between distanceteaching institu-
tions in the South Asian region for pooling and sharing resources and expertise.
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the "superior education offered in the English-medium schools in Malt or sent
their chikken to Malt. This neglect of island education, however, has left three-

quarters of the population with a very basic level of ethmtion as the tnalahab
and the madhouses could offer at best a curriculum based on basic literacy and

numeracy, and religiots education, primarily became the teachers had very low
levels of academic qualificatices.

At present, the country faces an acute shortage of skilled manpower.
Since 1978, under the present administration, the nation has been involved in a

plumber of economic, social and political reforms, ohm. at redressing the past
neglel of the economic and social infrastructure, particularly in the atolls. For

example, the present Government aims to universalize primary education by
1995. In crder to achieve this goal, approximately 1,481 teachers have to be

trained. Wien it is considered that over the past 10 years only 459 teachers have

bestt trainial, it is clear that the formal educational system alone cannot provide

the quantity of education required. The Maldives is therefore moving towards
ting alternative methods in the delivery of educational services. With the

urgent need to provide education for a large number of learners within a limited

time, a nontraditional approach such as distance education appears appropriate

for the Maldives. Indeed, the Government has already suppotted a pilot project

in distance education and has endorsed plans for further expansion of this mode
of instruction.

2. Current Distance Education Activities

With the assistance of UNICEF, the Non-Formal Education Unit (NFEU)

of the Ministry of Education has been engaged in preparing a pilot distance
education course in post-beginners' level English. Persons selected for enroll-

ment in the pilot course (90 people across three atolls) provide a representative

aces-section of the target population. With 50 per cent female representation
overall, the target group for the pilot course includes the following subgroups:

in-service teachers, in-service government officials, persons suitable for
upgrading prior to training in specified areas (health, education, vocational sec-

tors), and persons unable to benefit from the recently introducel primary school-

ing due to being overage. These participants started the course in May 1989
and are expected to complete it in March 1990. Although it is clearly too tarty

to evaluate the results of this project, the production of materials and implemen-

tation of the course have been satisfactorily accomplished, and initial feedback
has been positive.

Strengths of the pilot project are generally perceived as follows: that the

course structure and materials have been tailor-made for the operating context;

i.140
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that existing systems are exploited where possible; that the relevant Ministries
of Atoll Administration and of Education, respectively, are involved coopera-
tively; that the development of distance education is consistent with develop-
ment plans both within and outside the education sector, that students perceive
the benefits of the selfitudy course design and ita mievance to their situation;
and that there is a strong demand among the target group for sudi educational
opportunities, particularly in the area of English language learning. On the other

hand, perceived weaknesses include: the difficulties posed by communkations'
limitations; NFEU's reliance on outside bodies and key individuals to carry out
development, production and implementation tasks; and the lack of a well-
developed distance education-oriented administration at NFEU. The absence
of adequately developed infrastructures is a major difficulty, particularly as
regards trarsport, telephone and postal services. Further, there is a severe
shortage of appropriately trained personnel available to implement activities
both in Mall aid the rural areas.

3. Government Policies and Plans for Distance Education

With the recognition of distance education as a viable strategy in the
delivery of educational services, a five-year plan to establish a distance educa-
tion system has been developed. Financial support for the first two years has
been committed by the UNDP and the Government. The NFEU has been
selected as the focal point for distance education in close collaboration with
other government subsectors namely, the Department of Information and
Broadcasting, the Educational Media Unit of the Ministry of Education, the In-

stitute for Teacher Education, the Vocational Training Center, the Department
for Women's Affairs and the Ministry of Atoll Administration.

The NFEU is currently undergoing irntitutional changes in order for the
unit to become the Department of Non-formal Education within the current year.

Once this change in status is finalized, a Distance Education Center will be es-
tablished under the Department. The following programs have been identified
for delivery via the distance education mode: teacher education (for primary,
middle and secondary levels), technical and vocational education, health educa-

tion, population education and early childhood education.

4. Scope for Regional Cooperation

In the Maldivts, there is an urgent need to receive support, both techni-
cal and financlal, for the establishment of a distance education infrastructure as
well as for thc development of programs. The present provisions arc very

,141



modest and Maher assistance is necemary to fetch a wider audience. A project
document has been prepored by the UNDP for the development of a distance
education infrastructure and efforts arc being made by She UNDP office in Malls
to prowls assistance for this project. The involvement of other internationsl
agencies would be welcomed.

Since the canary is in its first stages of developing a distance educstion
capability, the Maldives =mot offer inputs such as expertise, =was and
facilities to other nations. On the other hand, the country could benefit greatly
from the experience of other countries in the region. An eschew program such
as that offered by APEID could be an effective medmnism for extending the
expertise and experience of personnel involved in distinct education. The
availability of a regional mechanism for engendering collaboration in distance
education would be even more beneficiaL

E. NEPAL

1. Introduction

The population of Nepal was estimated to be almost 18 million in 1988.
Education has expanded rapidly since the inception of the National Education
System Plan in 1971 and there are now over 13,000 primary schoob and almost
5,500 secondary schools in operation. Enrollment a primary school level has
gone up from 33 per cent in 1971 to 863 per cent in 1988. There has been
similar explosion at secondary aid tertiary levels. The progress made in adult
literacy education is equally impressive in view of the fact that literacy has
reached a level of 36 per cent, compared to only 12 per cent in 1971. Despite
the impressive achievements made so far in expanding education facilities to
the ever-increasing number of primary school-age children, several problems
have arisen, including both high dropout and grade repetition rates, and low en-
rollment of girls. In order to address these issues, several initiatives have been

delineated, including: distifttion of free textbooks to all primary school pupils
by the year 2000; provision of stipends to the poor and to talented girl students;
running of cheli-beti classes for girls who are unable to attend regular school;
opening of new schools in remote atm to provide easy access to education; im-
provement of curricula, including the development of teaching-learning
materials; training of teachers and strengthening of the school supervision
system; and provision of incentives for teachers.

The goal of achieving universal primary education by the year 2000 will
further increme the enrollment in secondary schools. This will create a demand
for additional secondary schools, more qualified teach= and teaching-learning
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materials. The current level of investment in secondery education which is
about 13 per cent of the total educatto budget is inadequate to bring about
necessary chmges and improvement at this leveL Improvement in the quslity
of secondary education is therefore a main concern of the Government as well
m of the people.

Developmai of higher education began in Nepal with the establishment
of Tribhuvan University in 1959. Since then, this University has played an im-
portant role in the promotion of higher educadon. Tribhuvan University's
academic programs are organized into five tedmial institutes (Agriculture and
Animal Science, Engineering, Medicine, Forestry and Science) and four facul-
ties of general and professional studies. The University has 68 campuses scat-
tered all over tbe country as well as 61 private campuses. More than 95 per cent
of the University's expenses are met by a govenment grant. The private cam-
puses, however, do not receive grants from the Government. The only source
of income of the private campuses is the fees raised from the students and dona-

tions from the people.

2. Current Distance Education Activities

Distance education marked its beginning in Nepal with the introduction
of an adult education teadier training program through radio in 1957. This train-
ing program was launched by a college of education which was established to
impart training to teachers. In 1961, the Janak Education Material Center started
a school broadcasting program with a view to disseminating general education-
al messages to students, teachers mid adults. This program was run two days
per week. Following the introduction of the National Education System Plan
(NESP) in 1971, the Curriculum Development Center was established to
develop curricula for all levels of education. This center took over the school
broadcasting program from the Jan* Education Material Center. One of the
major objectives of the NESP was to raise the quality of education. To achieve
this objective the teacher training program was significantly expanded and
teacher training became mandatory.

During the NESP Plan period (1971-1976) a feasibility study was con-
ducted to explore the possibility of using radio as a medium for teacher train-
ing. The findings of the study were positive and a project proposal was
developed in 1977. The following year a memorandum of understanding was
signed between the Ministry of Educadon and Culture (MOEC) and USAID.
The project developed a program for training under SLC teachers. A total of
318 lessons each of 18 minutes' duration was developed in eight subjects
together with a magazine show to make the program more attractive and
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interesting. A program of one hour's durationwas broadcast five days per week
for nine months. In order to assist the teacher, five sets of supplementery self-
instructional materials were developed covering the broadcast lama in all sub-
jects. The materials were provided free of chirge and radios,which had to be
returned at the end of the session, were loaned to the participates. In the begin-.
ning, the broadcast was limited to 117 paticipents in fivedistricts. Theprogram
was further extended to 72 districts enrolling 6,424 in-service primary school
teachers by the end of 1%7. To date, 5,371 perticipants have taken the trial ex-
amination and 65 per cent of them have graduated from the program.

In order to ensure smooth functioning of the project,a full-time project
coordinator was appointed to look after both tedmiad and administrative is-
sues. A number of specialists were also appointed to assist the projectcoor-
dinator in the implementation of the program. For example, a full-time
expatriate consultant was made available to help national staff in the formula-
tion of the programs as well as in the production of teaching-learning materials.
Further, the national technical staff were trained both in-oountry and overseas.
A separate building with adequate space was provided for the project. It has its
own studio whith is equipped with two control rooms and two recording studios.

Overall, the Government has allocated the necessary budget to see that the
project's performance is not hampered due to the shortage of funds.

Nepal has experienced several advantages ftom its distance education ini-
tiative. Once the programs had been developed, they provided access to the
large number of untrained and underqualifted teachers whoare unable to leave
their homes either because they cannot afford to or because there is no one to
replace them on the job. Thus, it has helped to save the salary cost of the sub-
stitute teacher as well as the cost involved in paying expenses and travelling al-
lowances to teachers. Nevertheless, some problems and issueshave arisen in
the process of implementing the program. One of the problemscurrently being
faced is that the project does not have its own transmission station from which
to broadcast. It has to use Radio Nepal's time, paying Rs 100per minute to
broadcast the lessons to the teachers. Radio Nepal is not in s position to provide
sufficient time for the project. Although the present shortwave transmission
does not teach all parts of the country because of rugged terrain,it is anticipated
that by next year Radio Nepal will have installed medium-wave transmission
in different parts of the country, thus ensuring clear reception of radio signals
throughout the country.

14
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3. Government Policy and Plans for Distance Education

Nepal is implementing various projects with a view to achieving com-
prehensive development of the country. However, the successful implementa-
tion of these projects is constrained by the shortage of technical and vocational
manpower. To this end, there is a need to expand technical education and voca-
tional training to meet the growing need for such manpower. Similarly, there
is a need to provide easy access to education and training opportunities for
women to raise their status in the society. It would appear to be difficult to meet
all these needs unless distance education methodologies are used. There is an
apparent need to use distance learning technology in order to: achieve univer-
sal primary education by the year 2000; impart necessary training to teacher%
provide acceas to higher education by high school graduates; impart functional
literacy education to illiterate adults; impart technical education aid vocation-
al training to out-of-school youths and adults; and to improve the participation
rate of women in education and training.

4. Scope for Regional Cooperation

The growing trend towards the use of distance education in the region is
extremely ax:ouraging and potentially useful for countries like Nepal which
have little experience in distance education. It is a matter of urgency that the
developed c. maries of the world should extend cooperation to the developing
countries in order to expand distance education on a planned and systematic
basis. The development of distance education will not be possible unless ade-
quate resources are made available from external agencies since the possibility
of meeting the expenses required from the national budget is extremely limited.
Nepal would therefore wekome both repo nal aid international cooperation for
the development of a distance education system in the country. Such coopera-
tion could include: provision of funding for creating the physical infrastructure
for distance education; supply of necessary equipment; provision of fellowships
for international and regional training of staff; provision of fellowships for study

tours by planners aid policymakers; and provision of expatriate consultaits.
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F. PAKISTAN

1. Introduction

The 1981 moms put the population of Pakistan at 84.3 million but the
population has now grown to an estimated 100 million dispelled dwougbout
four provinces. The literacy rate as asdmated in the 1981 census was 26.2 per
cent, the lowest in the Asia-Pacific region. At that time, only 13 million people
had attained some level of education. In the area of education, tbe Government
has planned to increase the participation rate at primwy level to about 75 per
cent from the present level of 50 per cent, and to increase the literacy rate from
the present 30 per cent to 50 per cent by 1990.

Primary education has been adopted as the main instrument for achieving
mass literacy. The Sixth Five-Yew Plan aims to provide primary educadon
facilities to all children in the age group of 5 to 9 yews. Primary education
facilities are curraitly available for only 60 per cent of the children in the age
group of 5 to 9 years. Primary schools lack physical facilities; for instance,
about 29,000 primary schools have no buildings and 16,000 schools have only
one classroom. The focus of the Fifth Five-Yew Plan was on the expulsion of
primary education and a reduction in illiteracy. To achieve these objectives,
40,000 new mosque schools were to be opened rid 15 million persons was to
be made literate during the plan period, but these larva could not be attained.
For exwnple, enrollment in Classes I-V only increased by 2.6 million raising
the participation rate from 53 to 64 per ant, and enrollments in Classes VI-X
increased by 849,000 raising the secondary school participation rate from 22to
26 per cent.

At present, there are around 500 arts and science colleges and 21 univer-
sities in the country. Of these 21, there are 13 adversities for general educa-
tion subjects, 4 for engineering, 3 for agriculture, and 1 for biomedical sciences.
In spite of the considaable incase in the number of colleges and universities
and the associated increase in the enrollment of students and =ober clinchers,
facilities for higher eduction are available to only an estimated 4.6 per cent of
the relevant age group (18-23 years). In view of the low participation rate and
other problems being faced in higher education, the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1988-

1993) provides a especially designed strategy to improve higher education
facilities.
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2. Current Distance Education Acdvkies

In view of the inability of the formal education histitutions to meet the
fast-growing educational needs of the manses, the Education Policy (1972-
1980) was the first official document to promulgate the idea of an open lean-
ing system drough distance education resulting in the establishment of the
Allana Iqbal Open University (AIOU) in June 1974. In meeting a wide range
of educational and social needs which were not being fulfilled by tbe formal
system, the AIOU has played a special role in the development of the national
education system. The present focus of AIOU is on four major prograns, name-
ly: teacher education, functional education, general education and the higher
education specializetion. To date, the Faculty of Education which comists of
five departments has enrolled over 188,000 students in a range of courses, in-
cluding the Primary Teaching Certificate, the Primary Teacher's Orientation
Course, the Certificate of Teaching, the B.Ed. and the M.Ed. Reber, programs
in functional education, primarily in the fields of agriculture and tedmical and
vocational education, have attracted total enrollments of ahncat 50,000 students.
The program in general education has assisted over 33,000 students at the foun-
dation level and almost 350,000 students at the intermediete level, while over
200,000 students have enrolled in the BA course since its inception in October
1979. Finally, more than 14,000 students have enrolled in postgraduate can-
es, including the M.B.A., MSc. in Pakistan Studies and the M.PhiL The total
enrollment of almost 850,000 students is apresentative of AIOU's significant
contribution to educational development at all levels in both the formal and non-
formal sectors. Additionelly, AIOU has become involved in a variety of nation-
al and international projects in the field of distance education, including the
Integrated Functional Literacy Project, the Raj Ilraining Progamme, the
Regional Institute for Compkmentary Motion Project, the Population Educa-
tion Project, and the Women's Matriculation Project.

The AIOU is a distance teething institution which uses multimedia tech-
niques, including: axrapondence packages, radio and television broadcasts,
tutorial instruction at study centers, and assignments for the purpose of con-
tinuous assesmait. During Spring semester 1988, AIOU transmitted 520 radio
programs and 66 TV programs. Radio coverage in Pakistan is almost 100 per
cent while TV coverage is in the vicinity of about 75 per cent and is upending
at a very fast rate. The availability of access to IV is, however, not beyond 20
per cent (according to the most optimistic of estimates in 1986), as most of the
people do not possess a TV set and an institutionalized system of community
viewing centers has not been created on a massive level. The television
programs art transmitted on the national network from all stations while the
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radio programs are transmitted from selected stations. To conceive, plan,
produce and implement the media support for AIOU programs, the Institute of
Educational Technology (IET) was establithed in 1974. The Institute Ms its
own buikliag, with fully equipped radio and television studios and trained
professional and tedmical staff. Indeed, AIOU has a full-fiedged, well-
equipped infrastructure for the support of practically any distance educadon ini-
tiative even on the largest of scales.

A mission from the UK Oversew Deviopment Administration (ODA)
recently conducted an evaluation of the Allem' Iqbal Open University. The
mission examined the question of how the AIOU can provide mums more
cheaply but still as effectively as other institutions. Despite the peoblems en-
countered when comparing the costs of open and conventional universities, the
calculations made by the ODA Tenn demonstrated thst the cost of a graduate
at a conventional university was Rs 18,850 compared to the cost of a graduate
at AIOU which was in the range of Rs 8,670-Rs 12000. Thus, an AIOU
graduate appears to cost between 45 per cent and 70 per cent of a graduate from
the conventional system. Rather, we thove figures for AIOU did not take into
account the substantial proportion (about 35 per cent) of the AIOU's ants,
which the students themselves pay through their fees. Taking fees into account,
the net cost of a graduate at AIOU is in the range of Rs 5,680-Rs 8,500 which
is between 30 per cent and 45 per cent of the cost in the conventional system.
Mese figures indicate clearly that AIOU is cost-effective in comparison with
the conventional university system.

3. Government Policy and Plans for Distance Education

As the population of Pakistan is increasing at an alarming rate of 3.1 per
cent annually, that is vast scope for AIOU to start different types of both for-
mal and nonformal education programs. The following relatively recent
developments are indicative of current planning. Though the AIOU offers its
courses to both male mid female populations without any discrimination, it hes
established a Department of Women's Education which takes exchnive care of
specialized coutses for women. In addition to home economics, food and nutri-
tion, etc. it has started a project for providing education at matriculation level
for out-of-school women, which could be extended to the whole of Pakistan in
a phased manner and then converted into a regular program of the AIOU. Fbr-
ther, the Department of Literacy, Adult and Continuing Education is also em-
barking upon an Integrated Functional Education Programme for the 10+ age
group of females. Since the participation rate of females at primary and sub-
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sequent stages is already very low, there is enonnotn scope for bundling can-
es designed for women's eclucwion in the near future.

The AIOU already offers a BA level MEW in Population Education.
Further, the University has on its list the names of a considerable number of
teacher educators who have already received the necessary orientation in this
field and who could serve 1111 tutors for these courses. The member of middle
and secondary school teachers who could receive tritining through the above
two courses has been estimated to be around 20,000, which is approximately
6 per cent of the total number of teachers at these levels. Since the public at
large has yet to be approached and convinced of the hizardous population situa-
tion, there is still a lot of room for further inputs to this important area. The
AIOU and its countrywide network of regional offices could mnder a lot of use-
ful services, provided that sufficient funds were made available for such pur-
pose& Similar initiatives have already been identified as being required in the
fields of agriculture, health and technical and vocational education. The major
limitations on achieving these objectives we not so much the lack of a distance
education infrastructure or associated expertise but lack of financial resources
and, perhaps, lack of available capacity since AIOU is already stretching its
resources amiss a wide range of courses and projects.

4. Scope for Regional Cooperation

The AIOU has already attracted foreign aid from a number of internation-
al agencies. In particular, the Overseas Development Administration (ODA) of
the United Kingdom was instrumental in the establishment of the AIOU which
designed its teaching methodologies and organizational framework on the pat-
tern of the United Kingdom's Open University (UKOU). AIOU established
direct institutional links with the UKOU and other institutions in the UK. With
ODA's assistance it developed a large number of its systems through the dona-
tion of equipment, vehicles, consultants and staff development. Other agencies
that have made significant contributions to the success of AIOU include the
British Council, UNDP, the Saudi Goverunient, the Arab League Educational,
Cultural and Scientific Organization (ALECSO), the United Alub Emirates
(UAE), the Netherlands Government and UNICEF. Such cooperative arrange-
ments signal Pakistan's willingness to enter into collaborative ventures in &-
Ulna education. The wealth of experience gained by AIOU staff, particularly
in nonformal education and literacy programs, could make a significant con-
tribution to the expansion of eductional opportunities in the whole of the South
Asian region. Conversely, such cooperation could lead to an expansion of the
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capacity of Pakistan to deliver much needed distance education courses to its
rapidly increasing population.

G. SRI LANKA

1. Introduction

Sri Lanka, ari island nation just north of the equator, hes a population ap-
proaching 17 million people. Enrollments in primary sdioola in 1988
demonstrated that a total of almost 1.9 million pupils were attending 3,777
schools, whereas at the secondary level almost 1.8 million students were attend-
ing 5,937 schools. Apart from the total of 9,714 government schools, there are
a further 498 schools in the country. Also in 1988, there were 80,736 teachers,
of whom 23,490 were untrained. A further 7,587 students at currently under-
going pre-service teacher training while present enrollments in the eight con-
ventional universities exceed 20,000 students.

The need for distance education in Sri lanka is widely accepted at the na-
tional level. Distance education is needed because of large dropout and etpeti-
tion rates; it is also needed for training untrained teachers and unskilled workers

and for providing retraining made necessary by rapidly expanding technologi-
cal develcipments. To increase the impact of distance education, an adequate
infrastructure with regional centers and study centers, student facilities, effec-
tive utilization of audiovisual media and other support services is necessary.
Nonavailability of funds to establish such an infrastructure is the most impor-
tant reason for the current inalklity to provide access to education and training
to the rural and disadvantaged groups who require it most.

Distance education in Sri Lanka staited with the establishment of two in-
stitutions offering teacher training COMM as early as 1972. First, the distance
education branch of the Ministry of Education offered a correspondence
program aimed at training primary school teachers. Tbe second institution
engaged in teacher training by correspondence was the Exterial Services Agen-
cy (ESA) of r.)e University of Sri Lanka. 'This agency offered a Postgraduate
Diploma in Education program. It also conducted courses in presdsool Educa-
tion, Sinhalese, Tamil and professional English. Running parallel with the ESA
waq the Sri Lanka Institute of Distance Education (SLIDE) established in 1976.
It offerrA, lama and certificate level programs in management, mathematics,
science and technology.
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2. Current Distance Education Acikkka

The Open University of Sri LW (OUSL), incorpcated the ESA and

SUDE when it wm establiend in 1980. Quint enrollments in the=demesn-
es offend by OUSL we as follows: Certificate in Pre-School Education (590);

Certificate in Entrepreneurship (344); Catificate in Professional English

(2,468); Diploma in Mmagement (736); Diploma in Technology (1,844);

Bachelor of Technology (52); Bachelor of Science (74); Bachelor of Laws

(2,156); Postgraduate Diploma in &location (2,727) sod Famdetion Courses in

Science (1,067). OUSL also offers courses in textile tedmology, foundation

courses in technology, a variety of continuing education canes, and tbe fol-
lowing research degrees, M.Ed., M.Phil., and Ph.D. The other institutions that

conduct distance education programs in Sri Lann are the Teacher Education

Unit and the Distance Education Unit of the National Institute of Education.

ihe National Institute of Education (NIE) was atablished in 1986. The

Distance Eduction Unit of the NIE incorporated the programs originslly run

by the distance education branch of the Ministry of Education. At present, it

offers a thme-year program leading to the Rained Teachers' Certificate in

science and mathematics and elementary education. It was established with

financial assistance from SIDA. The course, run in both Sinhala and Moil,
comprises: printed materials, assignments for submission, contact sessions,

practical training and tuter assistance at regional centers. Additionally, the

Teacher Education Unit of the NIE offers a 16-month program leading to a

Postgraduate Certificate in Education in which there are current enrollmasts in

excess of 10,000. It is estimated, however, that almost 28,000 graduate teachers

remain untrained.
TA" major component of the instructional approach adopted at the OUSL

is the printed lesson, supplemented where appropriate by audiotape, videotape,

demonstration classes, day schools, laboratory chews and teaching practice.

The technical production of print material has been facilitated by the ready

availability of a large number of personal computers and good offset printing

facilities obtained through UNDP assistance. The OUSL operates from a
central campus at Nawalm in the suburbs of Colombo. There are four regional

centers at Colombo, Jaffna, Kandy and Matara. Science laboratories plasently

exist at Connbo and Kandy and we expected to be extended to Jaffna and

Mama in the near future. Under the ambit of the four regional centers, there

exist several study centers which have limited library facilities and which are

responsible for the issue of instructional packages and the collectionof assign-

ments from students.

t, ,
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Sri Laski has over 32 million radio sets whkt beats ample testimony to
the potential of this medium for educational program. The Sri Lanka Broad-
casting Corporation (SLBC) provides the OUSL weekly with 15 minutes air-
time for English programs asd 30 minuteseadi for Skink and Tamilprograms.
This facility is available free of cbsrge at peewit Recording °Climeprograms
is undertaken at the Open University studio. The naticsal televkionspan is
almost ten years old. However, its services do not reach the wane extent - the
national radio. There are only gliout 600,000 television seta in the country and
the viewing public is about 30 per cent of the population. Nevatheless, each
month SLRC providea the OUSL with 25 minutes of airtime at a nominal he
to telecast educational video productions. Thesevideos we produced by OUSL
mils staff in its studio and see delivered to SLRC for telecast. Despite the ex-
istence of an earth station, the use of satellite communication for educational
purposes is still in the planning stage in Sri Lanka.

3. Government Policies and Plans forDistance Education

Approximately 40 per cent of the funding for the mama OUSL budget
comes from a government grant which meets the salary bill of all permanent
employees. The balance (60 per cent of the funds) is met from student fees
which have to cover all the other recurrent costs of the OUSL, including the
production of instructional packages, payments to contact staff and consultaits,
and the costa of running laboratory classesand cky schools. Requests have been
madl to the Government for an increastx1 government grant as the increasing
recurrent costs in running distance education courses (though cheaper than con-
ventional courses) could nevertheless become an unbearable burden on a large
proportion of OUSL students. The primay objective of democratizing educa-
tional opportunities through distanceeducation could be lost if large numbers
are unable to enroll at the OUSL due to lack of fmance. The increasingly criti-
cal situation in Sri Lanka where admission to the conventional universities
(which are completely subsidized by the Government and do not levy tuition
fees) is very competitive provides a further compelling reason why the more
cost-effective distance education programs of the OUSL should be provided at
minimal -oat to potential students.

It is clear that distance education could make a significant contribution to
meeting the manpower requirements of Sri Lanka. Based on projections for the
period up to 1990 made by the Manpower Planning Division of the Ministry of
Plan Implementation, graduate manpower development requirements were
identified as follows: Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences (1,000), Science
(1,000), and Engineers (525). Additionally, distance education could make a
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much needed contribution to women's education, technical aid vocational
education, health and nutrition education and population education. A par-
ticular need for the training of self-employed agriculturalists and animal farmers
has also heal identified. According to the census report of 1981, 435 per cent
males aid 52 per cent females of the work force were employed in agriculture
and related sectors. There are certain export-oriented agricultural enterprises,
such as the production of ornanental indoor plants, ornamental fish production,
aid other nontraditional crops with export potential which could benefit from
distance education initiatives. The self-employed producers do not lave the
scientific base to understand why certain operations need to be carried out. Dis-
tance education programs could provide this scientific base while practical train-

ing courses of short duration could overcome gaps in training aid information.
Mother area where know-how is very vague among local producers is in the
grading, packing and marketing of their produce.

4. Scope for Regional Cooperation

It has been recognized that foreign agencies can assist in many ways espe-
cially by providing much required capital expenditure for such areas as the costs
of equipment for setting up new laboratories and strengthening existing
laboratories; initial development costs of new pnigrams of study including the
production of multimedia packages; obtaining and funding the services of sub-
ject matter specialists; promoting staff development through scholmships and
fellowships; facilitating aid supporting the formation of institutional linkages
with foreign universities/institution; providing funds for the strengthening and
setting up of libraries; development of an increasing number of regional study
centers in remote pals of the country; and enabling universities to subsidize
program s of study which have a direct impact on the poverty alleviation program
of the Government. Much of this development could be achieved through
regional cooperation.
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OPENING ADDRESS

S.v..S. Juneja
Dire Mor, Infrastructure Department

Asian Development Bank

Honorable Minister for Education, Mr. Al-Haj Sayid Ghulam Mustafa
Shah, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of the Asian
Development Bank, I would like to convey to the Minister for Education, our
appreciation for finding time from what must be an extremely busy schedule to
inaugurate this Round Table Conference. I am also grateful to all of you for ac-

cepting our invitation to participate in the Conference.
The South Asian region comprises seven countries with a combined

population of more than a billion, about one-fourth of the world's population.
The last thirty or forty years have witnessed significant progress in the region
in the expansion and standards of education. However, the rate of growth of
population continues to be one of the key factors that will determine both the
direction and the speed of educational development in the region. This poses
the triple challenge of:

making up for ex sting shortcomings in education services (particular-
ly access for neglected groups);
expanding services to keep pace with population growth; and
staying abreast of latest developments, especially in science and
technology.

In a situation of severe resource constraints, traditional educational systems are
rapidly becoming overstretched and it is clear that they will not be able to cope
adequately with these challenges. There is therefore a need to examine and
develop alternative strategies to provide educational opportunities to all sections
of the community and introduce measures to enhance the quality, relevance and

efficiency of our education systems.
Before discussing these alternative strategies, I would like to say a few

words about the Asian Development Bank's work in the education sector. The
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Bank's involvement In the education sector sated in the mid-1970s. IniOsIly,
the Bank's assistance wm directed mainly to %yodeledand technical educa-
tion in secondary ecisoon, and profasionaltraining inscience and technology
at the post-secondny leveL In meat years, however, thescope of the wait hen
started to widen. Lan year, the Blink reviewed its educationaloperations. Start-
ins from the belief thst educadon ie an eseentid precondition fir development,
the Bank recognizes the impotent funcdonal role of a beasd belie education -
the most reliable some from which sty form at specialisededucation, import-
ing knowledge end skills to =hoot productivity, and to oontrIbule Soeconamic
growth may be drawn. This breeder view of the Bank's role io the education
sector will Morally sad our lending portfolio and technicalmehtence ac-
tivities. The first tangible result to date has been theprimary education (giris)
project in Pakistan for which the Bonk, I am happy to report, apptoved a loan
of $64 million two weeks ago. Thie is the fint primary educstion ptoject
financed by the Beet and we are happy that we hove been able to assist in a pc-
ticularly relevant field fa Pakistan.

Returning aow to the question of alternstive strategies to deal with tbe
problem of providins education, the Bank believes that distance education is
one such prominng alternative. As a first indication of its interest in this field,
the Bank sponsored in November 1980 a Regional Saul=on Distance Educa-
tion at Bangkok. This Seminar was meant to takestock of the developments in
this fieid in the Asia ma Pacific region and to providea fawn for experts from
all over the region to discus' the issues and policies involved. The present Round
Table Conference is a direct follow-up of that Seminar. Several of SAARC's
member countries have introduced or are actively considering the use of dis-
tance education, both to provide wider access to education and to enhance
quality, panicularly in teacher training. Alla= Iqbal Open University (Pakis-
tan), the Open University of Sri Links, the Indira Gandhi Open University
(India), the Bangladesh Institute of Distance Education and the Radio Educa-
tion Teacher Dinning Project in Nepalarc institution the experience of which
will help to enrich tin discussions at the Conference.

The major objective of the present Round Table Conference is to provide
a forum for policymakas and technical expert, from South Asian countries to
share their experience in distance education, and to explore possibilities and
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determine operationsl strategies for regional coopemtitm in this field. It is our
hope that this Conference will make a substantive amtribudon tows* iden-
tification of policy imam pertaining to regionsl coopeation indigence educa-
don and alto propose wed& appealable to thereadution oho& hem Some
of the qutatiom the tome lo mind concern establidsing a Simon& kr
tegional cooperation in this SW, and themmalinutkin ribs economic and tech-
n ical viability. There is alto the question tithe role of intanstional education-
al and financial institutions. We in the Asian Development Bank will catainly
kok fonverd with greet interest to the results of the deliberations of this
Conference.

Before I dose, I would like to thank in [articular the Seaetary of Educa-
tion, Dr. S.2.1. Oureshi, for kindly agreeing to be the Chekmw of this Con-
ference. I woukl also like to thank ow host, Allow Iqbal Open University and
in particular its Via Chancellor, Dr. M.II. Qui, for providing us with such a
splendid venue.

Thank you.

.158
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS: PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF
DISTANCE EDUCATION

M.H. Qesi
Vice Chancellor, Allem lqbal Open University

It is not my intention to bring up evidence which underscores the
economic and social role of education in tbe making of a prospaons society.
The buikling up of human capital and the private and social return on invest-
ment in education are now well-documented in the literature. There is little
variation in the inherent genetic capabilities of nations. However, there are
marked differences among various population groups in acquired abilities en-
dowed through education. The interplay of international capsbilities with the
dynamic creative universe linked through consciousness is a means to the co-
ndiment and enhancement of human life. This is an area which deals with the
metaphysics of education. Yet it is education alone that &vales consciousness,
creates awareness, and enables youth to survive with confidence in an organic
symbiosis with the universe. It is now obvious that those nations which have a
larger pool of "common knowledge" are bend equipped for harnessing science
and technology.

In the struggle for existence and in an effort to improve the quality of life,

whether in centrally planned economies, or in free market economies, it is es-
sential that: literacy ratios are improved, social demand for higher education is
fulfilled, equal az.cess to education is provided to both sexes and to those who
are socially disadvantaged. This is possble through education and, therefore,
not surprisingly, despite financial constraints and poor infrastructures, much of
the effort of developing countries is directed to this task. Historically, and per-
haps rightly so, the process= of educational development have relied on the for-
mal system of education. This being the case, real malaises of poverty, hunger,

malnutrition, undereduonion, low participation rates, dropouts, umatisfactory
quality, and attrition of standards have not been eliminated. The situation is fur-
ther exacerbated by the rapid generation of new knowledge, phenomenal ad-
vances in science and technology, and the emergence of knowledge-intensive
high technologies. These advances clearly warrant different and new types of
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social and cultural adjustments and, if nothing else, these have, to a large
measure, strengthened the case for lifelong education. At the hub ot economic
progress lies the quslity of the work force. Perheps, in its own way, instal sys-
tem has the ability to cope with this dilemma. Already in the developed
countries, formal education is responding to this dsallenge with ample room for
further efficient growth. In the developing countries, however, the story its dif-
ferent. The syndrome of underdevelopment dictates dist the challenge is to be
met in different ways, through a vsziety of innovative eduational modalities.
Neither the formal system with its apparent inadequacies can survive the new
onslaught nor, perhaps, can it cope with the magnitude d the task. Regional
cooperation, sharing of scientific and technological information, and a common
effort to develop materials for mass education with a heavy tik tows* scien-
tific, technological, vocational, behsvioral and management skills are the like-
ly future hopes of our nations. The rapid pace at which distance education
systems me progressing, will, hopefully, lead us into the next century with high
levels of aspkations. The difficulties are many; yet, I believe that we have the
ability to overcome these difficulties.

This Round Table Confacnce on distance education, I mist my, is a
small, yet meaningful step towards new educational goals. This Conference,
on the one band, is the manifestation of our optimism about the poet:tidal of dis-
tance education to meet the challenge of the time. On the other hand, it reaf-
firms our belief that the existing problems of education, and the problems of
education in the future, could be adequately dealt with through the process of
distance education. As a system of education and method instruction, distance
education has long been in existence. However, as an institution it owes its
origins to the establishment of the first open university in the United Kingdom
in the latter half of the sixties. The system has spread rapidly and has been equal-

ly accepted in developed as well as developing countries of the world. The ex-
perience of the UK Open University as an institution of distance alucation is a
model which is being replicated in developed as well as developing countries.
The institution has proved its effectiveness in educating and re-educating
masses for adjustment to the increasingly changing demands of economics and
societies. The delivery of education through distance learning techniques has
already proved its potential for all segments of the society. Furthermore,
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diatom education ptvgrams have bete sucessially employed for updating
profeesiond knowledge and Mille, and are even appkaastagaspeqpia ri
conventionel education system k is (welly mead kw lifelong education. k
appears dat datum education sooner or bier will dominate the world educa-
tional somerio. 40

Distance edwadon a k rows is likely to face a number of problem.
Such problems are already manifest. A few of these me kismet lo the sys-
tem. Mae are Mhos which are sorb* because of ils competitive chsraMee
vis-h-vis the exmal system, and the exiting heavy bias in favor of km bier.
These problems and issues should be our concern a this Round Thble
Conferee=

Those associated wkb the distance education system are ewe dime mul-
tiple educations' asks which it cao peeform. Eapeekoce indicates dna through
disown education it is poesible lo organize leaching at all leveb, =ging from
basic literacy and Nacional education courses 10 COMB of study leading to
higher degrees in several dieciplioes M both science and humenkies. Minos
education programs have also demoostrated proveo potemisi for updsdng
knowledge and skills in many plosions sod occupational fields. In the M-
ama Iqbal Open University, we have successf011y introduced educationel
programs which provide valuable supplements to conventions.' school canes.

Worldwide experiments and experiences in distance education are open-
ing up still new horizons to be explored in the world of eduction. Perhaps the
system bas now gone beyond the stage of trial and error. However, m it grows
k must be ensured that:

(i) it is defined in logical tams and Oval a universally applicable
connaation;

(ii) its scope is clearly outlined;
(iii) its place, vis-b-vis institutions of formal education is determined

and it gets recognition and support from the State Government;
(iv) its programs, methods and media are based on research and the

educational needs of the masses with particular reference to time,
place and environment; and
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(v) a system of international collaboration and perpetuation of
tance eduation has been carefully planned and implemented.

Ibis conference, let us hope, will mark a beginning Iowa* agonizing
international cooperation and collaboration in the field of distance education.
Many more may join with us in the days to come but in our aspirations to rime
above sociocukural, political and geographical boundaries in our delibeations
about distance education, our foremoot concern remains the developing world.
This also has obvious priorities for the South Asian region to which our delibera-

tions should make repeated refaence.
In identifying the goals of distance education for South Asian countries

perhaps we would like to trace our Notaries beck to where and how the once
highly developed people of the subcontinent digressed from the path of their
ancestral grandeur and wandered in the labyrirths of what is today known aa
underdevelopment. We may have to begin our journey afresh using the edifice
we have already constructed. Relative to this background, the following major
goals can provide direction to the development of distance education in our
country:

(i) provision of education for all citizens regardless of what they are,
what they do, where they live and what their levels of education
and mental and physical capabilities are;

(ii) catching up, in the shortest possible time, with the scientifically
and technologically advanced nations of the world;

(iii) development of the inherent potential of the people through the
process of appropriate lifelong education:

(iv) development and adoption of diversified curricula and instruction-
al materials suited to individual needs; and

(v) adoption and utilization of efficient and effective delivery systems
and media for the dissemination of knowledge.

The goals of distance education, in whatever terms they are stated, neces-
sitate a multilevel organization at local or provincial level, at national level, at
regional level for South Asian countries, and at international level in a broader
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sane. Local and national organizations of distance education are already in
existence in many countries. A son of an internatioml organization()Idiots.=
education in the form of the International Cbtmcil for Distance Education
(ICDE) has been fumed. It has held several international conferenors on many
issum of distance education. This Ramd Table Conference marks initial efforts
towards a regional organization for distance education. This conference wifi
be examining the is ues confronting distance education in the region and will
suggest appropriate strategies for overcoming them. Such measures could
include:

(i) sharing and adopting existing teaching-learning resources;
(ii) sharing expertise in designing instructional materials;

(iii) sharing expertise and facilities in all masa of instructional
materials production;

(iv) sharing technical know-how in the dissemination of courses
through radio and TV, including the use of satellite; aid

(v) outlining the future role of distanoe education in human resource
development in South Asian countries.

The establishment of an institution of distance education and its organiza-
tion at any level has to be considered with reference to a amber of problems
and issues which are peculiar to distance education. Some ofthe problems may
be very specific and related to locality and country needs. There are other
problems which may be common to several countries and still others which have
commonality for all South Asian countries. All these problems should attract
our attention during the course of our dehberations.

Distance education as a discipline aid as an institution of education is
comparatively new. It is still in the pro4xss of making and remaking. Accord-
ingly, it is undergoing the process of definition aid redefinition. In order that
distance education is correctly and fully understood by all the users of the term,
it is essential that a sondard definition of the term be prepared which is logi-
cally worded and sii-,nclusive. This definition is essential for the purpose of
the South Asian Regional Organization of Distance Education. Only then will
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it be possible to organize regional cooperation and collaboration for the im-
provement of distance education in the region.

The experience of several universities shows that the hztitutionalization
of distance education is not usuelly welcomed in tandem with the convention-
al educational institutions. The establislanent of institutions of distance educa-
tion has often been fraught with pessimism. This pessimism is known to have
continued even after a distance education institution has established itself and
created a place of its own in the education system of the country. This pes-
simism inadvenenlly influences the institutions and the attitudes of its person-
nel and its beneficiaries. Why should there be such pessimism? Perhaps there
are differem factors responsible for it in different countries. Generalization of
these factors and their remedies through the sharing of experiences would cer-
tainly help minimize such pessimism and remove many barriers to tbe estab-
lishment and improvement of institutions of distance education.

Related to people's pessimism about distance educatice is the question of
quality. Although the maturity and self-motivation of students and the quality
and relevance of katructional materials offered by institutions of distance
education ensure good quality education in terms of the standards of its out-
comes, it has yet to be determined by research evidence as to how the quality
of distance education compares with the quality of the conventional education
system.

The certificates, diplomas and degrees offered by distance education in-
stitutions are often not accepted by educational institutions and employer or-
ganizations as being on a par with those of the conventional system. Establish-
ment of the credibility of the diplomas of distance education may require dif-
ferent strategies in different situations. But what seems to be a more important
determinant of the credibility of the certificates of an institution is its own
reputation which, besides other things, is determined by the standards it sets for
itself with regad to facilities, staff, curricula and academic demands on both
students and teachers. Certainly there has to be worked out mutually agreed,
practicable standards fot all aspects of distance education.

A traditional versus distance education controversy is also a natural
phenomena of the growth of distance education. The twG systems have specific
functions to perform. Them functions are not antagonistic to one another.
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especially for the South Asian countries the assistance of many international or-
pnizations and some sort of resources staring among member countries should
be inevitable.

Related to the resources of distance education we the media of radio and
television which we coosidered basic to the system. But experience suggests
that while their cost is high their utilizstion by the students is very low. Their
rate of use does not appear to justify the cost. To use or not to use these media
for distance education Is an issue which needs to be resolved. Can we afford to
do without than? If yea, what would replace than for teaching at distance? If
not, bow can the use of these media be minimized, and how an their utilization
by students be maximized?

It is not only in tbe case of radio and television that there exists the
problems of low utilization. Many other facilities such as tutorial services, study
centers, special purpose libraries, etc., are not fully utilized by students. The
problem is that benefits of data= education may not accrue if media and
facilities are not properly and fully utilized. This is a universal problem, which
is crucial to every program and plan for distance education.

An important consideration which demands attention is the area of attitude

formation through distance education. In distance education the personal
element of the teacher is, for the most pert, missing from the educational com-
munication prams. There is no direct interaction between the teacher and the
stL ats. It is therefore not known if the desired attitudes are developed in stu-
dents as a result of distance learning. I doubt if we can validly include a drange

of attitudes a one of the objectives of distance education anywhere, then what
do we really teach and to what end?

Distance education as a profession is a development of recent years. Like
the discipline of distance education, the profession is also in the making and we

have still a long way to go in having sufficient aanbers of real specialists and
professionals in the field so that all the departments and institutions of distance
education are staffed by them. Perhaps it is yet to be determined what would
be required to make one a profasional, and bow and where such profesaionals
would be produced. For this purpose would a limited training program at na-
tional, regional or international level suffice? Can a staff development center in
an institution produce such levels of expertise and train personnel who would

letC
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be needed for various jobs in distance education? Or should an international in-

stitution or organization undertake to establish a pogrom of personnel educa-
tion and training in distance education? It might not be out of place bo make the
point that at the Allana Iqbal Open University we have akeady made a amall
beginning in th'e direction by establishing a Departmaa of Distance Education.
This Department organizes short-term orientation and training courses for the
staff of the University. Plans are also underway for the introduction of higher
level postgraduate education in distance education.

The preparation of imtructional materials for distance education is based
on principles of self-study and is duracterized by recency, meaningfulness, and
the continuous updating of knowledge and information. In a formal classroom,
the teacher usually keeps supplementing the information contained in the
textbook. In distance teaching this supplementary information has to be incor-
porated in the written text from time to time to save it from becoming stagnant.
This is not an easy job. It has many implications for course writing course
review, media support, printing and financing, etc.

Distance education media and methodologies have been successful in
teaching many courses of general and vocational interest at both graduate and
undergraduate levels. But where research is involved, teaching in higher educa-
tion has yet to be organized through distance education without compromising

the quality and standard of higher education. Since the process of lifelong
higher education is the goal of many persons, this aspect of distance education
needs special attention. Promotion of science and technology in the develop-
ing countries is also a challenge for distance education.

Of course the problems of distance education at many. But if we are
determined to overcome and solve them with the spirit of mutual cooperation,
I am confident we shall achieve the goals of distance education in the South
Asian region. This Conference, I am sure, is the manifestation of this spirit of
cooperation and let us hope that the purpose for which it has been organized
will be fully achieved.
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Members of the participating countries, after appreciating the magnitude
of their own countries' educational needs, their meager resources, levee of
development of their respective distance education institutions, the com-
patibility of the system and its inherent strengths, partiadarly with regard to the
economies of scale and cost savings and the level of the commitment and inter-
est of their own governments in opening and further improving their distance
education institutions, felt that:

(i) Regional cooperation among participating countries was urgent-
ly needed.

(ii) This cooperation could initially be in the areas of sharing infor-
mation, existing course materials, and expertise through staff
training. This could be taken up immediately subject to the ob-
servation that course materials on science and technical courses
can be easily adapted without much change in their contents as
these do not have much of a sociocultural bias. However, it was
noted that in certain cases language might pose some problems
which would have to be overcome.

(iii) Since the design and development of new courses under ideal con-
ditions required a teamwork approach, it was likely to take a lit-
tle longer and as such was therefore placed under short-term
objectives (i.e., between one and two years).

(iv) Sharing of research and development costs of new technologies
(e.g., computer-managed learning and satellite-based initiatives)
should be regarded as a long-term objective (i.e., between 3 and
5 years). However, it was noted that the transmission of already
developed programs through satellite by one country could be
received by another country without any delay, subject to techni-
cal clearance. ,
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(v) Sharing of evahuttion system costs, in the setae of student evalua-

tion, should be regarded as a long-term objective because it
presuppcees preceding stages. As far as iratitutional evahntion
of distance teaching systems is concerned, k was noted that stan-
dardized yardsticks were yet to be developed. The absence of
such standardized techniques was already posing many problems

when a distance teaching system was compared with the perfor-
mance of its formal counterpart.

(vi) As each of the distance education systems of these countries had
developed its own innovative and indigenous strategies to cope
with their own problems, existing courses and associated tech-
niques could be shared by others on a short-term basis (e.g., Sri
Lanka has developed specialized science courses in higher educa-
tion, Pakistan hsa developed some innovative models of function-

al education for educating nonliterates, and India has developed

innovative courses in "Distance Education" and in "Management
Education", respectively).

(vii) In countries where distance education butitutions are yet to be
developed, neighboring countries could at least open their
study/resource centers as an initial step.

It was noted that some type of bilateral or multilateral cooperation be-
tween different countries in the area of exchange of materials and development
of courses on some common themes (e.g., environmental studies) is already
taking place. These efforts were on the initiative of some interested persons
who had had an opportunity to meet their counterparts from other institutions.
This, however, was not 5eing carried out as a formal institutionalized activity
and as such the setting up of a formal central regional mechanism to facilitate
and encourage this kind of activity was very much needed. It would gain its
strength from various collaborative arrangements which may be developed on
the basis of bilateral and multilateral arrangements. As one of the inherent
strengths of the system is its openness and flexibility, decentralization should
be kept in view.
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Specific axnes and other information materials should be properly klen-
tified on the basis of some feasibility studies by some external organizations
such - the ADE or the ODA. Similarly, feasibility Oldies should also be
carried out kr delineating the professional staff in distance education and for
possible transfer of technology from one country to another.

It was difficult to locate/name any specific institution to serve as a regional
center fcc this purpose. However, it was proweed that the finclinp of the reports
of the proposed feasibility studies could go a long way to providing sufficient
information for the taking of this decision. The members were also of the view
that arriving at a decision like this was particularly diffiadt as all the national
distance education institutions were at different stages of development and their
degree of expertise/specialization varied in significant ways.

KeerAng in view the tremendous shoat and long-term benefits which this
kind of cooperation could bring to the parties and now that participating
countries were committed to =II cooperation, it was aduiowledged that
regional cooperation would entail some fmancial axnm itment. Until feasibility
studies indicate both the location of a centralized institution and the finances
available for: formalized mechanism for the South Asian region, it is suggested
that there should be more cooperation in the field of distance tducation among
South Asian countries in order to promote and support the Distance Education
Regional Resource Centre (DERRC) established under the =vices oldie Asian
Associatico of Open Universities. It was noted that DERRC is open to all
distance education institutions.

Group B

The following objectives and associated benefits of regional cooperation
were noted:

(i) To reinforce the socioadtural klentities of member states.
(ii) To reinforce mutuai cooperation and understanding between

member countries through sharing of experiences, resources and
responsibilities in distance education.
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(ill) To pool and make available existing information, experiences and
expertise among member countries.

(iv) To prevent duplisstion of effort and wastage of resourots.
(v) To understand the nature, scope and feasibility of distance educa-

tion in SAARC countries.

Possible areas for cooperation and associated suggested time scales were
delineated as follows:

(i) Creation of facilities for sharing of data and information on dis-
tram education in member countries. For this purpose, the com-
pilation of a directory of distance education institutions in the
member countries could include: nature and type of arograms and
courses offered; student profile; management ant: ning pat-
tern; instructional media used; organizational structure; faculty
profile; and research and evaluation. Creation of a data and infor-
mation Nee at one of the national institutions of distrce educa-
tion in the region (medium term).

(ii) Exchange of visits of policymakers, planners, administrators and
academics (short term).

(iii) Sharing of existing instructional materials at nominal cost on
mutually agnied terms and conditiom (short term).

(iv) Sharing expertise for staff development in different areas of
distance education (medium term).

(v) Joint efforts to design and develop new course materials in agreed
areas (medium term).

(vi) Students should be able to enrol in academic programs offered in
other member countries (medium term).

(vii) To conduct feasisility studies to determine the need, viability and
mechanisms for sharing of infrastructure development costs,
evaluation system costs, research and development costs (medium

term).
(viii) Explore the possibilities for transfer of credit and split-site cours-

es (long term).
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The following forms of, regional cooperation were suggested:

.

(i) Establishment of a regional network of National Resource
Centers.

(ii) The National Resource Centers to build on existing strengths and
experiences in member axnitries.

(iii) Network to be directed by a consortium of Vice-Chancellors of
open univasities or their equivalents.

(iv) Small secretariat to be raponsible for the administration of the
network of centers and their activities.

(v) Each member while being a pert of the regional network would
be free to establish relations with other international agencies and
organizations.

(vi) Interinstituti inal linkages on a bilateral basis would be
encouraged.

(vii) It is essential to involve governments but this should be done under
the SAARC umbrella. It might be possible to establish it as an
NGO (e.g., SAF).

With regard to financing the proposed regional mechanisms, the follow-
ing suggestions were made:

(i) The creation of a "Common Fund" for Regional Cooperation by
contributions from governments and/or institutions on agreed
terms and conditions and by international agencies (e.g., UNES-
CO, ADB, World Bank, COL).

(ii) The proposed "Common Fund" could be replenished through
annual contributions by governments and donations/grants from
international agencies to provide common servicos through the
Secretariat and to meet recurring costs.

(iii) Hest institutions could provide pelysical facilities for the estab-
lishment of National Resource Centers.

(iv) Specific activities including feasibility studies and projects could
be funded by external agencies.
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(v) The institutions could durge, where practical, fees for services to
member countrieWinstitutions and external cheats.

Group C

The following objectives and associated benefits of regional oauperation
were noted:

(i) To share information/experience.
(ii) To discuss and solve problems faced by South Asian countries in

the development/progress of distance learning systems.
(iii) To explore possibilities for the joint development of learning

materialr.

Sonic points relevant to the possible form of regional cooperation were
raised as follows:

(i) Identification of institutions where centers of excellence could be
established, taking into account special capacities in order to share
experience.

(ii) Creation of a focal point from which an institution could get help,
funds, expertise or necessary support.

(iii) Arranging broadcasts about distance learning institutions in
variots countries for the sharing of information.

(iv) Provision of access to advanced communication technologies
(satellite, electronic mail network, etc.) to facilitate exchange and
to enhance communication.

Several general recommendations regarding the role of governmentsand
the international community were also made:

(i) Participating governments should be impressed upon to extend
their help in the shape of equipment, training or transferring
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knowledge. Their help is amentisl for developing infrastructures
and providing upraise.

(ii) Binding agendes/hternstional organizations shouW sixteer in-
dividuals to visit other countries for traininWshsring experiences.

(iii) Respective governments should be approached with specific and
concrete proposals for seeking their commitment.

(iv) Participating governments should facilitate the institutions
through subsidizing the cost of communication.

Further specific recommendations wet made as follows:

(i) To strengthen and expand the regional resource center in distance
education in Bangkok so as to crier for &pea& needs of all South
Asian countries. Specific needs include the provision of assis-
tance to countries that have just started distance education; small
countries; and countries that want to develop distance education
at levels other than higher education. Such provision could in-
clude advice on facilitating training in the fonn of attachments,
study tours and in-country courses in priority areas.

(ii) To make an inventory of resources and capacities available in dis-
tance eduastin institutions in South Asian countries. This inven-
tory should cover the broad areas of information exchange,
trainin& retinal and materials development. This inventory
should also provide information on aspects such as the use of dis-
tance eduction modes for literacy, remote area populations,
educaten for girls aid women as well m innovative methods in
distance education. This inventory of resources could lead to the
strengthening of sectional capscities with a view to developing
regional cooperation among institutiom.

(iii) To conduct a needs assessment in order to assess the requirements
for the development of distance education in South Asian
countries. This needs assessment should be considered in relation
to the aforementioned inventory of resources.
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(iv) The group also agreed on a proposal for &bon lo delineatealter-
native mechanisms fee regional cooperation as follows:

(a)

(b)

Objective: The objective is to provide relevant government
authorities with a basis for decision makingon bow So or-
pnize =operation in different aspects of distance educa-
tion at all levels of education in South Asian countries.

Method:

(i) Based on tbe realistic assessment of the capecides

of participating countries, the method is to prepare
scenarios on bow regional cooperation could be or-
ganized.

(ii) These scenarios will take into account existing in-
frastructures, institutions, centers (both national and

regional), ongoing cooperative activides and net-
works.

(iii) The scenarios will also contain indications of costs
as well as other obligations to be incurred at different

stages of implementation.

(iv) These scenarios will be presented to governments

for discussion and for decision on the choice of the
most desirable and feasible option. This decision
should be considered as a commitment in principle
on the part of each government, in particular with
regard to fmancing.

(v) The fmal choice of tbe model to be implemented
would be made on the occasion of a meeting of thcee

responsible. It will be submitted to the appropriate
political bodies.
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(c) FaunEng: Rading agencies and international organizations

will be approached to provide ftoding and tedmkal assis-
tance to any out this activity.

(d) Organinitiow A small working group of specialists could
be set up to prepare the scenarios, to monitor the operation,

and to prepare the final document.
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UST OF PARTICIPANTS

L Bangladesh

1. Mr. Muhammad Shamsul Haq
Deputy Chief
Education Wing
Planning Canmission
Sher-e Bangla Napr, Dhaka

II. Bhutan

1. Mr. Dukpa Rindthen Phup
Zonal Education Officer
Zone II, Damphu

2. Ms. Miana Kharga
Assistant Coordinator
Qsrriculum Division
Department of Education
Thimpu

3. Mr. Namgye Ihendup
Desk Officer EDN Sector
Planning Commission
Thimpu

III. India

1. Mr. Abhimanyu Singh
Director (U)
Depadment of Education
Ministry of Human Resotrce Development
New Delhi, 110 001
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2. Mr. M.R. Ko Intim
Adviser (Educatkm)

limning Commission
New Delhi, 110 002

IV. Makives

1. Mr. Mohammad Wabeed Hassan

Director of Educational Services
ministry of Education

Malt

2. Mr. Abdul Sett& Hassan
Deputy Director
Ministry of Education
Malt

3. Ms. Marian Wabeeda

Senior Under-Secretary
Ministry of Planning and Environment
H. Dbuni
Malt

V. Nepal

1. Mr. Keshab Nepal

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Fmance
Bag Durbar
Kathmandu
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2. Mr. Inman Prmad Upadhyaya
Joint SOCICUry

Ministry of Finance
Bag Duster
Kathmandu

3. Dr. Govinda Prasad Sharma KaphLy
Joint Secretary

Planning Commission Seamariat
Singha Mahar
ICathmandu

VL Paldstaa

%auks Ali Siddiqui
Profane' of Educmion
Allama Igbal Open University
Islamabad

2. MGM. A. Ar:z
Joint Educational Adviser (HE)
Ministry of Education
Islamabad

3. Mr. Abdullah Kbadim Hussain
Joint Educational Adviser

PNE Wing. Ministry of Education
Islamabad
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VII. Sri Lanka

1. Dt. Amaragunssekera
National Distance Education Institute
Ministry of Education
Colombo

2. Prof. J.N.O. Fernando
Professor of Chemistry
The Open University of Sri Lanka
P.O. Box 21, Nawala
Nugegoda

3. Prof. (Mrs.) D.E.M. Kotalawela
Professor of Education
Ilse Open University of Sri Lanka
Nugegoda

VIII. Asian Development Bank

1. Mr. S.V.S. Juneja
Director, Infrastructure Deportment

2. Mr. Gramme G. Muller
Onef, Pakistan Resident Office

3. Mr. G.H.P.B. van der Limien
Manager, Education Division

4. Dr. Motilal Sharma
Sr. Education Specialist
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LIST OF OBSERVERS

I. Pallas

1. Prof. Dr. M. Atha Khan
Hicuky of Ildwaion
Alban lqbal Open Univasity
Islamabad

2. Mr. Usman Ahmed Danish
Anistant Professor
Facuky of Social Sciences & Humanity .

Allem& Iqbal Open University
Islamabad

3. Prof. Dr. I.N. Hassan
Dem, Faculty of Basic Sciences
Mama lqbal Opeo University
Islamabad

4. Prof. Dr. M.A. Qayyum
Faculty of Eidpriatlem

Alla= Ighal Open University
Islamabad

5. Prof. Dr. M. Aslarn Amber
Faculty of Basic Scieaces
Allan& kibal Open Univenity
Islamabad

6. Mrs. Baia B. Abbas
Director (BUESP)
Mama hpal Open University
Islamabad
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7. Dr. Abdul Ask Klan
Mot Educational Advisor (MD)
hesdnry ot Bducsdon
lanmabsd

II. belsrnsdanel Obsarven

1. Mr. Bmhir Parra
Project Advieor
World Bank

2. KU Anne Well/Strand
Senior Consultant
NORAD

3. Dr. G. Manna*
Associate Director
AMIC, Hong Kong

4. Prof. Dr. D.S. Wijeyseka:
Vice Chancellor
Open University, Sri Lan

5. Prof. Dr. LH. McKinley
Dtector, Office of Research and Projects
Oklahoma State University, US

6. nr. Ronnie Carr
ICDE Executive Member
UK Open University, Scotland

7. Dr. M. &Um
UNESCO Regiceal Office
Bangkok, Thailand
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE/RESOURCE PERSONS

I. Organizing Committee

1. Chairman : Dr. M.H. Qazi, Vice Chancellor, AIOU

2. C.onvenor : Dr. Shaukat Ali Siddiqui, Dean, Faculty of
Education, AIOU

3. Convenor : Dr. Motilal Sharma, Sr. Education Specialist
(Mission Chief), Asian Development Bank

4. Seaetary : Mr. Usman Ahmed Danish, AIOU

II. Resource Persons

1. Dr. Moblal Sharma
Sr. Education Specialist

.Asian Development Bank
Manila

2. Dr. James C. Taylor
ADB Staff Consultant

Head, Distance Education Centre
University-College of Southern Queensland
Australia

3. Mr. A.B. (Sandy) Edington
Director, Media Department
British Council, London

4. Mr. Herbert Marthl
Head, Division of Educational Sciences
UNESCO, Paris

5. Prof. Javed lqbal Syed
Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities
Allama lqbal Open University
Pakistan
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EDUCATION DIVISION
Infrastructure Depertatent .

list of Publicstines on Education and Training

A. Sector Studies

1. Bangladesh: Sector Study on Education, 1986
2. Nepal: Sector Study on Education, 1986
3. Papua New Guinea: Rationalization and Savings in Higher Education,

1986
4. Education and Development in Asia and the Pacific, 1988
5. Pakistan: Sector Study on Education, 1988
6. Pakistan: Tedmical and Vocational Education, 1989
7. Sri Lanka: Sector Study on Education (Volumes 1 to 4), 1989
& Lao PDR: Sector Study on Education, 1989

B. Seminar Reports

9. Entrepreneurship and Self-Employment Training (Volumes 1 and 2),
1986

10. Distance Education (Volumes 1 and 2), 1987
11. Raining the Technical Trainer, 1988
12. Distance Education (Proceedings of the Round Table Conference on

Distance Education, Islamabad, 1989), 1990

C. Staff Papers

13. Distance Education: Professional Staff Paper, 1985
14. Uses of Technologies to Improve in Class Instruction, 1988
15. Education Broadcasting and Distance Education as A Strategy for

Revitalizing Education of the Disadvantaged, 1990

D. Others

16. Training Resource Materials for Accounting Technicians (Volumes 1
to 9), 1990

The above publications (ercept items 3, 6, 7 and 8) are available upon
request from the Information Office Asian Development BanI4 P.O. Box
789, Manila, Philippines. Information on the reports listed at items 3, 6, 7
and 8 is availabk from the Manager, Education Division.
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